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INDEX 

Power Point Presentation to EPA, 2006 
Small-Scale Suction Dredging and the Environment= de minimis and less than 
significant. 

Department of Zoology, University of Montana 
SU~.-~on dredging related to entrainment and re-colonization of invertebrates. 

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Biology, University of California, Davis 
Suction dredging related to pools and subsequent high seasonal flows (flushing) and 
insect re-colonization. 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Montana State University 
Mortality of vulnerable eggs to angler wading. 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Humbolt State University, California 
Dredging provides good spawning habitat, invertebrate re-colonization and 50 NTUs = 
no deleterious effects on salmon feeding. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10 
Suction dredging and entrainment, cumulative effects and water quality. 

Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, University of Minnesota 
Juvenile fish move away from sedimented habitat and need clear interstitial cobble spaces 
for survival. 

U.S. Department of Interior 
Eight to ten inch dredges, turbidity study. 

U.S Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station 
Summary of potential effects of suction dredging on stream biota and physical channel 
characteristics. 

Thesis: Presented to Humbolt State University, California 
General study for relationship of suction dredging to turbidity plumes, fish feeding, pools 
and fish holding, flushing and pools, fish not disturbed, habitat improvement. 

U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station 
Spawning iri natural redds vs tailing pile redds, re-colonization of invertebrates, deep 
scour helps survival. 

USGS, Coastal Science & Research News 
Turbidity levels and fish feeding. 
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Effects of Suction Dredge Mining on Anadromous Salmonid Habitat in Canyon 
Creek, Trinity County, California. 
Thesis: Presented to Humbolt State University, California 
Direct observation of anadromous fish indicated that young-of-the-year steelhead 
abundance and the holding locations of adult spring-run Chinook salmon and adult 
summer-run steelhead were not affected by dredge mining operations. 

Scour of Chinook Salmon Redds on Suction Dredge Tailings. 
U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station. 
Where natural substrate is in short supply, a large proportion of redds may be located on 
dredge tailings. 

How Suspended Organic Sediment Affects Turbidity and Fish Feeding Behavior. 
USGS, Coastal Science and Research News. 
Efficiency of fish feeding is affected by turbidity but that limited feeding goes on even at 
moderate turbidities. 

Excerpts From Suction Dredge Studies. 
AMDA. Alaska Mining & Supply. 
The quotes listed in this document were taken word for word out of the documents written 
by the scholars named above each quote. 

RE: EPA Website: "Aquatic Biodiversity- Placer Mining". 
Waldo Mining District, Oregon. 
EPA Web Page made materially false, fraudulent and biased statements that 
misrepresented the suction dredge type of placer mining currently occurring in streams 
and rivers. 



Small-Scale Suction Dredging and the Environment. 
Power Point Presentation to EPA, 2006. 
Suction dredging is de minimus and impacts from these dredges are less than significant. 

Experimentally Deterinined Impacts of a Small, Suction Gold Dredge on a Montana 
Stream. 
Department of Zoology, University of Montana 
Gold dredging did not have any impact on the quantity of benthic insects in the 
downstream area in this study. 

Effects of Suction Gold Dredging on Fish and Invertebrates in Two California 
Streams. 
Department ofWildlife and Fisheries Biology, University of California, Davis. 
Numerical recovery of insects at dredged sites was rapid 

Effects of Angler Wading on Survival of Trout Eggs and Pre-emergent Fry. 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Montana State University. 
A single wadingjU$t before hatching killed up to 43% and twice daily up to 96% of eggs 
and pre-emergent fry. 

Effects of Suction-Dredge Gold Mining on Benthic Invertebrates in a Northern 
California Stream. 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Humbolt State University, California 
The effects of dredging on insects and habitat were minor compared with those of bed
load movement due to large streamjlows during storms and from snowmelt. 

A Review of the Regulations and Literature Regarding the Environmental impacts 
ofSuction Gold Dredges. 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10, Alaska Operations Office. 
Water quality was typically temporarily and spatially restricted to the time and 
immediate vicinity of the dredge. 

Sediment in Streams; Sources, Biological Effects and ControL 
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, University of Minnesota 
Reductions in fry density were linearly related to the degree of cobble embeddedness. 

Studies of Suction Dredge Gold-Placer Mining Operations Along the Fortymile 
River, Eastern Alaska. 
U.S. Department of Interior, USGS. 
There is no appreciable difference in the distribution of turbidity values between mined 
and unmined areas. (8"-10" dredge turbidity study). 

Effects of Suction Dredging on Streams: a Review and an Evaluation Strategy. 
U.S. forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station, 
Dredging may loosen and locally flush fine sediment from static streambeds, with little 
danger of redds being disturbeti during egg incubation. 
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AMDA, Alaska Mining and Diving Supply 
Excerpts from suction dredge studies. Some of these studies were done on 50+ cubic yard 
placer mining operations. 

Waldo Mining District 
A response by WMD to EPA website correctness challenge. Wayne S. Davis, Office of 
Environmental Information, Analysis and Acce8s, Environmental Analysis Division, 
Environmental Science Center, Maryland, USA. Asked for documentation. This entry 
has extensive reviews of scientific studies involving small-scale suction dredging. 
"ReasonagJe Science Does Not Support EPA". 



Small-Scale Suction Dredging and the Environment. 
Power Point Presentation to EPA, 2006. 
Suction dredging is de minimus and impacts from these dredges are less than significant. 

Experimentally Determined Impacts of a Small, Suction Gold Dredge on a Montana 
Stream. 
Department of Zoology, University of Montana. 
Gold dredging did not have any impact on the quantity of benthic insects in the 
downstream area in this study. 

Effects of Suction Gold Dredging on Fish and Invertebrates in Two California 
Streams. 
Department ofWildlife and Fisheries Biology, University of California, Davis. 
Numerical recovery of insects at dredged sites was rapid 

Effects of Angler Wading on Survival of Trout Eggs and Pre-emergent Fry. 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Montana State University. 
A single wading just before hatching killed up to 43% and twice daily up to 96% of eggs 
and pre-emergent fry. 

Effects of Suction-Dredge Gold Mining on Benthic Invertebrates in a Northern 
California Stream. 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Humbolt State University, California. 
The effects of dredging on insects and habitat were minor compared with those of bed
load movement due to large streamjlows during storms and from snowmelt. 

A Review of the Regulations and Literature Regarding the Environmental impacts 
of Suction Gold Dredges. 
U.S. Environm:ental Protection Agency, Region 10, Alaska Operations Office. 
Water quality was typically temporarily and spatially restricted to the time and 
immediate vicinity of the dredge. 

Sediment in Streams; Sources, Biological Effects and Control. 
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, University ofMinnesota. 
Reductions in fry density wer~ linearly related to the degree of cobble embeddedness. 

Studies of Suction Dredge Gold-Placer Mining Operations Along the Fortymile 
River, Eastern Alaska. 
U.S. Department of Interior, USGS. 
There is no appreciable difference in the distribution of turbidity values between mined 
and unmined areas. (8"-10" dredge turbidity study). 

Effects of Suction Dredging on Streams: a Review and an Evaluation Strategy. 
U.S. forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station, 
Dredging may loosen and locally flush fine sediment from static streambeds, with little 
danger of redds being disturbed during egg incubation. 
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Effects of Suction Dredge Mining on Anadromous Salmonid Habitat in Canyon 
Creek, Trinity County, California. 
Thesis: Presented to Humbolt State University, California. 
Direct observation of anadromous fish indicated that young-of-the-year steelhead 
abundance and the holding locations of adult spring-run Chinook salmon and adult 
summer-run steelhead were not affected by dredge mining operations. 

Scour of Chinook Salmon Redds on Suction Dredge Tailings. 
U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station. 
Where natural substrate is in short supply, a large proportion of redds may be located on 
dredge tailings. 

How Suspended Organic Sediment Affects Turbidity and Fish Feeding Behavior. 
USGS, Coastal Science and Research News. 
Efficiency of fish feeding is affected by turbidity but that limited feeding goes on even at 
moderate turbidities. 

Excerpts From Suction Dredge Studies. 
AMDA, Alaska Mining & Supply. 
The quotes listed in this document were taken word for word out of the documents written 
by the scholars named above each quote. 

RE: EPA Website: "Aquatic Biodiversity- Placer Mining". 
Waldo Mining District, Oregon. 
EPA Web Page made materially false, fraudulent and biased statements that 
misrepresented the suction dredge type of placer mining currently occurring in streams 
and rivers. 



Small-scale Suction 
Dredging and the 

Environment 

·Presented by Joseph C. Green, Research 
Biologist and Retired EPA Employee to 
EPA March 9, 2006, Salem Oregon. 

"To regulate against a potential for harm, where none has been 
shown to exist, is unjustifiable and must be challenged." (U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers.) 



Scour of Chinook Salmon 
Redds on Suction Dredge 

Tailings. 

Bret C. Harvey and Thomas E. Lisle, U.S. 
Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research 
Station, 1999. 

"If natural spawning sites were relatively abundant, tailings were 
not strongly selected, a small fraction ofredds would be located. 
However, where natural spawning substrate is in short supply a 
large proportion ofredds may be located on dredge tailings." 
"Mackay (1992) and Boulton (1991), Stevenson (1991), Stevenson 
and Peterson (1991) noted that small patches of new or disturbed 
substrate in streams were re-colonized." 
"Minshall (1983) said that even after large-scale disturbances, 
invertebrates could recover even in areas of widespread dredging." 
"Harvey and Thomas and Lisle (1998), Deep scour may intersect 
sub-surface flow and create pockets of cool water during summer. 
Nielsen (1994) increased water depth can provide refuge from 
predatory 
birds." 
Harvey and Stewart ( 1986) a single dredge operation cannot 
mobilize significant volume of fine sediment compared to the 



Harvey and Lisle, 1999, contd. 

volume mobilized during high seasonal discharges when erosional 
sources deliver fine sediment from the watershed and wide spread 
areas of the streambed are entrained." 
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Studies of Suction Dredge 
Gold-Placer Mining Operations 

Along the Fortymile River, 
Eastern Alaska. 

USGS, Coastal Science & Research News. 

8'' -1 0" dredges failed to reach turbidity 
levels of more than 5 NTUs at 500 feet 
behind the dredge, therefore, complied with 
Alaska State Regulations. 
"Therefore, suction dredging appears to 
have no measurable effect on the chemistry 
of the F ortymile River within this study 
area." 
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RE: EPA Website: 
"Aquatic Biodiversity-Placer 

Mining." 

Tom Kitchar, 'President, Waldo Mining 
District, Cave Junction, Oregon, April3, 
2006. 

Letter to Wayne S. Davis, Office of Environmental Information, 
EPA, Ft Meade, Maryland. And, an E-mail from Mr. Davis asking, 
"If the EPA Website is incorrect, please provide documentation to 
support your point. Thank you for taking time to Contact me." 
Following the E-mail from Mr. Davis is a copy of the EPA Website 
content of 'Placer Mining'. 
The following pages, 1-10, by Tom Kitchar is the supporting 
documentation sent to Mr. Davis. Many of the compiled research 
studies encountered in this notebook are referred to by Mr. Kitchar 
of the Waldo Mining District. 
NOTE: THE PETITION AND DOCUMENTATION WAS 
RECEIVED BY MR. DAVIS AND WITHIN 24 HOURS THE 
WEBSITE WAS DELETED. MANY U.S. CONGRESSIONAL 
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COMMITTIES HAVING OVERSIGHT OF THE EPA ALSO 
RECEIVED THE PETITION AND DOCUMENTATION, AND, 
BECAUSE THIS IS SUCH A RECENT ACTION, 
CONGRESSIONAL RE-ACTION IS STILL PENDING. 



How Suspended Organic 
Sediment Affects Turbidity 

And Fish Feeding. 

Mary Ann Madej, USGS, Coastal Science 
and Research News, November 2004. 

"Although the efficiency of prey capture decreased at higher 
turbidities, limited fish feeding activity was still observed at the 
highest turbidity ( 45 NTU) in which underwater observations were 
made. These observations are important because many previous 
studies have assumed that 30 NTU is a turbidity threshold above 
which fish cannot feed." 
"Our field studies show that the efficiency of fish feeding is affected 
but that limited feeding goes on even at the moderate turbidities." 



Studies of Suction Dredge 
Gold-Placer Mining Operations 

Along the Fortymile River, 
Eastern Alaska. 

USGS, Coastal Science & Research News. 

8'' -1 0'' dredges failed to reach turbidity 
levels of more than 5 NTUs at 500 feet 
behind the dredge, therefore, complied with 
Alaska State Regulations. 
"Therefore, suction dredging appears to 
have no measurable effect on the chemistry 
of the F ortymile River within this study 
area.'' 
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Experimentally Determined 
Impacts of a Small, Suction 
Gold Dredge on a Montana 

Stream. 

Virginia G. Thomas, Department of Zoology 
University of Montana, 1985. 

"Substrate moved per hour is about 2% of manufactured maximum 
rating.' 
"Re-colonization of invertebrates substantially re-colonized in 38 
days." 
"Small and larger brook trout survived entrainment." 
"Hardened eyed cutthroat trout and rainbow trout eggs survived 
passage through the dredge." 
"Eyed and chinook salmon were even more resistant, and there was 
. complete survival of free swimming fry." 
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Excerpts from Suction 
Dredge Studies. 

AMDS, Alaska Mining and Diving Supply. 
Published by the Washington Alliance of 
Miners and Prospectors, with Additions by 
Steve Herschbach of Alaska Mining and 
Diving Supply. 

"This compilation of suction dredge studies exerpts, includes a 
biography of Henry Baldwin Ward reprinted from 'The Dictionary of 
American Biography'. Henry Ward was a zoologist and parasitologis· 
prior to the turn of the twentieth century and worked and held multipl< 
positions and was a recipient of many honors cuntil 1945. He was deep 
concerned with national problems of wildlife conservation and the 
pollution of streams" 



Effects of Suction Gold 
Dredging on Fish And 
Invertebrates in Two 
California Streams. 

Bret C. Harvey, Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries Biology, University of California, 
Davis. 1986. 

"Turbidity associated with dredging in mid day, which is not a peak 
feeding period for Sierra foothill fishes." 
"Three out of six fish moved to a downstream riffle when dredging 
added sand that reduced volume of a pool by 25%, after sand was 
flushed out by a temporary high flow, two of the three fish returned to 
the pool. In contrast, during low flows, in the summer all eight fish 
returned to the dredged pool." 
"Insect re-colonization took place in sand and gravel by day 45 
(September). Insects in the re-colonized area was not significantly 
different from the pooled average of the control stations for October." 

'' 



Effects of Suction Gold 
Dredging on Fish And 
Invertebrates in Two 
California Streams. 

Bret C. Harvey, Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries Biology, University of California, 
Davis. 1986. 

"Turbidity associated with dredging in mid day, which is not a peak 
feeding period for Sierra foothill fishes." 
"Three out of six fish moved to a downstream riffle when dredging 
added sand that reduced volume of a pool by 25%, after sand was 
flushed out by a temporary high flow, two of the three fish returned to 
the pool. In contrast, during low flows, in the summer all eight fish 
returned to the dredged pool." 
"Insect re-colonization took place in sand and gravel by day 45 
(September). Insects in the re-colonized area was not significantly 
different from the pooled average of the control stations for October." 
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Effects of Suction Dredging 
On Streams: a Review and 

an Evaluation Strategy. 

Bret C. Harvey and Thomas E. Lisle, U.S. 
Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research 
Station, 1998. 

"Juvenile Chinook salmon spend more time foraging in water of 
"moderate turbidity (20-25 NTUs) than in clear water because of 
decreased risk to predation. Same with Brook trout and juvenile 
estuarine fishes. Also, Coho Salmon do not avoid turbidities as high 
as 70 NTUs. Lethal concentrations of suspended sediment are 
probably rarely produced by a suction dredge." 
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Effects of Suction Dredge 
Mining on Anadromous 

Salmonid Habitat in 
Canyon Creek, Trinity 

County, California. 

Gary R. Stem, A Thesis presented to the 
Faculty of Humboldt State University. 1988. 

"NTU values at 50m below the dredge were 2-3 Xs the control 
values, while values 1 OOni below the dredge were equal to the 
control value." 
"Young steelhead in Canyon Creek sought out dredge turbidity 
plumes to feed upon dislodged invertebrates even though clear water 
was available nearby." 
"Dredge plumes were probably of little direct consequence to fish 
and invertebrates." 
"A stream flow of 24cms effectively obliterated in-stream mining 
disturbances from previous year." 
. "High winter flows fill in dredge holes, disperse tailing piles, moved 
silts and sediments for channel maintenance and also forming and 
reforming bars and riffles and obliterating most dredge holes and 
tailing piles·." 



Stern, 1988, contd . 

. "Wild flow streams vs controlled stream flows-regulated streams 
with controlled flows may not remove the in-stream pocket and pile 
creations of small-scale dredges." 
"New pools hold fish, not only in abandoned but in active dredge 
holes." 
"Lewis (1962) (first study) Aquatic habitat offish and benthic 
invertebrates was improved by dredging for both fish eggs and 
benthos." 
"Only 8% of 29 holes remained visible following the dredge 
season." 
"On the Trinity River, Chinook Salmon spawned into dredge tailing 
piles. Idaho streams held steelhead in gravels recently disturbed by 
human activities. American River (Prokopovich and Nitzberg, 1982) 
held present channel gravels and salmon gravels mostly originated 
from old placer (large scale) mining operations." 
"Fish are not disturbed by dredging. No relation between holding 
areas of summer-run fish and suction dredge mining operations." 
"Lewis (1962) and Thomas (1985) reported increased intergravel 
permeability of dredged areas. Thomas also found no significant 
change below dredge areas." 
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Effects of Suction-Dredge 
Gold Mining on Benthic 

Invertebrates in a Northern 
California Stream. 

William L.Somer and Thomas J. Hassler, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife. Service, California 
Cooperative Research Unit, Humboldt State 
University, 1992. 
"Same amount of invertebrates in the dredged and un-dredged areas 
after one month." 
"Invertebrates re-colonize within one month, only 1% mortality when 
entrained." 
"Holes and tailings are not visible the following summer, also 
Prokovich and Netzberg (1982) gravels from dredging provided good . 
spawning habitat in American River, California, Thomas (1985)." 
"Harvey (1986), At or above 50 NTUs caused by suction dredging
observed NO deleterious effects on Salmonid feeding and Brunson an 
Rose reported no effect of suspended sediments on feeding torrent 
sculpins." 



Effects of Angler Wading on 
Survival of Trout Eggs and Pre

emergent Fry. 

Bruce C. Roberts and Robert G. White, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, Montana 
Cooperative Fishery Research Unit, Montana 
State University, 1992. 

"Twice daily wading ..... killed 83% of eggs of cutthroat and 89% of 
brown trout, and 96% of rainbow trout." 
"Before water hardening, most vulnerable to mortality by wading. 
"After" hardening - few eggs are crushed by human wading." 
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Scour of Chinook Salmon 
Redds on Suction Dredge 

Tailings. 

Bret C. Harvey and Thomas E. Lisle, U.S. 
Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research 
Station, 1999. 

"If natural spawning sites were relatively abundant, tailings were 
not strongly selected, a small fraction of redds would be located. 
However, where natural spawning substrate is in short supply a 
large proportion ofredds may be located on dredge tailings." 
"Mackay (1992) and Boulton (1991), Stevenson (1991), Stevenson 
and Peterson (1991) noted that small patches of new or disturbed 
substrate in streams were re-colonized." 
"Minshall (1983) said that even after large-scale disturbances, 
invertebrates could recover even in areas of widespread dredging." 
"Harvey and Thomas and Lisle (1998), Deep scour may intersect 
sub-surface flow and create pockets of cool water during summer. 
Nielsen ( 1994) increased water depth can provide refuge from 
predatory 
birds." 
Harvey and Stewart ( 1986) a single dredge operation cannot 
mobilize significant volume of fine sediment compared to the 



Harvey and Lisle, 1999, contd. 

volume mobilized during high seasonal discharges when erosional 
sources deliver fine sediment from the watershed and wide spread 
areas of the streambed are entrained." 



Sediment in Streams; 
Sources, Biological, and 

Control. 

Thomas F. Waters, Department of 
Fisheries and Wildlife, University of 
Minnesota, 1995. 

"Burner (1951) noted that fish avoid gravels that were 
tightly cemented with silt and clay-all successful redds 
had less that 10% mud, silt and sand." 
"Juvenile fish need roughness elements for winter protection against 
predators, for foraging territories and water depth as this constitutes 
rearing habitat." 

. ''Bjorn (1971) said reductions. in fry density were linearly related to th 
degree of cobble embeddedness." 
"Bustard and Narver (1975) Cutthroat trout preferred clean rubble. 
Sedimented substrates reduced winter survival of juvenile cutthroat. 
Experimental additions of clean rubble resulted in fivefold increases o 
winter density of fry." 
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Waters, 1995, contd. 

"Waters (1995) {Wallen 1951} 16 species offish were found to be litt 
affected by turbidity concentrations below 100,000 PPM, fish death 
occurred around 200,000 PPM." 
Waters (1995) Clear Water River, Washington, Cederholm and Reid 
(1981) juvenile fish (coho) preferentially avoid high suspended 
sediment concentrations in silty streams, seems fish have evolved 
behavioral and physiological adaptations to survive short term elevate 
conditions by natural spates and floods." 
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Scientific Evidence from Greg's Desk: 

Gold Miners Called to Rescue Yrecious Salmon 
March 12, 2004 
Eric Robinso~ Columbian Staff Writer 
Local Gold Prospectors save salmon nests by removing sand. Near Portland. 

DIER Suction Dredge Activities, Siskiyou National Forest 
December 2001 
Socioeconomic: contributions dredgers make to local economies. 
$20million 

California EPA, Mercury Collection with Recreational Miners net over 200 lbs of 
mercury. (Note: I have not been able to find this on line. Still looking) 

Letter of appreciation from Marf<. Peterschmidt (DOE) to the NW Miners Rally 
Sept. 1, 2005 
Collecting 31 lbs oflnercury. 

Effects of Small-Scale Gold Dredgi.Qg on the Similkameen River 
WA. State Dept. ofEcology (DOE) 
March2005 
http:/ /www.icmj2.com!RecentNews/W ADredgeStudy .pdf 
Determination the Small-scale dredging does not have a significant impact on the river. 

Summary of Rules and Regulations for Miner:al Prospecting in Washington State 
By Tracy Lloyd 
Nov. 12,2003, 1-20-04 and 3-15-04 
WDFW Employee's suggestions to recommendations by miners. 

Washington State Mercury Chemical Action Plan 
Wa. State Dept. of Ecology, Wa. State Dept. ofHealty 
August2002 
Participation of the Small-scale mining community in mercury education and collection. 

Corps of Engineers propose restoration of Nashawannuck Pond in Easthampton 
Nov. 6, 2003 
Release No. MA. 2003-124 Tim Dugan Concord, Massachussets 
Restoration of aquatic habitat by using a hydraulic dredge to pump dredged material 1 118 
miles from the pond. 
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Stream Sweeper could be future of stream restoration. 
West Michigan Trout Unlimited Sept 11, 1999 
Bob Gwizdz 
Baldwin, Michigan 
Using a suction dredge to remove sand to upland sites, allowing the water to drain back 
into the river. 

A bibliography, which I hope Bruce has, that lists over 600 studies on aquatic 
activities. 

8 Pages in an e-mail from Bruce that list supplemental bibliography supporting 
basic science in regards to small-scale mining. 

Draft response of iish to cumulative effects of suction dredge and hydraulic mining 
in the Illinois subbasin, Siskiyou National Forest, Oregon. Peter B. Bailey, Dept. of 
Fish and Wildlife, Oregon State University. 
Dredging Impact is less than significant. 
(Unknown year) 

Konopack Project No. 064-0 
Prepared by Konopacky Environmental, Meridian, Idaho 
July 9, 1996 
No published or unpublished documentation of any mortality of trout embryos or pre
emergent fry in natural stream systems from the REGULA TED use of a suction dredge. 
NOTE: A very co~prehensive report that could stand alone in defense of the small
scale mining community! 

Suction Dredging EIS- Clearwater National Forest, Idaho. 
USDA 
April 4, 2003 (Volume 68, Number 65) 
Full report on 29 dredging operations. (Good and bad) 

Effects of Suctin Dredging on Streams: A review and an Evaluation Strategy 
Bret C. Harvey and Thomas E. Lisle 
Fisheries Habitat Volume23, No.8 August 1998. 
Includes (at least) 75 bibliographies/references on fish habitat. 
Poses more questions than answers. Generally takes a cautious approach to regulation 
and associated dredging activities. 

10 pages of bibliographies of the effects of suction dretlging. Some listed above, 
some new. By Josiah Cornell 
April 15, 2001 
One o(the best compilations for our usage. 



Effects of Suction Dredging, A summary of Dredging Publications 
Joe Cornell 
April 16,2001 
One o(the best compilations for our usage. 

Summary of Conclusions 
Joe Cornell 
April 16, 2001 
One o(the best compilations (Or our usage. 

Page of Joe Cornell's qualifications ••••• 

Charactistics of Pools Used by Adult Summer Steelhead Oversummering in the New 
River, CA. 
Rodney J. Nakamoto Summer, 1991 
Unknown usefulness. 

5 pages of references on placer mining/suction dredging on fish, aquatic 
invertebrates and habitat. (75 different reports) For the Red River District. 

EPA Suction Dredge Study - 1999 
US EPA Region 10 
Impact of suction dredging on water quality, benthic habitatm and biota in the 
fortymile river, resurrection creek and chatanika river, Alaska. 
Impacts from suction dredge activities are localized and temporary. 

USDA Forest Service 
Comparison of stream materials moved by mining suction dredge operations to the 
natural sediment yield rates. 
October 16, 1995 
331,000 cubic yards of material move each year from natural causes compared to 2413 
cubic yards that was moved by suction dredge mining operations in 1995 on the Siskiyou. 

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Army Corps ofEngineering 
September 13, 1994 
Special Public Notice 94-10 
Finding that the effects on aquatic resources for cuction dredges with nozzel openings of 
4" or less is de rninirnus (inconsequential). 

Washington Law: 
RCW 77.85.150 
Statewide salmon recovery strategy- Prospective application. 
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A comparison of stream materials moved by mining suction dredge 
operations to the natural sediment yield rates. 
USDA Forest Service 
Estimated 331,000 cubic yards from natural causes vs. 2413 yards from 
suction dredging. 

Certain mining operations have not hurt pristine Alaskan river. 
US Dept. of the Interior 
The 'Fortymi/e River' has not been adversely impacted by gold placer 
mining operations according to an integrated study underway by the USGS 
and Alaska Dept. of Natural Resources. 

Impact of Suction Dredging on Water Quality, Benthic Habitat, and 
Biota in the Fortymile River, Ressurection Creek, and the Chatanika 
River, Alaska 
US EPA 

Socioeconomics of suction dredging 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Suction Dredging Activities 
USDS, Siskiyou National Forest 
December 2001 
California suction dredge activities contribute to local economies, 
particularly in small towns located in popular suction dredging areas. A 
survey indicated that more than 20 million dollars may be spent on living 
expenses. 

Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
Considers a suction dredge operation recreational if the dredge has an 
intake diameter of six (6) inches or less, powered by an 18 horsepower or 
less engine. 

Army Corps of Engineering. 
SPN9410 

Application to the 'excavation rule' for recreational placer mining activities. 
Recreational placer mining using suction dredges and hand mining (pick . 
and shovel, panning, etc) activities in light of the new "excavation rule" and 
has determined that recreational suction dredge mining using an intake 
nozzle size equal to or less than 4 inches and hand mining in waters of the 
United States would have de minimus effects on the aquatic environment. 
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Effects of Recreational 
Suction Dredge Operations 
on Fish and Fish, Habitat. 

Konopacky Environmental 

Final Report- 1996 

Project No. 064-0 

"The effects ofREGULATED suction dredge 
mining are insignificant" 
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*Summary of Dredging Publications* 
*Effects of Suction Dredging* 

*Summary of Conclusions* 

Josiah H. Cornell, ill 
P.O. Box 881 
Grants Pass, OR. 

"Studies to date have not shown any actual 
effect on the environment by suction dredging, 
except for those that are short-term and localized 
in nature" 
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SYNOPSIS 

of 

Washington State Department ofEcology; "EFFECTS OF SMALL-SCALE 
DREDGING ON ARSENIC, COPPER, LEAD AND ZINC CONCENTARTIONS IN 
THE SIMILKAMEEN RIVER, OROVILLE, WASHINGTON". 

March2005. 

Publication No. 05-03-007 

ABSTRACT: 
A field study was conducted to determine if arsenic, lead, copper, or zinc within dredge 
effluents (analyzed from 14 sites on the river) and discharge plumes. Data were also 
obtained on ambient metals concentrations, total suspended solids, and turbidity. 
Results showed that the metals concentrations discharged from small-scale gold dredges 
are not a significant toxicity concern for aquatic life in the Similkameen River. Although 
this activity will exacerbate exceedances of arsenic human health criteria, it would take 
very large numbers of dredges to effect a 10% change in the river's arsenic levels, even at 
low -flow conditions. 

P R 0 J E CT D E S C RIP T I 0 N : 
Samples for the gold dredge study were collected on June 30- July 1, August 18-19, 
and September 21 -22,2004. Monthly average river flow during this period ranges from 
3,029 cfs (July) to 616 cfs (September). The second set was collected during a Resources 
Coalition dredge rally held in Oroville, Wa on August 18 - 22, an event designed to 
generate interest and improve understanding of small-scale gold dredging. 
A single sample was collected from each dredge (14) at the point the discharge left the 
sluice box. Three samples from three dredges were collected at 10, 50, and 200 feet 
below the dredge, staggered over approximately a 30 minute period. The furthest 
downstream sample was· based upon the Gold and Fish pamphlet (WDFW) requirement 
that dredges be separated by 200. 

DREDGE PLUMES: 
Turbidity plumes were sampled, one each at sites #1, #10, #12. See table 8. 

C 0 M PAR IS 0 N WITH WATER QUALITY CRITERIA: 
Based upon analyzing14 effluents and 27 plume samples, it appears that small-scale gold 
dredges have little or no potential to cause exceedances of aquatic life criteria in the 
Similkameen River. Arsenic and zinc concentration in dredge related samples were one 
to two orders of magnitude lower than criteria. Copper and lead concentrations were at 
or below criteria, except for one or two effluent samples that slightly exceeded (sites #4, 
#5, and #7). 



EFFECT OF MULTIPLE DREDGES: 
During average September flows, it is estimated that somewhere between 17 and 57 
dredges operating continuously would be required to increase dissolved zinc, lead, and 
copper concentrations in the Similkameen River by ·1 0%. It would take between 
approximately 20 to 500 dredges to have the same effect on total recoverable and 
dissolved arsenic, respectively. In order for zinc, lead, or copper concentrations to be 
doubled in the river, any where from 170 to 570 dredges would need to be operating. 
Arsenic concentrations iri the dredge effluents are too low to cause an increase of that 
magnitude regardless of river flow. 
At the 7-day, 1 0-year low flow in the Similkameen, relatively few dredges could effect a 
10% change in copper, lead, and zinc concentrations. It would take 50 or more 
continuously operating dredges to double concentrations of these metals. 
As demonstrated elsewhere in this report, a 100% increase in the ambient arsenic, copper, 
lead, or zinc concentrations in the Similkameen River would not result in exceedances of 
aquatic life criteria. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
RESULTS OF TillS STUDY SHOW THAT THE CONCENTRATIONS OF ARSENIC, 
COPPER, LEAD AND ZINC DISCHARGED FROM SMALL-SCALE GOLD 
DREDGES OPERATING IN THE SIMILKAMEEN RIVER ARE NOT A 
SIGNIFICANT TOXICITY CONCERN FOR AQUATIC LIFE. ALTHOUGH THIS 
ACTIVITY WILL EXACCERBATE THE EXCEEDANCES OF THE ARSENIC 
HUMAN HEALTH CRITERIA 'THAT ALREADY OCCUR', IT WOULD TAKE 
LARGE NUMBERS OF DREDGES TO EFFECT A 10% CHANGE IN THE RIVER'S 
ARSENIC LEVELS, EVEN AT LOW-FLOW CONDITIONS. 

I certify that the above synopsis is an accurate extraction of the information contained in 
the study. It is not a complete and exact quote but the figures that are represented above 
are true and accurate from the study itself. 

Bruce Beatty 
4602 Alameda Ave. West, University Place, Wa 98466 
253-564-0954, Fax 253-564-1674. 

See attached map, Table 8, Table 11, and Appendix C. 
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"Truth, like gold, is to be obtained not by its growth, but by washing away from it all that is not 

gold." 

-Leo Tolstoy 

Abstract: 

Potential cumulative effects of suction dredge mining (SDM) was assessed in combination with 

early hydraulic mining and other independent variables reflecting land-uses on fish in the Illinois 

subbasin. Fish response data were from 59 reaches sampled by summer snorkeling under the 

SMART program. Responses utilized were pool densities of salmonids over one year old, of 

young-of-the-year salmonids, and a stream habitat measure, width-to-depth ratio. Intensity of 

suction dredge mining was estimated from a directed survey that censused the quantity of sediment 

proposed to be moved per unit stream length in each 640-acre Section. The potential cumulative 

effect for each explanatory variable was estimated by summing the inverse distance of each 

corresponding pixel in each drainage defined by the location of each fish sample. Cumulative SDM 
'/ ' ' 

was found to be non:-significant (tested atP=0.05, with.significance ofcoefncient always>05) 

for each. of the. three response variables tested in a general linear model; However, early hydraulic 

mining was found to have a significant negative effect (P=0.03) on observed density of salmonids 

over one year old. 

1. Introduction 

The activities of suction dredge mining (SDM) in streams of the Siskiyou National Forest have 

attracted the attention of environmental organizations, many of whom oppose such activity in the 

Forest, particularly in the K.almiopsis Wilderness. This opposition has been met with similarly 

well-organized miners who wish to retain their claims. The U.S. Forest Service has responded 

with a set of guidelines for miners to minimize environment effects of their activities, and an EIS 

has been prepared. 

The ingredient that is lacking in this process is scientific information and analysis that accounts 

for suction dredge mining and other potential confounding effects on stream biota, including early 

hydraulic mining (HM). This report describes a frrst analysis of existing, recent data which 
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accounts for cumulative effects of suction dredge mining, early hydraulic mining, and other 

activities as reflected by land-use on measures of fish populations and habitat in the Illinois 

subbasin (Fig. 1 ). 

1.1 Acknowledgements 

The following colleagues are thanked for their help during this project: John Bolte, Randall 

Frick, Steve Jacobs, Kevin Johnson, John Nolan, Tom Atzet, Bonnie Howell, Karen Honeycutt, 

Edmund Hall, Margaret McHugh, Dan Delany, Roger Mendenhall. 

1.2 Background 

Suction dredge mining (SDM) involves pumping streambed material via a pipe, passing it over 

a sluice box to sort out any gold, and discarding the tailings downstream (Fig. 1 ). 

There have been several studies on local effects on stream biota of SDM that have been 

reviewed from scientific (Harvey and Lisle 1998) and policy (Bernell et al. 2003) points of view. 

Rather than repeat the details of these excellent reviews, I summarize here the key issues as they 

may pertain to the area of study. 

There have been several localized effects of SDM documented depending on where and at what 

time of the year it is carried out. These have included entrainment and subsequent mortality of fish 

larvae, fish eggs, or invertebrates and the use of unstable tailings for spawning by some salmonids 

(Harvey and Lisle 1998). There are potential effects due to a plume of suspended fine sediment 

downstream that does not normally occur during summer flows, due to the physical disturbance of 

riparian habitat or stream banks, effects due to site access by vehicles, and to the inevitable spills of 

fuel or oil. Harvey and Lisle (1998) opine that "effects of 

In a comprehensive policy review of recreational placer mining in Oregon Scenic Waterways, 

Bemell et al. (2003) deduce from the literature, stakeholders, and government agencies that the 

most effective control to prevent potential effects of poor mining practice is self-control, which 

requires more investment in education and compliance. 

Because most SDM activity (e.g., Fig. 1) in the Rogue basin and the Siskiyou National Forest 

was concentrated in the Illinois River drainage, the study described here was limited to the drainage 

of that subbasin (Fig. 2). 
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2. Approach 

Designing and executing a study specifically for this purpose would not only require fish 

sampling during several years, but also a parallel labor-intensive process of tracking and measuring 

current mining activities in an extensive and challenging landscape. Existing mining claims provide 

an unreliable measure of potential impact because most claims are not active during any one 

season, and those that are vary considerably in mining intensity. Therefore, a study based on a 

new sampling design was beyond the resources available and would not be timely for required 

management decisions. 

Fortunately, two factors coincided to make this study possible. First, a survey of SDM was 

completed in 1999 (Kevin L. Johnson, Area Mining Geologist, USPS, Grants Pass, OR) that 

included a measure of the intensity of mining as quantity of sediment moved. Secondly, 

independent fish survey data were available from the SMART program ofUSFS (USPS 2001), 

and ODFW salmon spawning survey data (provided by Steven Jacobs, ODFW Hwy 34 lab., 

Corvallis, pers. comm.) described in www.strearnnet.org. 

However, merely combining fish and suction dredge mining data sets alone would not provide 

sufficient information for a valid analysis, because the study was observational rather than a fully 

controlled experiment (Diamond 1986). In order to account for any significant influence of other 

differences among riverscapes and avoid potential confounding with any SDM effects, other 

'nuisance' variables were required to represent those potential effects. 

Rationales for determining the response and potential effects for the derivation of explanatory 

variables are described below. 

3. Methods: Response variables 

For the purposes of this study, a response variable representing fish or fish habitat in a stream 

needs to (1) be sensitive to habitat change that includes potential effects of SDM, (2) have a 

sufficient range of values, (3) not be dominated by zero values to prove statistically intractable, ( 4) 

be measurable with consistent bias among sample sites, (5) be from a survey with independent and 

random - or at least representative - samples of consistent protocol, and ( 6) be from samples that 

are independent. 

A fish habitat variable was used that satisfied the relevant conditions. Regarding fish responses 
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and (4), all fish ~pling methods are biased, but the important issue here is that the protocol and 

sampling conditions beyond the protocol do not produce a variable bias that may be related to the 

potential causal effects being tested. Two existing surveys satisfied the foregoing conditions: 

3.1 ODFW Spawning anadromous salmonid surveys: 

In a given stream and year, replicate counts of visible spawning or spawned anadromous 

salrnonids are made by trained personnel during the spawning season, producing "Adult 

Return-Peak" and "Adult Return-Estimates of Spawning Population" estimates by species, stream 

reach and year. The "Adult Return-Estimates of Spawning Population" estimates are made by an 

integration of all counts during the season ('area-under-the-curve' method, English et al. 1992)) 

over a defmed length of stream. These spawning population totals, estimated by ODFW, were 

expressed as number of adults on a per-stream-kilometer basis for coho salmon, chinook salmon, 

and all anadromous species combined (that also includes some steelhead). 

Data from 1995 through 2000 were obtained from 53 sites (stream reaches) that had been 

randomly selected in the Illinois subbasin (Fig. 3), in which a subset of those sites had been 

sampled each year. 

3.2 Summer snorkeling counts by SMART program 

USPS's SMART (Stream Management, Analysis, Reporting, and Tracking database) has 

included sampling of reaches in the system during two phases: 1989-1995 and 1996 to the 

present. Data from the second phase, in which training and recording were more rigorous, were 

utilized from 1996-1999. Ranger District biologists were required to sample all fish bearing 

streams within 10 years, and the design protocol required that each stream was to be randomly 

selected for sampling in a given year. · 

Summer, daytime snorkel counts by species, with breakdowns for salmonids into size or age 

groups, were made in a reach from successive pools and riffles progressing upstream. 

Considerably fewer fish were observed in riffles than in pools. Riffle counts were not included 

because in summer it is difficult to obtain representative snorkel counts in many riffles due to 

shallow, turbulent water and coarse substrates. 

Sixty-one samples were taken from reaches during the second phase which began in 1996. Of 

these, two samples were taken from one reach in different years. One of these was eliminated by 

coin toss. A second reach was eliminated because only one riffle was sampled for fish. Therefore 

59 independent reaches were retained for the analysis (Fig. 4). These reaches averaged 3.3 km 
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(range 0.8- 9.4) long. A mean of 10 pools per reach (range 1-23) was sampled for fish. 

Physical measurements of pools and riffles were taken directly every 1Oth pool (minimum of 

10 pool-riffles measured when available). 

Mean pool width varied between 5.6 ft (1. 7 m) and 37.4 ft (11.4 m), and averaged 17.7 ft (5.4 

m). Measurements of remaining habitat units were estimated by identified crew members, estimates 

that were calibrated with measurements every 1Oth pool (Appendix 1 ). Basin drainage areas 

corresponding to each sample (downstream end of reach) varied from 584 to 51,500 acres (236 to 

20,840 Ha). 

Only fish data from pool observations were included because it is difficult to maintain 

consistency when attempting quantitative observations in riffle and other habitat types during low 

summer conditions. The species breakdown of fish taxa observed in pools in shown in Fig. 5, 

along with the frequency of presence in all pools and reaches sampled. A total of 610 pools were 

sampled among the 59 reaches. All reaches contained fish, and a zero fish count was only record 

for one pool. Sampled pool frequencies (every lOth pool) varied from 1 to 27 pools per reach. 

Total reach lengths varied from 0.6 to 6.3 miles. Young-of-the-Y ear (YOY or 0+) salmonids were 

observed in 502 pools and 58 reaches, while older salmonids were observed in 434 pools and 58 

reaches. 

Only Rainbow trout (which may have included juvenile steelhead which are the same species), 

occurred consistently throughout the reaches. Statistical analysis would be difficult for other 

species because of large numbers of zero observations. Because all salmonids are sensitive to 

higher temperature and restricted habitats during summer and low flows, it was decided to 

represent all native salmonid species in response variables. However, because of different 

behaviors and habitat preferences among YOY and older salmonids, these were analyzed as two 

separate responses. It is easy for trained snorkelers to distinguish between YOY and older 

salmonids because of their size difference. 

The response variable was expressed in density form as the number of a defined fish group 

(young-of-year or older salmonids) observed per 1000 m2 of pool area. The number of fish are 

summed over all pools snorkeled: 

Fish Response= S(# fish observed in pool, i)/S(surface area of pool, i) 

Methods and results of corrected estimates of pool dimensions, based on SMART calibration 

data, used to estimate pool· area are described in Appendix 1. 
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3.3 Fish habitat 

One of the most useful measures offish habitat is the dimensionless variable, width-to-depth 

ratio, based on wetted stream habitat dimensions. Streams that are deep for their width (i.e.,<low 

width-to-depth ratio) tend to provide more habitat for fish, especially salmonids during summer 

(Scamecchia and Bergersen 1987; Kozel and Hubert 1989). Natural differences in the ratio do 

exist due to differences in sediment type, transport, and deposition, and also whether the reach 

channel is constrained geomorphically. However, degradation of streams through riparian forest 

removal, changes in hydrology, and transport of sediment generally tends to widen streams at the 

cost of mean depth, a process that is consistent with reduction of overhanging bank habitat and 

bankside vegetation. Maximum depth of pool or riftle was measured for all sampled habitats, 

therefore this depth measure was used instead of the strongly correlated mean depth that was 

estimated for less than half of sampled habitats. The mean ratio for a reach was estimated by 

calculating the mean of all pool and riffle width-to-depth ratios. 

Width-to-depth ratio averaged 9.2, and ranged from 5.4 to 15.5 for the same 59 reaches 

sampled in the SMART program that contributed to the fish response data (Fig. 4). 

All response variables were checked for quality and internal consistency, but were not 

compared to explanatory variables until an independent set had been derived from the latter as 

described in Sections 4, 5.1, and 5.2. 

4. Methods: Potential effects on fish populations 

The primary potential effect represents the object of this study, suction dredge mining 

(SDM). The 1999 survey ofSDM included (I) a census of the proposed amount of sediment that 

miners were anticipating that they would transfer downstream during the summer season, and (2) 

an extensive field sample of the mining activity in which the actual amount of sediment moved was 

measured. Notwithstanding some individual differences in between expected and actual quantities 

moved, there was a good correlation from 48 samples (r= 0.600, P<O.OOOOl, Fig. 6). Because it 

was essential to have a measure of cumulative effects from all SDM operations, the measure of the 

estimated (proposed) amount to be moved was adopted, because this resulted from a census during 

the 1999 season. This was also considered to be more appropriate because fish responses were 

measured over a 5-year period, and proposed SDM that did not occur during 1999 could have 

occurred during other. years. 
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The proposed measure adopted was expressed as the quantity of sediment moved per unit 

length of stream in segments that were contained in 640-acre (close to 1-mile square) Sections. 

Derivation of potential cumulative effect of several processes in a given drainage is described 

below under Cumulative Effects. 

Any effect on the fish response from causes other than SDM could potentially confound 

interpretation. These 'nuisance' variables include early hydraulic mining (HM) and several 

land-use effects. 

HM mostly occurred in 1860-1910 (Fig. 7), but was included because it had a long-lasting 

visible effect on the surface geology, soils, and vegetation of riparian zones (e.g., Fig. 8). HM 

peaked in the early 1900's but continued to occur sporadically until as recently as a single operation 

on Althouse Creek in the mid 1980's (John R. Nolan, USFS, Pers. comm.). 

Also land use varied, with forest type, degree of deforestation, urban, and agriculture uses 

differing among drainage areas sampled for fish. For quantifying the relative effect of these land 

uses, the best available source covering the whole basin was the Western Oregon Digital Imagery 

Project (WODIP: Nighbert et al. 2000). That project classified the region into 25-by-25-m pixels 

representing 49 land-use types, largely on the basis of satellite imagery and ground truth 

information. Their very detailed forest classification included estimates of mixed or single stands of 

hardwoods and conifers, four tree size classes, and canopy cover down to 10% intervals. These 

distinctions were far too fine to indicate differences among basins statistically in this study, so a 

reduced set of forest and other land-use components was derived that did not involve the 

elimination of pixels (Fig. 9). In addition a road cover image was obtained through U.S. Forest 

Service, Grants Pass, which was merged with the simplified WODIP land-use cover . 

Water-use effects on hydrology from dams is negligible in the basin, and water abstraction 

effects would be related to the potential agricultural and urban influence already being measured. 

The foregoing data sources were analyzed as follows. 

5. Analysis and results: 

Before performing a definitive statistical analysis (5.3), an appropriate method for encoding 

potential influence to derive explanatory variables is described (5.1), followed by the process to 

derive an independent set of those explanatory variables (5.2). 
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5.1 Rating potential influence of explanatory variables 

The fish sampled at a given location are mostly influenced by habitats in their home range, 

which is roughly of the same order as the reach lengths sampled. However, these habitats are 

primarily influenced by natural and anthropomorphic activities upstream. What is the most rational 

way of measuring potential influence stream and land-use types? 

The traditional approach is simply to sum the number of pixels corresponding to each 

classification, with each sum being the explanatory variable representing the potential influence of 

each classification (Fig. 10 A). This process provided equal weights to each pixel, so a land-use at 

the periphery ofthe drainage basin would be deemed equally influential as one of similar area 

adjacent to the sample point. This scoring procedure was unrealistic for assessing effects on a 

stream reach. Given the importance of riparian zones on streams, a stream buffer zone approach 

(Fig. 1 OB) became popular, but the distance from the stream (buffer width) beyond which land-use 

effects were rated at zero has become a controversial issue. Moreover, a land or stream use in the 

buffer zone was still considered to have the same effect whether it was close or distant from the 

sampled reach. 

A solution to the foregoing problems is to weight each land-use (including mining use) 

according to some inverse function of its distance, as the water flows, to the sample location ('pour 

point'). A rationale for utilizing an inverse-distance weighting method is derived (Appendix 2) and 

illustrated (Fig. 11 ). This process produces an explanatory variable datum that represents a 

cumulative measure of the potential impact on each sampled reach from all sources of each 

candidate effect in the drainage associated with that sample. 

Explanatory variables for all land-use types, including SDM and hydraulic mining (HM) 

activities along the stream corridor, were converted where necessary to raster (25-m pixel) images. 

A recent 10-m resolution DEM was used to develop a 25-m raster image indicating flow path 

directions over the entire landscape, a process that also defines the drainages basins corresponding 

to each fish sample. The process, developed by John Bolte (Department ofBioresources, Oregon 

State University), utilizes a program (Zon that interfaces with the flow direction cover map to 

derive sums of inverse-distance weighted values for each classification in each drainage basin 

ARC-INFO GIS software (Bayley et al. 2001; Kehmeier et al. in submission). 

The two mining activities were coded as follows. The proposed cubic yards of sediment to 

be moved (see above) by Suction dredge mining (SDM) in 1999 was expressed on a per unit 

stream length (cu. yds/1 000 ft of stream) in each Section where this mining was involved. This 

measure of intensity of mining was converted to classes and assigned to pixels in a rasterized GIS 
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image (Figs. 2,3). The process outlined above weighted each pixel by the measure of mining 

intensity in addition to its inverse distance from the sampled reach. 

The stream reaches where early hydraulic mining (HM) occurred was mapped by John 

Nolan and Roger Mendenhall (USFS, Grants Pass, OR). They assigned one of four ranks to each 

reach to describe the visual effects (e.g. see Fig. 8) that reflected the intensity of this mining 

activity independently of other activities. These rankings were assigned intensities of 1 through 4 

that were applied to classes in a similar manner as SDM. Different units for different mining effects 

do not matter in a linear statistical analysis; what is important is to reflect the relative intensity and 

cumulative effect of each mining activity in each drainage. 

Figure 12 provides an example of a combined image with drainage basins corresponding to 

three SMART fish samples, with corresponding calculations of inverse distance weights of 

aggregated land-uses (see next section). This process does not eliminate any land or water use in 

the drainage, but weights each pixel of each classification according to the inverse of its distance to 

the fish response measured. 

5.2 Deriving a set of independent explanatory variables 

Any statistical analysis that investigates the significance and magnitude of a potential 

influence requires that the explanatory variable representing that influence is independent of 

potentially confounding variables. A fair assessment of whether correlations are insufficiently 

correlated among a set of candidate variables must account for the multiple testing effect 

Consequently Bonferroni adjustments were made to the overall alpha value of 0.05 used as a 

rejection criterion. 

Because the response variables involved two surveys with separate sets of drainages that 

required separate statistical modeling, a multiple correlation test was performed on the explanatory 

variables of each data set. Fig. 13 shows the Pearson correlation matrix' for all cumulative-effect, 

explanatory variables for the 53 drainages corresponding to the ODFW salmon spawning samples. 

Even though Bonferroni corrections (at P=0.05) were used, there is a serious problem because of 

the highly significant correlation between the SDM and HM cumulative effects (Fig. 14). Because 

subsets of the sites 'Yere sampled during different years, the explanatory variables of those subsets 

were separately analyzed. However, the significant correlation among the mining types persisted. 

Although there is some overlap between the types, this persistence was partly attributed to lack of 

proximity to upstream mining of a large proportion of the sites (Fig. 3). 

Therefore, an analysis of the salmon spawning response could not proceed, because it 
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would not be possible to distinguish between the mining activities any effects that may be indicated 

statistically. Impasses such as this are not uncommon when trying to impose a sampling design on 

existing data, and do not reflect the quality of the information in the data set. 

The Pearson correlation matrix for all ~xplanatory, cumulative-effect variables for the 59 

SMART drainages is shown in Fig. 15. Here, fortunately, there were no significant (again, 

Bonferroni at P=0.05) correlations between SDM and any other explanatory variables. While it is 

not incorrect to proceed with analyses relating this set to the fish response, there are redundancies 

among several of the remaining 'nuisance' variables that will unnecessarily consume degrees of 

freedom. Also, some cover types were sparse and did not vary much among drainages (Fig. 16). 

There were three clusters of strongly interrelated variables that generally represented decreasing 

degrees of vegetation cover and, to a large extent, human disturbance: (1) agriculture, urbanization, 

and roads, (2) forest with less than 50% canopy, non-forest vegetation, and barren, and (3) forest 

with greater than 50% canopy. 

The cumulative-effect variables representing these three land-use cover types, and those for 

the two mining activities, produced a much cleaner correlation matrix (Fig. 17). Because no 

land-use types from WODIP have been eliminated, and all their areas add to 100% in each 

drainage, there will clearly not be independence in any set. In this case, a strong negative 

correlation exists between set (2) and (3) (Fig. 18), indicating that one cumulative variable should 

be dropped. In this case, a weak correlation was indicated between variable (2) and (1 ), so variable 

(2) was eliminated, leaving a set of four variables (Urban-Ag-Roads (1), Forest >50% (3), HM 

(4), and SDM (5)) that were uncorrelated at the Bonferroni-corrected 5% level. This set of 

explanatory variables was used in the statistical analyses described below. 

5.3 Linear statistical analyses 

The response variable is a count of fish· in a given sampled area. The fish may or may not 

be randomly distributed in that area. Expressing the error distribution according to the negative 

binomial model (White and Bennetts 1996), accounts for any additional variance, 1!2/9 , (!! = 

mean, 9 = constant) to that corresponding to a random error as in a Poisson distribution. 

The linear statistical model fit to the SMART data set was: 

(1) Y = exp(flo +l31x1 +flr2 +fl,r3 +13,r3 +l312x1x2 +fl13xlx3 ········ +fl34xr4) 

where Y = number of fish per 1000 m2 of total pool area sampled in the reach 
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Guvenile +adult native salmonids greater than 1 year old or YOY salmonids), 
130 = fitted constant, 

13 = fitted coefficients with non-zero subscripts corresponding to the following variables: 
x 1 = 'Urban-Ag-Roads' cumulative effect, 
x2 ='Forest >50%' cumulative effect, 
x 3 =Hydraulic mining (HM) cumulative effect, 
x4 = Suction dredge mining (SDM) cumulative effect, 
x;Xj =all first order interaction terms between ith andjth variables (i .,e J), 

with the error corresponding to the variance function of the negative binomial distribution: 
(2) var ro = J.t + J.t2/0 

where 1-1. = mean of count, Y 
1-1.2/8 = variance additional to Poisson (random) variance 

e = fitted constant 

An S-Plus routine that fits the B constant in the negative binomial model jointly with the 

model coefficients with an iterative·procedure (Venables and Ripley 1999) was used to compute the 

general linear models. In the case of the stream width-to-depth ratio response, a simple Normal 

linear statistical model (regression) was applied. 

In this study the principal interest is in whether the coefficient, 13 4, that estimates the 

magnitude and sign of any effect of Suction dredge mining (SDM), is significantly different from 

zero, providing that the SDM variable, x4 , is not part of a significant interaction with another 

explanatory variable. Other explanatory variables need to be included because interactions with 

them may confound our interpretation. If the model does not indicate significant interactions, those 

terms are removed and the reduced model is refitted. The modelling process was repeated after 

dropping non-significant (P > 0.05) interactions. Non-significant main effects (13 ;) were not 

dropped if they were part of a significant interactibn. 

5.4 Results 

With the models on native salmonids greater than one year old, no significant first order 

interactions remained after the elimination procedure. Fig 19A illustrates a later model run with an 

interaction term between the two mining activities, Fig. 19B show a run with only main effects, 

and Fig. 19C shows a model with the least significant (P > 0.5) effect, suction dredge mining, 

removed. Only.the cumulative effect ofhydraulic mining {HM) indicatedamodestsignificance (at 
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P = 0.03) among the main effects.lt~s sign,was,negati\Te; indicating.thatthe.g~;eater the.severity oi 

this activity had been, the greater the reduction in salmonids over 1 year old. 

Model diagnostics are critical to assess the appropriateness of the statistical procedure and 

assumptions. Theoretically, deviance residuals are expected to be approximately normal (Pierce 

and Schafer 1986), so models producing large departures should be viewed with suspicion. A 

nonnal probability plot of the deviance residuals suggested reasonable conformity (Fig. 20). A 

second issue is the independence of the data used. Although the inverse distance weighting effect 

gave more emphasis to land-uses occurring closer to the sample site, drainage areas of several 

sample points overlapped to varying degrees. Also the longitudinal movement of fish populations 

among adjacent sites sampled in the same year may be sufficient to render the samples 

non-independent statistically. Therefore, spatial autocorrelation among samples could occur to a 

degree that the key assumption of independence of samples would be questioned. To this end, the 

SMART samples were ordered according to proximity 'as the fish swims' and the corresponding 

deviance residuals from the model (Fig. 19C) tested for spatial autocorrelation. The mean 

correlation among the consecutively placed samples was 0.14 with a standard error of0.13, so 

autocorrelation was not close to being significant. 

As a matter of interest, Fig. 21 indicates through examples the predicted increase~in 

salmonid density in summer pools that would be expected to occur if the prevailing negative effeCts 

on habitat of hydraulic mining did not exist. 

Testing the Salmonid young-of-the year (YOY) response with similar models did not 

produce any significant coefficients of explanatory variables or their interactions. Similarly the 

stream width-to-depth ratio response using simple linear models produced no significant effects. In 

both cases SDM coefficients were in fact positive but not remotely significant at P>0.5. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

Analyses of observational field data sets can never be expected to produce strong results 

compared with laboratory or field experiments (Diamond 1986; Rose 2000). This is particularly 

true when the sampling study has not been designed to test the specific variable of interest. 

However, there are not realistic alternatives because this variable, suction dredge mining, cannot be 

controlled or easily measured over a sufficiently larger number of drainages to provide a design 

robust enough to account for confounding factors and provide enough statistical power. 

The statistical analyses did not indicate that suction dredge mining has no effect on the three 
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responses measured, but rather any effect that may exist could not be detected at the commonly 

used Type I error rate of0.05. The fact that the analysis was able to detect a negative effect of 

another mining process, HM, on native salmonids, is an indication of the long-lasting effect that 

hydraulic mining has had on the environment, particularly on riparian zones and floodplain 

sections in geomorphically unconstrained reaches (Fig. 8). 

The reader is reminded of the effect of scale. Localized, short-term effects of suction 

dredge mining have been documented in a qualitative sense. However, on the scales occupied by 

fish populations such local disturbances would need a strong cumulative intensity of many 

operations to have a measurable effect. Local information reveals that most suction dredge miners 

more or less adhere to guidelines that have recently been formalized by the Forest Service (Kevin 

L. Johnson and John Nolan, pers. comm.) and generally in the Oregon (Bemell et al. 2003), but 

there are individual cases where egregious mismanagement of the immediate environment has 

occurred, particularly with respect to damaging river banks in various ways. This analysis cannot 

account for individual transgressions, and a study to do so at an appropriate scale would be very 

expensive iffeasible. 

Given that this analysis could not detect an effect averaged over good and bad miners and 

that a more powerful study would be very expensive, it would seem that public money would be 

better spent on encouraging compliance with current guidelines than on further study. 
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Appendix 1. Estimation of pool dimensions from SMART calibrations. 

Each set below is a regression result for habitat length and width from a specific MasterKey 
(stream) and observer combination. The linear regression models are: 
Ln(HAB _LEN) = LHAB _].,EN= CONSTANT+ LEST_ LEN*(Ln(EST _LEN)) 
Ln(HAB_ WID)= LHAB_ WID= CONSTANT+ LEST_ WID*(Ln(EST_ WID)) 
where HAB _LEN = measured habitat length at water surface, 

EST_ LEN = independent visual estimate of habitat length at water surface, 
CONSTANT, LEST LEN, LEST WID= fitted coefficients 
HAB WID = measured mean habitat width at water surface, 
EST _WID = independent visual estimate of mean habitat width at water surface. 

Therefore, Pool area= HAB _LEN*HAB _WID. 

"Observer ID _Masterkey" 
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT S'ID ERROR S'ID COEF TOLERANCE T P (2 TAIL) 

"B16U0300055" 
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DEP VAR:LHAB_LEN . N: 39 MULTIPLE R: 0.985 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.971 
CONSTANT 0.160 0.132 0.000 1.213 0.233 
LEST_LEN 0.986 0.028 0.985 1.000 35.269 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 39 MULTIPLE R: 0.931 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.867 
CONSTANT 0.437 0.193 0.000 2.266 0.029 
LEST WID 0.886 0.057 0.931 1.000 15.523 0.000 

"Cl311.0300057" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.991 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.982 
CONSTANT 0.043 0.141 0.000 0.307 0.763 
LEST_LEN 1.011 0.032 0.991 1.000 31.201 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.753 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.566 
CONSTANT 0.924 0.419 0.000 2.205 0.041 
LEST_WID 0.704 0.145 0.753 1.000 4.850 0.000 

"Cl311.0300058° 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.991 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.982 
CONSTANT 0.043 0.141 0.000 0.307 0.763 
LEST_LEN 1.011 0.032 0.991 1.000 31.201 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.753 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.566 
CONSTANT 0.924 0.419 0.000 2.205 0.041 
LEST_WID 0.704 0.145 0.753 1.000 4.850 0.000 

"Cl311.0300059" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.991 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.982 
CONSTANT 0.043 0.141 0.000 0.307 0.763 
LEST_LEN 1.011 0.032 0.991 1.000 31.201 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.753 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.566 
CONSTANT 0.924 0.419 0.000 2.205 0.041 

LEST_WID 0.704 0.145 0.753 1.000 4.850 0.000 

"00511. 0500019. 
DEP VAR:LHAB_LEN N: 44 MULTIPLE R: 0.995 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.989 
CONSTANT -0.100 0.066 0.000 -1.515 0.137 
LEST LEN 1.037 0.017 0.995 1.000 62.325 0.000 
DEP VAR:LHAB_WID N: 44 MULTIPLE R: 0.970 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.941 
CONSTANT -0.082 0.113 0.000 -0.722 0.474 
LEST_WID 1.028 0.040 0.970 1.000 25.768 0.000 

"00611.0500022" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 18 MULTIPLE R: 0.995 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.991 
CONSTANT -0.011 0.100 0.000 -0.107 0.917 
LEST_LEN 1.001 0.024 0.995 1.000 41.996 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 18 MULTIPLE R: 0.983 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.966 
CONSTANT 0.175 0.108 0.000 1.626 0.123 

LEST_WID 0.939 0.044 0.983 1.000 21.381 0.000 

"00611.0500023. 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 47 MULTIPLE R: 0.991 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.981 
CONSTANT 0.103 0.091 0.000 1.135 0.262 
LEST_LEN 0.979 0.020 0.991 1.000 48.780 0.000 

DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 47 MULTIPLE R: 0.981 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.963 
CONSTANT -0.028 0.092 0.000 -0.308 0.760 
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LEST_WID 1.013 0.030 0.981 1.000 34.104 0.000 

"B1611.0500024" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST;_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONS TAN!' 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"B1611.0500025" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONS TAN!' 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"B16110500026" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.999 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.999 
CON STAN!' 0.021 0.021 0.000 0.998 0.331 
LEST WID 0.991 0.008 0.999 1.000 119.981 0.000 

"B16110500027" 
DEP VAR :LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.~74 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANI' 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"B16110500043 11 

DEP VAR :LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 35 MULTIPLE R: 0.943 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.889 
CONSTANI' 0.231 0.203 0.000 1.143 0.261 
LEST WID 0.945 0.058 0.943 1.000 16.285 0.000 

"B17ll0500030" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANT 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"B17110500033" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
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LEST __LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANT 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"Bl7l10500034" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANT 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"Bl7l10500055" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANT 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"Bl8110500043" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 21 MULTIPLE R: 0.995 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.990 
CONSTANT 0.065 0.102 0.000 0.644 0.527 
LEST_LEN 1.002 0.023 0.995 1.000 43.145 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 21 MULTIPLE R: 0.897 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.804 
CONSTANT 0.043 0.340 0.000 0.127 0.900 
LEST_WID 0.979 0.111 0.897 1.000 8.822 0.000 

"Bl9n0500046" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANT 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"D05no5ooo28" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 21 MULTIPLE R: 0.990 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.981 
CONSTANT -0.175 0.115 0.000 -1.526 0.143 
LEST_LEN 1.063 0.034 0.990 1.000 31.362 0.000 
DEP VAR :LHAB _WID N: 21 MULTIPLE R: 0.940 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.883 
CONSTANT 0.380 0.140 0.000 2.718 0.014 
LEST_WID 0.811 0.068 0.940 1.000 11.981 0.000 

"D06U0500029" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 24 MULTIPLE R: 0.997 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.994 
CONSTANT -0.060 0.073 0.000 -0.824 0.419 
LEST_LEN 1.019 0.018 0.997 1.000 58.080 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 24 MULTIPLE R: 0.945 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.892 
CONSTANT -0.370 0.242 0.000 -1.527 0.141 
LEST_WID 1.106 0.082 0.945 1.000 13.502 0.000 
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"D06ll.0500031" 
DEP VAR:LHAB _LEN N: 23 MULTIPLE R: 0.997 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.994 
CONSTANT 0.040 0.066 0.000 0.597 0.557 
LEST_LEN 1.001 0.016 0.997 1.000 61.503 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 23 MULTIPLE R: 0.968 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.938 
CONSTANT 0.038 0.143 o.ooo 0.268 0.791 
LEST_WID 0.989 0.056 0.968 1.000 17.793 0.000 

"D06ll.0500032" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.998 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.996 
CONSTANT -0.026 0.058 0.000 -0.444 0.66:3 
LEST_LEN 1.008 0.014 0.998 1.000 71.231 0.000 
DEP VAR:LHAB_WID N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.954 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: o.no 
CONSTANT -0.117 0.198 0.000 -0.594 0.560 
LEST_WID 1.044 0.077 0.954 1.000 13.503 0.000 

"D06ll.0500060" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 22 MULTIPLE R: 0.982 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.965 
CONSTANT 0.028 0.170 0.000 0.164 0.871 
LEST_LEN 1.002 0.043 0.982 1.000 23.580 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 22 MULTIPLE R: 0.922 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.851 
CONSTANT 0.277 0.218 0.000 1.269 0.219 
LEST_WID 0.891 0.083 0.922 1.000 10.673 0.000 

"D06ll.0500061 u 

DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 22 MULTIPLE R: 0.997 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.995 
CONSTANT 0.024 0.063 0.000 0.378 0.710 
LEST_LEN 0.998 0.016 0.997 1.000 61.761 0.000 
DEP VJ.\R: LHAB _WID N: 22 MULTIPLE R: 0.971 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.944 
CONSTANT 0.077 0.129 0.000 0.595 0.558 
LEST_WID 0.968 0.053 0.971 1.000 18.297 0.000 

"D06ll.0500062" 
DEP VJ.\R: LHAB _LEN N: 22 MULTIPLE R: 0.986 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.972 
CONSTANT 0.162 0.141 0.000 1.147 0.265 
LEST_LEN 0.973 0.037 0.986 1.000 26.459 0.000 
DEP VJ.\R:LHAB_WID N: 22 MULTIPLE R: 0.986 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.972 
CONSTANT -0.013 0.094 0.000 -0.143 0.888 
LEST_WID 1.006 0.038 0.986 1.000 26.320 0.000 

"D06ll0500063" 
DEP VJ.\R: LHAB _LEN N: 20 MULTIPLE R: 0.980 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.961 
CONSTANT 0.243 0.168 0.000 1.447 0.165 
LEST_LEN 0.952 0.045 0.980 1.000 21.088 0.000 
DEP VAR:LHAB_WID N: 19 MULTIPLE R: 0.897 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.804 
CONSTANT 0.370 0.221 0.000 1.670 0.113 
LEST_WID 0.820 0.098 0.897 1.000 8.350 0.000 

"006110500064" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 26 MULTIPLE R: 0.997 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.994 
CONSTANT 0.017 0.062 0.000 0.278 0.783 
LEST_LEN 1.002 0.016 0.997 1.000 62.348 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB_ WID N: 26 MULTIPLE R: 0.911 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.830 
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CONSTANT 0.017 0.188 0.000 0.090 0.929 
LEST_WID 0.986 0.091 0.911 1.000 10.820 0.000 

"006110500065" 
DEP VAR:LHAB _LEN N: 28 MULTIPLE R: 0.992 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.985 
CONSTANT 0.094 0.092 0.000 1.029 0.313 
LEST_LEN 0.991 0.024 0.992 1.000 41.150 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 28 MULTIPLE R: 0.962 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.926CONSTANT 
0.024 0.144 0.000 0.170 0.866 
LEST_WID 0.998 0.055 0.962 1.000 18.048 0.000 

"007110500056" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
OONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR:LHAB _WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANT 0.050 0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"D08110500066" 
DEP VAR:LHAB _LEN N: 39 MULTIPLE R: 0.998 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.996 
CONSTANT -0.019 0.049 0.000 -0.393 0.696 
LEST_LEN 1.000 0.010 0.998 1.000 97.917 0.000 
DEP VAR: LHAB _WID N: 39 MULTIPLE R: 0.969 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.939 
CONSTANT 0.469 0.108 0.000 4.355 0.000 
LEST_WID 0.853 0.036 0.969 1.000 23.924 0.000 

"010110500085" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR:LHAB_WID N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
CONSTANT 0.050 6.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
LEST_WID 0.984 0.011 0.974 1.000 86.759 0.000 

"010110500086" 
DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
DEP VAR:LHAB_WID N: 38 MULTIPLE R: 0.995 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.990 
CONSTANT 0.028 0.041 0.000 0.685 0.498 
LEST_WID 0.987 0.016 0.995 1.000 60.364 0.000 

The following bias corrections, based on observers who had consistently valid calibrations across 
streams, were used in reaches where unsatisfactory calibration data sets were encountered. Those 
were deemed unsatisfactory because they had identical values for estimates and measurements of 
pool length and depth, and comprised 42% of all data. 

DEP VAR: LHAB _LEN N: 411 MULTIPLE R: 0.994 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.987 
CONSTANT 0.053 0.024 0.000 2.239 0.026 
LEST_LEN 0.996 0.006 0.994 1.000 177.376 0.000 
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DEP VAR: LHAB _WID 

CONSTANT 
LEST_WID 

N: 
0.050 
0.984 

411 MULTIPLE R: 0.974 SQUARED MULTIPLE R: 0.948 
0.031 0.000 1.608 0.109 
0.011 0.974 l. 000 86.759 0.000 

Appendix 2. Rationale for representing the effect of a land-use on a stream reach. 

It is intuitive that the greater the distance a land-use is from the location of a measured 
response, the lesser will be its potential impact. An analogy is provided by the simple inverse 
square distance law of light intensity: The intensity from a point source of light is inversely related 
to the distance from the source. The intensity, It. at distance r1 changes to l2 at greater distance r2 
according to the increasing surface area of a sphere of radius r with the light source at the center: 

I141tr12 = I241tr22 
Ifthe inner sphere 1 is unit distance (say one pixel from the source), then the intensity l2 at 
distance r2 is reduced relative to l1 thus: 

12 111 = llr22 ; hence the inverse square law. 

However, this represents a decay in energy intensity in three dimensions. While at that 
extreme one could envisage loss in the effect of intensity of a land-use in three dimensions (e.g., a. 
pollution effect dissipating outwards and downwards into the water table), one can also envisage 
some effects (e.g. the distribution oflarge wood, which decays very slowly, down a stream from a 
riparian source) as being one-dimensional. Between these extremes, the predominantly 
two-dimensional nature of landscapes at the scale of drainages containing 2nd to 4th order streams 
probably mediates the decay of most processes over distance, even when considering the relatively 
shallow layers of groundwater or hyporheic zones. Therefore, the decay of intensity in two 
dimensions would be equivalent to that of a light source in a circle of perimeter 21tr: 

I121tr1 = I221tr2 
or I2 111 = llr2 

Hence the inverse rule that has been adopted in this analysis (Fig. 11 ). 
The software, ZOI, produces inverse and inverse square measures. It also produces 

separate measures for instream and out-of-stream distance components from each pixel. While 
theoretical arguments can be made for combinations of these alternatives there are statistical 
limitations. 

First, splitting the distance into instream and out-of-stream components doubles the number 
of coefficients that need to be fitted in the statistical analysis. This reduces degrees of freedom, and 
therefore power, and also increases the probability of lack of independence among variables or 
significant interactions between them. To attempt to resolve these issues a designed, stratified 
study covering many more drainages than in this study would be necessary. 

Second, while it is tempting to repeat the statistical analysis using alternative derivations of 
effects (such as inverse and inverse squared variables), this compromises the meaning of the 
adopted error rate (e.g., the conventional 5% alpha level). In other words, unless one takes the 
required penalty oflowering the effective significance level to account for multiple testing, one can 
be accused of undertaking a 'fishing expedition' with the data set. 
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Fig. 1. Typical suction dredge mining activities. 
(photographs by Kevin L. Johnson) 
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Suction dredge mining 1999 

Hydraulic mining 

CJ Cave Junction 

N 

+ 
10 Miles 

16 Km 

Fig. 2. Illinois river subbasin and location, showing reaches where suction dredge mining activities 
and early hydraulic mining occurred. Black line shows boundary of the Siskiyou National Forest. 
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• ODFW Spawning samples 

Suction dredge mining 1999 

Hydraulic mining 

f\ I l Cll 

• Ill e 

N 

+ 
10 Miles 
16 Km 

Cll 
Cll 

• 
Cll -· 

Cll Ill 

• 

Fig. 3. Locations of ODFW Salmonid spawning stations from 1995-2000 (downstream starting 
points of reaches sampled) in Illinois subbasin, and reaches where suction dredge mining activities 
and early hydraulic mining occurred. Black line shows boundary of the Siskiyou National Forest. 
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• SMART fish samples 

Suction dredge mining 1999 

Hydraulic mining 

Fig. 4. Locations of SMART summer 
snorkeling stations from 1 996-1 999 
(downstream starting points of reaches 
sampled) in Illinois subbasin, and reaches 
where suction dredge mining activities 
and early hydraulic mining occurred. 
Black line shows boundary of the 
Siskiyou National Forest. 

Common name Scientific name Total No. No. Pools 
individuals species was 
observed observed 

Rainbow trout* Oncorhynchus mykiss 5368 531 
Coastal cutthroat trout Oncorhynchus clarki 335 127 
Coho salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch 21 9 
Brook trout* Salvelinus fontinalis 5 5 
sculpins** Cottus spp. 257 33 
Redside shiner Richardsonius balteatus 93 4 
Northern pikeminnow Ptychocheilus oregonensis 84 8 

Aggregate values 6163 610 
Total number of units sampled 611 

* introduced species **enumerated in about half of pools sampled 

N 

+ 
10 Miles 
16 Km 

No. reaches 
species was 
observed 

55 
34 

4 
1 

16 
2 
3 

59 
59 

Fig. 5. Numbers of fish observed by species, and numbers of pools and reaches in which separate 
species and all taxa were observed from 59 SMART summer snorkeling reaches visited from 
1996-1999. Fish observed in non-pool habitats were excluded here and from the analysis. 
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Fig. 6. Sediment moved by independent suction dredge mining operations in 1999. [x-axis = 
amount estimated prior to season; y-axis ::= amount moved downstream during season. Least 
squares regression line shown] 
(source: Kevin Johnson, USFS, Grants Pass, OR) 
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Fig. 7. Examples of late 
1 9th Century hydraulic 
mining 
(photograph at left by 
Nome 1900) 

Fig. 8. Sucker Creek floodplain in 2001 that was subject to 19th Century hydraulic mining. 
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Suction dredge mining 1999 

Hydraulic mining 

• ODFW Spawning samples 

o SMART fish samples 

Urban/Agriculture 

Non-forest vegetation 

Barren 

Conifer forest <50% cover 

Mixed forest <50% cover 

Hardwood <50% cover 

Conifer forest >50% cover 

Mixed forest >50% cover 

Hardwood >50% cover 

Roads 

N 

+ 
10 Miles 

16 Km 

Fig. 9. WODIP classification of land-cover types in the Illinois subbasin, fish sample locations, and 
reaches where suction dredge mining activities and early hydraulic mining occurred. (Roads are are 
too fine to be observable at this scale.) Black line shows boundary of the Siskiyou National Forest. 
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A 

Score- 4 

"--- Sample location ("Pour Point")__/ 
that defines drainage basin 

B 

Fig. 1 0. Examples of scoring land-use classifications for potential influence on a stream sam
ple (A) All pixels for a given classification in the drainage basin summed, (B) Only pixels falling 
within a defined buffer zone arounf permanent stream are summed. 
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\_Sample 
(Pour Point) 

Distance, d, from pixel to sample point, 
as the water flows 

/ 
1 1 1 1 

Total potential influence score = d
1 

+ d
2 

+ d
3 

+ d..t. 

Fig. 11 . Example of scoring land-use classifications for potential influence on a stream sample 
in which all pixels for a given classification are weighted by their inverse distance to the sample 
location and summed (dotted lines show flow paths overland from off-channel pixels deter
mined by a flow map derived from a 10-m OEM (Digital Elevation Map)). 
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, 1 /Distance weights {Percent coverage in basin} 
Stream 

I 

Ag-Urban <50% >50% Hydraulic Dredge ' 
I 

' ' 
I 

' ' -Roads Forest Forest Mining Mining 
' ' ', ' Days Gulch 4.7 (5.2) 68 (49) 27 (46) 14 (1) 7.5 (12) 

' 
I 

, Fiddler Gulch• 2.4 (3.2) 63 (46) 35 (51) 36 (11) 0 (0) 
' 'Fiddler Gulch (upper) 3.8 (4.3) 28 (29) 69 (67) 27 (3.4) 0 (0) 

Urban/Agriculture 

Non-forest vegetation 

Barren 

Conifer forest <50% cover 

Mixed forest <50% cover 

Hardwood <50% cover 

Conifer forest >50% cover 

Mixed forest >50% cover 

Hardwood >50% cover 

Roads 

Suction dredge mining (SDM) 1999 

Hydraulic mining 

® SMART fish samples 

\../ Drainage basin boundaries (sketched) 

Fig. 12. Example of distribution of original land-use and mining classifications (25-by-25-m pixels), show
ing three SMART fish sampling locations in Josephine Creek basin, and explanatory variable results. Table 
shows inverse distance weighting measures for aggregated land-use and mining classifications, which were 
the explanatory variable values used, in the three drainages. (Percent coverage values based on sums of 
pixels are shown in parentheses for comparison) 
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Ec~~t sSQ2:fl ~;accc~ Ec~~ o::SQ2:fl ~;accc~ Suction 
Urban Non-For Barren Conifer Mixed Hwood Conifer Mixed Hwood Roads Hydraul Dredge 
-Ag _Veg Mining Mining 

Urban-Ag 1.000 

Non-For_Veg 0.12 1.000 

Barren 0.152 0.770*** 1.000 

Con_For<50% 0.019 0.710*** 0.667*** 1.000 

Mix_For<50% 0.282 0.405 0.399 0.422 1.000 

Hwd_For<50% -0.51 0**-0.519** -0.443 -0.504** -0.757*** 1.000 

Con_For>50% -0.469* -;0.893*** -0.758*** -0.759*** -0.527** 0.659*** 1.000 

Mix_For>50% -0.464* -0.790*** -0.770*** -0.572** -0.353 0.569** 0.824*** 1.000 

Hwd_For>50% -0.333 -0.577*** -0.501 ** -0.585*** -0.444 0.743*** 0.595*** 0.632*** l.OOO 

Roads -0.300 0.015 -0.157 0.076 -D.399 0.179 0.051 -o.019 -0.100 1.000 

HM -0.210 0.055 0.257 0.298 0.019 -0.189 -0.043 -0.099 -0.280 0.334 1.000 

SDM -0.203 0.133 0.406 0.366 -0.121 -o.045 -0.142 -0.179 -0.225 0.442 0.670*** 1 .00 

Fig. 13. PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX of cumulative effects of drainages defined by 53 ODFW salmon spawning 
samples. Bonferroni-corrected probabilities:* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, **P<0.001. 
(Urban-Ag "" Urban and agriculture areas combined; Non-For_ Veg "" Non-forest vegetation; HM "" Hydraulic mining; SDM "" Suction 
Dredge Mining) 

Fig. 1 4. CORRELATION between cumu
lative effects of Hydraulic mining and 
Suction Dredge Mining from drainages 
defined by 53 ODFW salmon spawning 
samples. 
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E!lll::it s5Q2:f! WJD!ll2~ E!lll::it ;::5Q2:f! ~aocg~ Suction 
Urban Non-For Barren Conifer Mixed Hwood Conifer Mixed Hwood Roads Hydraul Dredge 
-Ag _Veg Mining Mining 

Urban-Ag 1.000 

Non-For_ Veg -0.022 1.000 

Barren -0.070 0.825** 1.000 

Con_For<50% 0.025 0.835** 0.890** 1.000 

Mix_For<50% -0.178 0.530** 0.442* 0.509** 1.000 

Hwd_For<50% -0.081 0.157 0.072 0.155 0.078 1.000 

Con_For>50% 0.009 -o.947** -o.875** -0.927** -0.634** -0.217 1.000 

Mix_For>50% 0.060 -0.647** -o.759** -0.640** -0.098 0.239 0.575** 1.000 

Hwd_For>50% 0.017 -0.427* -0.482** -0.497** -0.115 0.377 0.364 0.473* 1.000 

Roads -0.063 -0.303 -0.352 -0.433* -o.340 -0.448* 0.333 0.015 0.080 1.000 

HM -0.117 -0.111 0.022 -0.017 -0.066 -0.309 0.118 -0.079 -0.343 0.039 1.000 

SDM -0.045 -0.049 0.034 -0.011 -0.112 -0.145 0.078 -0.106 -0.113 -0.057 0.255 1.00 

Fig. 15. Pearson correlation matrix of cumulative effects of drainages defined by 59 SMART samples. Bonferroni
corrected probabilities: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, **P<0.001. 
(Urban-Ag = Urban and agriculture areas combined; Non-For_ Veg == Non-forest vegetation; HM - Hydraulic mining; SDM = Suction 
Dredge Mining) 

Urban/Agriculture 

Non-forest vegetation 

Barren 

Conifer forest <50% cover 

Mixed forest <50% cover 

Hardwood <50% cover 

Conifer forest >50% cover 

Mixed forest >50% cover 

Hardwood >50% cover 

Roads 

Fig. 1 6. Proportions of WODIP-based explanatory variables, by area of drainage occupied, from drainages defined by 
59 SMART fish samples. (Samples ordered on x-axis by increasing canopy >50% of all forest to illustrate ranges of 
explanatory variables. The legend identifies the variables in the same order as shown on the graph). 
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Urban Forest <50% canopy Suction 
+ Agric. + Non-For_Veg Forest >50% Hydraulic Dredge 

± Bcad:i ± 6ao:~::c W;!CQil.)C Micicg Mi.oing 
( 1 ) Urban-Ag-Roads 1.00 

(2} For.<50%+Non-For.+Barren -Q.401* 1.00 

(3) Forest >50% canopy 0.299 -0.994*** 1.00 

( 4) Hydraulic Mining 0.019 -0.061 0.059 1.00 

(5} Suction D. Mining -0.064 -0.031 0.040 0.255 1.00 

Fig. 17. PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX of reduced set of cumulative effects of drainages defined by 59 
SMART samples. Bonferroni-corrected probabilities:* P<0.05, ** P<O.Ol, **P<0.001. [see text for (1 ), (2), 
etc.,]. 
(Urban-Ag-Roads - Urban, agriculture and road areas combined; 
For.<50%+Non-For.+Barren = +Forest less than 50% canopy, Non-forest vegetation, and barren areas combined) 

100 
Urban-Ag-Roads 

80 
Forest<50% 
+Non-Forest veg. 

60 +Barren 

96 
40 

I Forest >50% 

20 

0 

Fig. 1 8. Proportions of reduced WODIP-based explanatory variables, by area of drainage occupied, from 
drainages defined by 59 SMART fish samples. 
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(A) Model: Response: Density of Salmon ids 1 yr-old 
Explan. vars.: Ag-Urban-Roads + Forest>50% + Hydraulic Mining 

+ Suction Dredge Mining + Hydraulic Mining*Suct.Mining 

Coefficients: 
Value SE t-value 

(Intercept) 4.04 

Ag-Urban-Roads -4.96 5.65 -0.88 

Forest> 50% 0.39 0.73 0.53 

Hydraui.Mining -0.40 0.19 -2.04# 

Suct.Mining -0.33 0.29 -1.16 

Hydraul. *Suct.Mining 0.25 0.23 1.06 

(B) Model: Response: Density of Salmonids 1yr-old 
Explan. vars.: Ag-Urban-Roads + Forest>50% +Hydraulic Mining 

+ Suction Dredge Mining 

Coefficients: 
Value SE t-value 

(Intercept) 3.86 

Ag-Urban-Roads -5.45 5.68 -0.96 

Forest >50% 0.66 0.68 0.97 

Hydraui.Mining -0.36 0.19 -1.90 

Suct.Mining -0.05 0.08 -0.56 

(C) Model: Response: Density of Salmonids 1yr-old 
Explan. vars.: Ag-Urban-Roads + Forest>50% + Hydraui.Mining 

Coefficients: 
Value SE t-value 

(Intercept) 3.85 

Ag-Urban-Roads -5.46 5.67 -0.96 

Forest >50% 0.68 0.67 1.00 

Hydraulic Mining -0.38 0.18 -2.13# (P=0.03) 

Fig. 1 9. General linear model results using negative binomial fits to 59 SMART fish samples on the 
density of Native Salmon ids ~ 1 yr-old (* = interaction between two variables; # signidicant 
coefficient at P<O.OS; see text for refs. to A, B, and C). 
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Fig. 20. Normal probability plot of deviance residuals from model in Fig. 19C. 

Althouse Creek (lower) 
Josephine Creek (mouth) 
Days Gulch (mouth) 

Predicted density if 
Hydraulic Mining had .... 

existed as or, not 
recorded, occurred 

30 
30 
39 

52 
45 
43 

Model: Density of Salmonids 1yr-old (#/1000 m2) 

Predicted 
change 

71% 
50% 
12% 

= exp(3.85-5.46*Ag-Urban-Roads + 0.68*Forest>50% - 0.38*Hydraui.Mining) 

Fig. 21. Predicted change in salmonid density (older that YOY) in selected streams if 
hydraulic mining effect had not occurred. 
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SUCTION DREDGING ; F AC·TS 
.a Fish s~val in: ·t4nes of drought is greatly enhan~ed by the presence of artificially cr~ated 
- holes,(North ~erlcan~Journ~ of Fisheries Maruigment,l4:87,1984) b. abandoned dredge holes 
provide h~'ding and resting areas for fish.(M.S. Thesis, Humbolt St. Univ. 1988 by Stem) 

;.: , .· 

2. Trout production was si~ficantly increased by physically sculpting and altering the stream 
habitat, (Trans. AmeriCa.nFish Society 91:185) 

3: Capacities of suction ·dredges in field c~nditions are only2% of manufacturers' ratings. (North 
American Jo-urnal ofFisheries M~~gment 1:21 1981) 

4. Capacities of suction dredges decrease by 4 times as the nozzle size decreases by 1/2. 
(No~ American Jo~al of Fisheries Managment 1:21. 1981 ) 

u . 

~- Suction dredges provide clean, de-silted gravels ideal for fish spawning. In addition, they 
. break up the hardened river bottom substrate that prohibits aquatic life entry. Similar to 
c~tiv~ting your garden.(."Calif. Dept. of Fish and Game Memo. Sept. 17, 1962, sucti~n dredge 
investigation b)r"Lewis ) · · · · 

6. a Suction dredges REMOVE TOXIC REA VY METALS, ie; LEAD, JviERCURY, ARSENIC 
(Final EIS, Calif: ·F&G, 4/94, p.64, Adopt.Reg. for suction dredges) b. Lead and mercury in 
fish have been linked to lower reproduction rates.( Bul. Enviro. Contam. & Tox. Vols. 41,43, 
pgs, 329, 858.) 

•, .: I :, 

7. Disturbed gravels are re- colonized by aquatic insects withhi 40 days, fewer than 1% showed 
injmy ~r .died after passing through the suction dredge.( North Amer. Journal Fish. Mgn)t. 
1;21)981) . . . . ... 

8. Dredges are bieng used.by the Forest Service to remove silts from Idaho rivers.( Video, 
Outdoor Idaho, October 1'992 ) . '' · 

. . 8 . 
~- 9. The. effects of REGULATED suction dredge mining are'insignificant; (Final EIS, Cal. F&G, 

Apr. 4/94, p .. 64, Adopt. Reg. for Stiction Dredges.) (B. C. Harvey, N. Am. J:Fish. Mgint. 
6;409, 1986) ( V.G. Thomas, N. Ain. J. Fish. Mgmt. 5;488, 1985) (NTIS Document PB-201 654 
by J.B. Morrow, 1971) ··· · 

-~0. Impact to fish and fish habitat from the REGULATED use ofRECREATIONAL suction 
dredge operations on the upper Boise and Middle Fork of the Boise Rivers will be non-detectable 
to minimal. ( Konopacky Project No. 064-0 for IGPA, July,.I996) 

-11. Suction dredges have many beneficial impacts including ; dispersing fine sediments and 
reducing substrate embeddedness that enhances spawning and invertebrate habitat, and creating 
holding pools for fish refuge. ( R.. Shepard, Applied Ecosystem Services Inc., Assessment for 
IGPA,.January,.1997) 

ff/ 



SUCTION DREDGING ; FACTS 
12. Science favorable to suction dredge mining does exist, (see above), However,.All the 
available science on the effects of suction dredge.operation are based upon UNREGULATED 
operations involving the hnpact oflarge ~cale operation and/or ignoring all establishedrules,.and 
best mailagment practices. In additiori,.it is not comprehensive in that it does not take into 
account the concurrent impact of such things as fishing, droughts, and natural disasters I 
disturbances. On the other hand,.science on the effects of regulated FISHING is. 100% qonsistent 
that the impact are significant; · 
1. Mortality offish caught (and then Released) with artificial lures ranges :from 10.5%- 23.8% 
depending on hook size and fish species. Fish that bleed, or are hooked in. the gills have a 53% 
and 95.5% mortality rate respectively; (North American Journal ofFishenes Managment 
13;337) 

2. Wild trout ( like the Bull Trout ) have higher mortality because they attack and fight,hafder. 
( WA. F&G Mgmt.Div. Rep. byP.E. Mongillo 1984) 

3. Twice daily wading dUringtlie egg fertilization to fry emergence stages ~lied up ~o 96% of .. 
the eggs and pre-emergent trout fry.Harvest and wading restrictions would substantially improve 
fish populations. (North American Journal of Fisheries Managment 12;454 1992) ·· · 

4. Fish caught in warmer temperatures have a lower survival rate. Mortality rates of trout caught 
with worm baited hooks are as high as 73%. ( (prog. Fish-Culturtist 32;231). · '·· 

. . : ...... 

5. Negative effects to trout populations are correlated to human trampling of river riparian areas, 
( ie; spawn beds) (American Fisheries Society Spec. Pub. 19;459 1991 

6. Fly fishermen are. considered "heros" for trampling fish nests and harvesting scores offish in 
a single day. (Idaho Statesman 1/21195 ) ' 

.. 7. Konopacky Environmental could find no published or uiipublished.documentation of any 
mortality of trout embryos or pre-emergent fry in natural stream systems from the REGULA TED 
use of a suction dredge. The total combined impact oflegal fish harvest,.legal catch and release 
fishing, and legal wading use in a stream or ,river system can potep.tiaily cause a substantial · 
amout of morta)ity in trout populations in the systems. ( Final Report - 1996- Konopack:Y 
Environmental,.Project No. 064-0,. prepared for IGP A) · . 

8. etc; 
9. etc; 
10. etc; 



2..0 STUDY AREA 

2.1 Loc:iifion of Streams/Riv-ers in Reviewed Liter:ature 

Re!ative: to the r:viewed publications and otbc::- liU:::mzre for this rt:?Ort, the smdy ar::1 

included all ~ and rivc:::s acted in rcpom th:1t ad~ tfle eff~ of rt:"- •ticoal mining 
oa fish and/or fish habitat. Most, if· not all, sa:c::u:J.S noted in the litC'3IUre: reviewed for tbis 

report c:onr:llned one o~ more sa.lino~d species. 

2.2 loc::~tion of fGPA-Petitioned Reach of the Bois~ ~ver 

Pt::" the most rea:m petition of the IGPA (1996), the rcc.~ · rc:q~ested for entry is t.'!e 
aooror.ma.tely 27.7 CODDEUOUS miles of the Boise Rivc:r and .Middle Fork of the· Boise R.iver. . . - ' . 
upsr.rl::liil of Arro-wrodc Dam rest::"'r·oir. (Figure I). The con.tlu:nc:: of Middle and North forks of 
the· Boise Rive: fon:n the Boise Rive: proper. · 

Fish species prese::u: in the above-noted rcc:~ of the Boise Rive:"_ syste.."'!l indud.e. 

rainbow/r::dband tr:out Oncorhyndr!IS myJ:iss. cutthroat trout 0. clarki., bull trout Salwdirrus 
conJ7:.ter.rus, brook trout S. fonrir..ali.s, and mou.'1cin '1.\'"h.it-:i=S:: Prosopium ..... -:Jli::rr.soni (16l:o · 
Deparu:ne:::li of F"ISh and Game, pe.""S. co~ June: 20, 1996). Tnc: bull trout is pr::s.:::rly a 
cndidate for listing as a fcde::a! odaoga-c:d species. 

Two types of fishing n:g-rJlarions occur in the: 27.7-m.il:: Joog rc:lC~." of th: Boise Rive" 
reques:-..ed for e."ltry by the I GP A (Icia?o Depa~ tlllent of F"tsb a.nd Game 1996). Gcerai .fisfli::g 
n:gu!:arior.s ar-C m e:Efe:t from .-\."':"0'1.\TOc:k Da.:n. U:dt:d:ng the :-:s.::-.-oir~ to the coc:1uence oi ti:: 
North and Middle: Forks of the Boise Rive: {Fi_gt=c: I). Genr:nl reg'J.larions for the re:u:.'I indue!: 
being open to some: form of fishing all ye::Jr, c::cc:pt for Apnl and pan:· of May, and daily bag 
limits of up. to si.'Ctc::n trout (e.g .• si."'C rainbow trout and tc brook trout), tlfty ~-hitef~i. aod .. ao 
buii. trout. Special or mor-e it:striaive fishing rc:i!llations arc: in c::fe:::t from the conr1uc:nc:: of the: 
Nor-..h 2.:'ld Middle Forks of the Boise River to the upso:rc.":l c:nd of t.'le abovc:-nore:d 27.7 -mile 
rc.'lCh of rive:-. Speda! regulations indudc: a daily bag limit o: ~"0 trout. in ag,gr:~:n: (i.e:.. ali 
sped:s of trout and salmon presen:). ndther ofwruc:b may be lc:ss C!.'lan foW"tc:::n i~c.hes long. fif.y 
\\·fUt:!is~ and no bull trout. Onh· ar.iric:ia! flies and I~ \\iC one: barblc:ss hook oe:: ilv or h.::: . . . 
c~~· be used in the rQch (i.e.. co bZ.:tt Trout se:l.Son runs free cbc: ~fay. 25 through .!'io .. ·=~ 
30 dt..::i~g 1996 while r.h:: whitetish se;!Sons runs from Janua.r:· I ti't-•"tiugh :Vf.r:h 31 ar:d from ~!Jy 
1S rr..roug~ De:c::mbe:r j I during I 996. Sc:-t..sons \·ary on a bi-:·eufy basis • 

.. 
J 



.J.U Ml:: J MUU~ 

A va:iiable publishd and unpubiisb:d Iire:"'..nz:t:c. on the e:::;:~ of re:=::::rio.rz:ti mmmg. 
pr~y with mli (i.e_, ·s;;..!n di3z::e:} suc::ioz:· d.~s= (Ftg'.Ir: :!)., b ·s.::=s "Q.&l.S cclle:::ed 
.fro.l!l various sot.I:r::::s. .A .... "'ticlc:s that a.ss.:ssd e.ffeo:s of minm..,. with 4-in ar:d larz~ su.-:ou = ~ ~ 

' cir::iges md larse or hc::!Vy ~-ge-mming (e.g~ C3sr::t ax:d Vle!Jb 1.960; Mor.ow 1.971; Tlli'Cop 
and Smith. 1936) we-= z;;vi~.ved but act included in ~ analysis altbon~b some ~v~_rors 
reported oo adve:se e~ from some c:m::mc=t:ial opc::arioiiS. Addric:c.a.l infor.;:m.tion (.e.g~ U.S. 
Arrrly Corps ofE:!gine::s P .... ~t) was aiso coil~ and rcvie-;r;d g:ivo th:lr S"I.!C:~ pe:-:nits would 
be r~uin:d from a fe::!er:ll :12e::.C"'' for orooose::! in-so:re::u:n ac::iviri=s in oavin.ble sti:':::llllS. All -. ' - .. . . -
r:vie· .. vd a.rddes cri~-=Jv ddt witi:J. inr...~ocs b:c:w'e-..::t te=- •I:iom:ll min;,..!7 and c:tJmoonc::.tS :· . ., .., . 
of sa!monid SITc::ltD.S althoPgh scm: public:::uions djffr::-z::Jtiard bc::;ve::::l" rc:spo~ by salmonids 
az:d ot.be:- Ot;l.C.-gamc: fish sped=s. Gath~ im""ormarion was cfi...,id-4 i:mo the foUov.ii:g pote::u:!.::!lly 
a.ffe:--d ccmpone:n:s in a s ... :::m1 S"fs-'..0: n~:, (1.~ ~c:::mbryos, ii'ytjuve::ill::s., :lO:dt ~sb)., habir;.u. 
~c! aqu:cic minve:t::br.ltes.. Cott:.::l=:ts by :fish !II2l'J2.g::::!lc:=.r ag=:C:c:s, .st:ai::S. and t:b.c:.f::dc::-:!7 
gove......,.,....:::Jt on a.spe::rs or r:::::-:.:u:!on:!l suc:ioo,-dredging we::: also induded in this r:~~r.; 3lthou~..b 
no effort: \\.d.S ~ to list th:: r:gclacioru that pc::-..ainc::d to z,.._ ,ricn:U mi.cing p::- s-..::u:e.; S"rJC 
~g ar: fo11nd in Nor..h ( 1993) and HAl.,ryey =~ a1. (1995) Othe:- soUI"C.:s of fish mor..alicy wc:;-e 

add:-::ss..:d in tbc: disc-.J.S.Sion se:::::ion. 

4.0 RESULTS 

4.1 Ei= rECTS OF RECRE.A TIONAL $UCT10N-OREDG.E MINING ON FISH 

4.1.1 Mortality of Salmonid Eggs ;md Deposited Embryos 

Four invesngators f:?Or-..ed the opc::::!rlo.c. of rmal.l re=- •rionel-cypc: suction dr:::.ges had 
negative ::'f~..s ori eggs a:z:d ci=?o.sitd e::tbryos. In an Ida.ho Fisb. anc! Game-~de:d .}'LU..."'y, 
Griffith :and . .:\.c~.vs ( 198 I) r=::or-..e:: ~n-.r I 00 pc:rC:::n: of Wl-qed c-... ":throat crour Or:cariryndr..:s 
c!cr.a egg:s died 'N'ithin I hr of e::tr:ll::::::=::t in a 3-in dia.meu= .suc:ion d."':Cge. I.e the· same srudy, 
e"feC C'..!t:...~2.t trout eggs hac! C=.!l mor:tiity rateS of29 pc::c::::t and 35 P~::Jt at ~:~ic: ~::d o( I -hr 
3.l:!d .36-h:- ;:;doCs.. resce!:tivc:!..-. E .. ·e::: ~~ of h.mdlc:"'i runbOw ti:"O"Ut 0. /Tf'.'CS ::."Cde::c:d a . . . . . -- . _, . 
! 9 pe:c::..-:r mormliry r.m: aft.:: e::!:'"';--:::lt. and at the od o{ a I 0--i"'Y··pC::::oC:: con·crol eggs 

e;~pe:ie::c::d :m I 8 pt:i:.::lt :::cr-..:!!i~· r-!: ov~ the s:unc: time pdod. 

5 



4.1...2 Mort;Iity of Salmonid Sac-Fry 

In an Id:lbo Fl.sb. and Game-funded sru.dy, G-riffith and . .i..::!Cre-.vs (1981) r::--or..ed harcbc::"'f 

- r:Unbqw sac-fry cpc::ioc:d an 83 pc:::c::JI mo~I:'.f iii:: a.:.~ c:::c:·:d?Or?CU az:d a 20-±iy 

mooitceg FCC¢ control fisb e:-qJdc:::lc:d a 9 pc::c:::1I mo~t:: :::lre .eVe:- dle sace ,Feed. Yo ik 
, 5aCS WC::: d~cbd from approxfrnj]Te!y 40 ~ Of the frY during e::m::timno.t. 

4.1 • .3 Behavior of Salrnonid Adults 

Opc:::-z:ion of .sz:mill su.crion dr=:fgc:s cfid not aifc::::r the· dosir:y or move:nc:::t of adult 

r:ll.nbow trout in rhe North Fork of the Amr::ic:m Rlve:-7 Californ;~ E;r,-ey (1986) r:::or.ed the 
~ty of trout in doW!IS&l'e::u:n dredged pool-ri:ffie seque::c: ave:aged 22.9 fish whi!e tf:e 

·. upsm:::u:!l comrol sequenc:s conuined 25..5 fish. In the same sru.dy, caggd rainbow trout moved 
vr-:-f little in the control or dr:---J~d m No tagg:d fub. movee far-r.he:' than free. a pool ro or:e 
of the adjac:::J.t riffles or vic: ve::sa ove:- ~e C\\l'o-we:.lc ~ pdcd. .Fi.ar-'e:Y (1986) a:lso re;:or..ci 
t:bat. dl.ll"'i!!g low. flo.ws in laic: su:::unc::-, eight r:3inbow t:out me vd free. a nc::;u:t,y r.i:.ffie ro OC::lpY 

a dred.ge-c:-e::!.u:d pool in a m:::un and ~ dr::ige ope:-arion in pools did not di.spl.ac: trout in tb 
nne pools. Ste:::J (!983) repor..ed tha,t balding locmoi!,S of aciuit spri:z:!g-nm chinook sa!.::::Joo. rd 

adult s.z~me:--r.m sre:!he:!d we:-: not ai!e::"--d by drdge-m=.,..;i'g ope.....;moDS (L:..,. 21 I 1 m= of 
Si:r=m bed) in Cmyoo. Cre::.:C. a C;ilifotci.:a ~ -~ from tbe p~·naus rw"O ye::JrS. · Nor.b ( 1993) 
r=vie~."-ed four published artic:Ie:s and four IIIlpubli.sb.d ar.:ides on .s-.U::::on ~= mjn.:;g and 
co:cc!uded tim dr:d~nz did not d:ire::tiy a:E~ frc:-swimmin~ fisi-r Han-e-1 et aL (1995) ~or..:::! 
the use of ~on dr::dg; oilings for spav.;;ing pur:;::~s~ by ci,.:-:-ock and c=Jho .sa..i.=on. 

4.1.4 Sehcavior ot Non-S.almonids 

Ope:""..rion of small suction ci-dg'!S aire::d Ce abUDb".C: ofri.Eie sc:ulpinsCorr..zs gr.do.ru.r 
in the ~ortfl For.! of the A.me:lcm Rive:-, Cilifcr:ll3_ F...uvey (1986) rc:;:'OI""..ed th2l: signifiCl!ltf:.
(Le_., P~O.OS) fewe: sculp.ins we:e found tmtk:' ~ rocks that off~ no cove::- or soce co~·e: ace 
month aite: C:..--::igi...!lg operations in the Sil"c:m:L 

4.2 ·e:=-Ft:CTS OF RECREATIONAL SUCTION-DREDGE MINING ON FlSH 
HABITAT 

. .,, 
4.2.1 Turbidity or Suspended Sediment in Water Column 

Fot::' srudies qm:::ti.fid C.:::: lad ef~:s oo. ~-a!:: rurbiC!:y :h~t: res-.Jte:i frco ±e op::::l~On 

of r=:-::!.~ot: geld C::e:igc:s in r.:ili::onid st.re::!:I:S.. F..:!."'Ve:· (1.986) :-:!?or..d an inc::-:::!Se f-oe .!-5 
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llC?.belometric turbidity tmits O'tTtls} to 2.~30 'N'TUs c.iur:ing md zf'~ dred.g:!ng in rile· I~ 
plume arc doWl:l.Stri::lm oftbc: advity. He also fe?Or..ed activ:e fe:ding by ·r.nnbow trotii in the 
s'-~m ar tbe 25-30 NTU lc-reL Thoel!!S (1985) u..c;:d a 2.5-in c.fiam~-= suc::ion drdgc to ~. 

from bank to bank, a 10-m (i.e;, 33 ft} long n::!cll of a: ~!o,,r • " s ... =: S"a: c::s:lbH-:nc:::f an 

trpsu. e:nn 10-m long control r=:u:h- and tbre: I 0-m. long dowmem ·~JISl: r-c::s.. S4c 

~ned that saspoded sdimot .levelS rcmmd to ambict IC"rds' !0...5 c f~ I 00 ft) 
lillrii'I•UII"''·~~,.,.. of the cfredged rt::l6.~he also estilmtd tbar the bu!k of tbe sdil:tCISy put imo 
suspezion by the drdge, ~ r:-:k'positd within 6 to I I m (i.e"'? 20 ro 36 ii:) do,.,.~ ofrhe 
dredge. In comparisons with cootiOl site; Stem (1988) reponed ve:y minor inc::r~es in turbidity 
(Le..., 1.58 to 1.98 'NWs) a1: sites 10 m dcwn.s&:re.:ml of ~..gz in Canyon Ci-=k, U!ifcmia; 
inc. -.:...c-es dedii:d fur..ht::" [1..~ 0.04 ro 0.20 NTIJ) ai sites I 00 m de~ of dr:dges.. Some:: 
and Hassle:- (1992) n:por..d vr:::y li.ttfc variation in wate:' turbidity tipsm::Im and downs.:n:::un oi 
l'dcll~ dredged by professional miner.s io two Califor.J..ia stn::!ms~~bey I"C?OI""..::d turbidity Ic:vcls 

.. o:c:..-:dd. IS NTIJs only nt:Z the drdge outfall. -.rorth (1.993) r:vic:wc:d four pt±fubd articles 
'and four unpublished articles on .SUCtion ~._ge mining and condudd that d.-:d~ng atre=:z::d. 
~idicy te:npor:uily but only in the immediate vicinity of' the d:-:dge. 

4.2-2 Deposite·d Sediment on Stre4m Bottom 

T\lor-o sruc!ies qtl2llri:ile::i' th: ch.,....~e ill d.."'??sited se--i-.imr::::-:s. do'\1,-a:s .. --.n of a ~I ~::dge 
ope:::&ion i.o a salmomd ~ Thorlli!S (1985) repor.ed th.ar 2obiot se::F...,.:::t ci:?ositior: lev:!s 
(i.e.., 8o g!m'"fd:J:y) inc~ed 10 ra 20 tim:s over background lc"'e!s ijj!rndi:udy do~ of 

a I 0-m long SLJ.e:o:l n::lC.h dm .,.,;as ~..gd from ban.tc to bank. Deposited sedi .... ::n cf=o_ •!sed 

expon:::ti.aily "'ith ciistanc: do~~ o{thc: d.-ecge:!"r::lcb. Soo::: a::d ~e: (199'2) r:::or.::d 
th3I fine sedimc:::t or organic ~t::' weightS did not ciinC:- signi-ricmtly (1-e~ p:.{J.05) i:l zr!-Dc::::ll 
s.lbscrar~ .s.=.-: ..... pl::3 r::ri:o.-=d, a.f~ 2, 4, md 6 we--b, in r::lCb.cs. frot::1 r:"'c~:s up~-,- and 
doWD.Sir::Im of~es dre::!gd by professional minc=s in rn-o C,Jifccia str=-s. T.ce sa.cpic::s 
we:-: pl.ac::d into the str~"l'7S on Au21!Sr 31-S~te:::n~ 1 or n~ the m.ld;:,oint of a Auzt..!St 3 
rhrougb. ·Octobe:- 4 dredging efforZ. Soma.· and H~~sle:r (1992) r=?O;....:d ditf.::::::t-d:Wy ;. 

sedil::Jc=:::.tioo rates from I'ClChes upSL:....,UJ and do:\lr11S'i:'::!I!l of :-:-1c.:,c:s dr:-'1-id by prcf~od 
mioc:..-s in 1:\1."0 G.!ifornia str=,...,s Toe"·· r=or..d lowc: se--:.im::ntzrioo ::m::s in a :::::!..6 Co'.\~ 
(i.:.y 12 g/rr.1/dzy) -.·e:-solS upsr:--m (i.~ .. I3.g/m:/day) ofci.-:dgi...ng in Canyon C:::k. !!1 c;:m~ 
they r:?Qrted higi:::- sedime::r.::.ticn :-:n:s in a re:1c!:es do~ (i.e .• (.ill y'n:.:.:d:!y at .!0 m 
!..'ld 6-98 $Z/tn~!c:f.:l•: .,._ I P rr.:) \'C....,.,'" u-~..,,.... (i • ""0 ~:"-r-1idzv :l! I 00 :n ...,.,d :~ al~::..;., •• at '0 

- • ..._ - 4. .. • ........_ :--"- ........... ---, _., = ... . ... -- - = ..... ~~: .. 
:::!) of d.:-:::!g:bg !..'1 :t:: Bi!Z Es Fork C:::.k. Drdsze oc:::-:lrioi".s :.-t=.vat:d b:!o·~· t.l:: ::r::1,·::! :=..-::lor - - . -
leYc! :md into a 5.=: sa!'ld Jr.::! siit bve: :bt ccmor.se::! most of th~ C4'-I'.s.::or.:::::: se::L::::::.ts. . . . 
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4.2.3 Changes in Gravel Permeability 

One r::vie-r.ved smdy ~orted on the c:h:mge in g:rzvel ~obillry af~ d;-:d'~ng in a. . 

s:almomd me:un. Tnomas (1985) reportd that gravel pe::m~iliry (ie.., voitii::::e of moving wen="'· 
tbrou~h an orific:) inc:-...!Sd in the dredged an::t of a Montan.a stre::tm wbile no c:~ .. ngc:s w~ 

de~.ed upstr:::un or do~m ·of the dr~dgd se::::io.t!...fboe com:Iude:i tb3I silt ~sirioa free ·••• 
suction dredgjng should not be de:rime:lial ro the de-rtdopmC:Ir of salmonid egt:r~ 

4~4 Pnysical Changes iR Habitat. 

F..3I"'Iey (1986) rc:;:or.:ed the basic parrc:::t of pbysiClf cbzng~ caused by small dredge 

operations was the fo.rma.tion of a hole in the Sil'"C3m bono~ where dr:dg:i.ng had occum::d md 
the build-up of shallow sandT-vel ~ dowa.s&:re:ml.. Piles of large cobb-les and boule!~ too · 
large· tO Ilt through the dredge, We:': .:llso c:-=ue::i by the dredge Opc::4UOr. T.aOimS .(1985) st"'r-:f 

tfl2I "pocket and pile ... dred~ng te::inique:s had a g:rcter impact on str=mJ channel morphology 
tb.ao drd.!rin~ to a uniform sh.,!Tow doth. Soc r::rur:ned to rwo d:rd~ed sites ai::: one vc:-o...r :u::d. - - . - . 
could nor de!e::cinc whe:-:: ~-:::!g;ng bad ·occur.::d in one sire bur could still de~: the cobbie-

bould::::- pile at the second site. S'ne conc!uderl ~ a suc::ion dredge couli:i J::J2ke .,n~y 
lodiz::d" cllanges in ch.a:cnd morphology. Simil.arly, S~ (1~88) n:;xmcd thai flows in C:myo!l 
Cre:~ an anaciromous :fish .sLn::!.I1l in California., eife:::ive!y oblitl!:':ltC:::! ins.:r:::!lll mining 
cfisrurba.nc:S from the previous Se:::!.SOO (t..e.7 1,136 m2 or 12,129 fr of str:::mi-bed). 

fi! fQfffiP (1983) inv~g2Ied 235 di:dge mine ope!-ariol!S in California and r:ported that: I) 
I 1 ope..~o.c.s met ali regularions; 2) 14 opc:arioos were 1mcL~g b.a!l.lc.s; .3) I ope:-:arion was 
.sluicing the bank; 4) 12 cpc::-"..rions wc:-c cb.anneiizing the: Sl::":.:U:l; 5)· 7 operations we::: c:msi:og 

· riparim d.a!:n.age; and 5) 25 opc:::tters '?'~ c:mtping in the riparim zone. More: in:;ror:ai!t to tbe 
inte:;:::r:::::rion of dle!r find;,..~. th~ noted that: I) some opc:uors we::-: in violz!oo of mer: th2!l 
ooe &egulz.tion.; 2) their obse:varions inc!uded sor:::e comme:..:E.al plac::r.<fr:dge· op::;cion.s: 3) 67 
pe:-c:nt of the suction drdge OF::-::!riOI'.S used cL-:dg::s with im.ake.s of41tW-4tll!(n diacerc-:s; and 

• 4)' 

5) 53 pe:-c:::t of the minr:::s we:; d.assiiled as professional ve::s-..z.s r=...:!.:iooal. AC"'SS all ~c::s 
2Ild opc::-arion.S, they reported rhr all s;:~r· reg>I'"''"rons we::: followed §' rntrJIT of the til=.::. 
NorJl (1993) re...-iewed four pc.biished a.-::ic!e:s and four UD?ublishcid artides on suction d.-:dge 
mir.ing i!!:d concluded that d.-:::iging cba.ng:::i su=.'D morphome=:.r for .1 sho~ pdod u'lat lasr.d 
until the no.-r b.i~h flow. · .,., 
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4.3 EFFECTS OF RECREATIONAL SUCTION-DREDGE MINING ON AQUATIC 
MACROINVERTEERA TES 

4.3. ~ Death, Injury, or Displacarnent of Invertebrates . 

Thr= in~~ts ... rc:portCd . almost n~g:ible n~e ae::::s to aquatic 

minvc:::u:brates from otraimne:lt en and passage throug.b a r==rlonal-,.j-p: s-.:..~on c!n:!:g=. 
In an Idaho F'JSh and Gamc-fimded smdy, Gri..:ffitb and Andr::w'S (1981} n:portd thadcss dm:::l 
I perc=:1t (i.e., 26) of the 3,523 invc::-.. dmm:s, c::u::raind in a 3-in diam~ suc:ion dredge, showed 
injury or died within 24-brs. Tnomas (1985) reported signiiic:mtly ·(P<O.OS) fe:wc- a.quar:.ic ins=s 
in a I 0-m long rc:u:h of~ tfw is drcdgd from bank to bcl than in I 0-!n lcmg r=!les jusr. 
upstre:rm and just downstre:Jm of the ~ged ~ Somc:r and H.a.sslc:r {1992) I"C?OI'".ed that 
aquatic inv~brau! mzm~ did not ciiffe:r signiiic:mtly· (ie.., P>O.OS) in arriiicia! submte. 
sampi<::s r::ric:ved, afte::" 2, 4, and 6 we--b, in n:::u:bc:s; from rc3CilC:S upstr---.!:1 and diJwo.strez!::l 
of rcachc:s dredged by professional minc::"S in tv.-a California ~ The samplc:::i were plac::i 
inro the: s .... .....'!ms on Angnsr 31-Sc:pre::nbe:- 1 OI' nc:::!r the midpoint .of a August 3 tbrou~b Oc:obe:-
4 dn:dg-T..ng effor ... 

4.3.2 Invertebrate Diver:sity and EquitibiJi:ty · 

Ooe stUdy reponed on ~ cbmgc:s in. divc:::sity (Le.., number but not C:ad of species 
prc:sot iii a sample:) and Cquit:ability ("t.e.., evc:::mc:ss oftbe allotmc:::lt ofindivici::Us among tflc :a..u 
pr:se::tt) v.-irlrin inv~ commmritic:s upsm:am and dov.1!S ... e:m:1 of dr:dged .se:::::ioos of two 
ro-e:mJS m Califomia.. Somc:r and Hassle= p992) reporu:d.t.b.t aquatic inve:ric:..:..r.m: divC'S'iry and 
equi"rability did not differ .sig:oifi=t!y in ~d:al submr.e samp~c:::s rr::r!:vd from r~ 1.:::1 

se:::tions tlpSL:rc::mJ aDd. doWilStt'C3Ill of a dr:::iged se:;:tions. f' 

4.3.3 Recolonbtion of Jnyertebrates 

T.il:.-=: investig210rs rcpor..:d a r:!acivc:!y fast re:::oloni..,..,rion :-:n: ofinvc::-...:br:I.:::s follo.,.-ing 
thr: use. of a suc::ion drr:dge in st;;---.::J S"..!Os::r-I!!. In an iciaho Fish and. G:!!::~funci.-d Silldy, 
Griffith 2!:.:! A..ndre•;vs (1981) r::por..:d th.:tt most or tbr: plots cL.-r::ig:::i in Sr.-..,.,it C:::.t, a 
sai.monid s= ::mJ in Idaho. we:-:: c:ocDi:::::!v r==oiooi?d j8~Ci:a...-s after the cL.~--=-: aC:::,"itv. Fcrr:-. . . - . . . 
fi·.,.e 6.ys ~~= -rlrr::ig'..ng .,.;th a 6-m d:::...-:le:= suc::ion dr:c!ge. H3.."'Vey ( 1980) ::;:9r-.ed. ;:..,,. th: 
c::m nu=be:- of a.qt!3.tic inse:::--.s pc:: S<U::.Fi= in a r::::oionizd a.--=. of Bt..'!.:: C::--i:.. D.!i.to::li~ die 

t?l~ .• ,r-lonot diifc::- signi.fi~tfy (P>0.05) from control s:ttior..s..1if""~om:!.S (1985) also r:pon:= rh ... , 

re::o loni~,.:on in a 10-m lone .strom r:::lci. dr=i2e:i from b;u::_lc to ba."l..~ V."aS c:$S.:::ti:illv co~:::le:e 
. - - . . 

one :=onth a.-1c::- dredging. She: also r:::-or::::i th.:!r the om=::: of ·:::.se::s in t::: dr:dgd &:::l.Ch 
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' 4.4 RESOURCE AGENCY COMMENTS/REGULATIONS ON THE OPERATION OF 
. RECREA TlONAL SUCTION DREDGES IN STREAMS 

4.4.1 U:.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

U.nde:- Section 404 of the fedd Oe:m Warr::r Ad, the U.S. Aimy Cozps of Enrin=s 
regu1a:tes, Via a pc:mit proc=ss, tbt: c:fisch;rrge of dredged or :fill mare:iai into VJ"ai.e:"S of the United 

.Scm:s. The Corps (1996) rec:miy c:iar:ffid irs position on the E.xcava:cion Rule as it rdarcd, in 
p~cular, to recrc::ttional d:redg:ing for gold in~ of the Umted States. In the spedalnotic:;. 
the Corps defined those aaivities tbai they "detcmincd .to have de minimis impac:s", "obvious 
low lcvc:!s of impacts .. , and "incoosequc:nria:l · dfccrs on aqtmic: resoufc:s. "· Within the 
c.IariiiC3Iion netic; the Corps defined -vay small opcariom" as hav--ing "suction bos=s :S:j inches~ 

in diamc:u::- by which ve:y small m::olii!tS of m.atdaf c:m be mo:ved. clc::lliy dz minimis. Such 
equipment is used where ovt:rburd::1 is shallow and acc::ss to c:adc.s and cr:vic::s in bedrock is. . 
e:!SJ. About tc:n. pc::t:::lt of the opc::'3IOI'S (1.e~ r=-eati'onal) use this .kind of equipment 
exclusively and we c:urr:::trly consid: then ro be c::cC--pred .from pe.~t r~e:::Jc:!lts." T.ae Corps 

tbc:::l Iisu:d condirions ~ whicll c::cc..-pred gold drcdg:ing activities ar: subject to suspe:ns:ion 
(e.g~ work is conducted in a wetland). · 

In a rd.aie:f actio~ tbe Corps (PC'S.,. CO~·AU:aust 4, 1995) rrnr:weci an applit:3Iion of\ 
a rc::=c:uicma! gold miner from Oregon who proposed to use a succion d:r:dge ~-ith a 4-in or Ic:ss 
intab:.line 3Dd an engine of 10 horsc:power or less on an oc:::ISiom.!., ~-e-..k:nd. or V'ae:II:ion basis. 

· T.ae Coij;:s co.tlc!uded tbm tbc proposed acr:h"it"/ fc:!l "*'in dlc '"ii:"..odee c:f.e!:.mrion of di! m.irr::Jrr-.:.s 

and tba! the proposed activity cfid oot rcqu:ire a permit as long as the proposed acti...-ity ~ 
conducted within the C:Xe::::I.pt:ion guidelin~:S. 

4.4.2 U.S. Forest Servica 

Ta.c :mthority for c:."tploi"""-rion. develop::ue""-t, and r:;ovai of gold on p~blic 12Ilds •. ...,ilc:"..her 
by suc:tion c-...rlging or other meUJocis, is the Ge:le:al Mining L!w of 1872 -Most ~C!Iiod For-..st 
land in the western United St:u:s· ::z.rc Ope::!. to 1872 Mining L.lw activities. althocgb. scm: Ioc:ll 

a:re:J,S are "'"i-.hdra~.for specific r=.sons (e.g~ ·wiJd=ness ar::::!S). In a Docie: to u.S. Forest 
Sc:nice (USFS) Supc:rviso1'3, Region:ll F~r:sters (Pt::"S. comm.. Febr..IarY 5. !995) free VSFS 
Regie~ 5 aJ:d 5 stated that tbe ~jority oftbe "small pla.c:: ope:JtiO.I!S ~Lllg suc::::ion d::dg=s ~d 
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. simi1ar equi~c:m iu Ripar:im ~c::s and late Sm=c~onal lksc"vc::s throughout (USFS) 

~ons S and 6 •• .2re c:m:id om liildc:' a Notice of !motion to Ope=a.e (NOI) be::ause of the 

i:r.s:ignifi~t narin-e of their opcation." The notic:· diffe:nttiated bc::we::n r=Cl!ional sncrion 
· dredge. mining and large:- opc=arions thit involved tbe "c:m:tmg of tre::s or the :use of mc:clmniz::d 

, c:li'th moving equipmc::tt sw:b as bulldoz:::s or bacihce:s•. Sudl large:- opc:r.ttions would n::quire . . . 
the submission of a proposed plan of opc:z:ions becmse of the pn:-dc·remdned Iilceiihood of _a 
sig:ni:fic::mt disnxrbanc:: to S'lli'fac: resou:rc::s.. 

Harvey et aL (1995) rcitt:rated the above comme:m ami. added tfmt a soaion-drcdg:: 

propone:::rt would also be~ to.subm.it a Plait ofOpe:::ttions if the Forest Sc::rvic:: dctr:mined 
the pro~oied dis-~anc: was sign;fic:mt. All opc:cions ar: to minimi"""-= advc:-s.: cviromne::::Ial 
impaas and the F-orest S.:ivic: c::m require mitigation mC3S'Url::S, bonding, and reclamation when 
they de:ennine that a Plan of Opaarions is required for- a proposed suction dredge project. 

In a lem:::- to the Idaho Gold Prospe:::<'..ors Onb, the U.S. Forest Se:vic:-Boise .aarional 
Forest (Pc:s. comm.., Febrt.I2IY 17, 1993; Appendh: A) st:tt:d thai the J;3oise National For:sL had, 

"a vr=..--y good working n:!ationship with you (i.e.., Ron Mackelprang. Prcsidct IGPA) ami the 
Idaho Gold Prospea.o~ Club. In fact, we have dcx:mnc::ltd no c::5:S of cvironme::rtcl damage 
due to rec-e:ttion.al mining in or nc.:u- the lvllddle For:k: Eo~ .R.iv::'. Your group bas worlce:! h2rd 
to pic!c up lit:r.=:- and (C..-ve!op) othc p~p eiforrs with the For=st. • The U.S. Forest Sc::vic: 
CODc!uded tbe Icnc:- by .stating that "(w)e look foi"Vw-ard tc '1\-'0ri::i!:J.g "\\o-ith you this S'UI:!.tilc::' on 
~c:a! mumal proj.e:::s. • • . 

4.4 • .3 Idaho Department of F""z.sh and Game 
/ . 

In a leiter to 6e Idaho Gold Prospectors Oub., the ~dzho De?&·ii:lCJt of FISh and C'"2II1c 
(Pe::s. co.mm., July ::1., I992;·Appe;ldi."C A) st:ned that "with~ to "the Middle Fork of the 
Boise (River)., re=--.....:on type drdg:ing eou!d take p.i.ac:: during July and Augu.sL v.i!hour s::iously 

impacring fish produ.c:::ion,. Howev.t::', tbe Star.e Land Board has r::novd tbe bed of tbe Middle 
Fork of the Boise Rk-: from min~ entry. The Board ciid rut! IIJake tf:w ~..!sian on biological 
infor.:Cl:latioo. provide::. :ry the Idaho Dep2I"tillC'lt ·of .rish and C-.c:" (c:npb.asis adde::!.). 

4.4.3 Idaho Oepar:ment of Water Resources . "'' 

.AJl re::.e.:1tior:::af md com!Ill:rC:al dredge mining is pr:sotly regu.I.ared by the fdaho 
Dep~c:nr of ~-at!::" Resourc::s within· one of t\"lr"O for::il3IS. Some rec:-:::"tiona.f .tD.irllng is 

p~ned llilder a "oz:c:-srop" re::;c:cioo.alpe:nrit \l,-hicb. illdudcs a list of sr.are-feC..-:a! age::1cy pre
approved m:::uns tO§:::her 'With appropriate Se.:!Son.s and rul::s for ci.-":cge-w.inc:.--s th.at ope..--:au: for 
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45 days or lc::s.s pd yar with rc::rc:arional ~Clt (Appc:u:ii:c: ·B). An r==u:ioml and 
commc:rial dredge-mining, that c::mDOt me:t the conditions ofrb.e "oi!e-s-..op'" re::-.cioml ~ 

mu.si; submit a more dc:ailcd "lQng-form'" pc:mri:t wiric COD~ more rules and dt::llld reviews 
, by all involved·mr= and fcdcal agcJcics.(Appc:ldi1: B). Addiiioz:W U.,S. Forest Sc::"\ic: pcillits: 

(Le.., notic:-of-im.e:lt, plan of op::2tion)· a:re also required, in ali ~ on natio.aal fin:st land, 
regardlc::ss of the Idaho Dc:parir:ncit of Watc" R:sourc:s pc:!l:lit. 

4.4.5 California Department of Fish and Game 

The CalifomiaDepartmc::lt ofFISh and Game (1994) coml?Ie:ed ~ Envirom:oc:tW Impact 

Report tb.ar examined the cife::::tS of tmre2Ulated sucri~14 c:frdging on all aspeo:s of the aquatic 
environmental "Which. included .strcml· beds and banks ·as "f\.-dl. as riparian are:!S. AJ1 negative 
effects noted in this reoort above wcie also nord in the Califomia r:::xm. As ll'USte: for the fish . - . . 
and wild!ife rc:sourc:::s in the S'C3Ie of California, ·the Depa.r.:mot cooc!udcd thai ·.su.c:ion cfredge 
mjpjng C2Il potemially result in the Joss of·tbi.s proc:fuc:icn, Ie::::tporary loss ofbc::nthidmvc::tebrate 
communities., Ioc:::iliz::::i disrurbanc::_ to s;::r-....:un beds., inc:--:!.Sed Illrilicii~y of Vr-at::' in strc=ms 

rivers. and mortality to aquatic pla:nt and animal eom:mtmirie:si! However~ based on the 
available da!a. (i~ same data base as this report tbron~h A:,.nril 1994), it is anti~-::! the: proj.e:t 
to adopt regulations fer suction dn::dg:in.g as proposed, Vrill rduc: these ei!eas to tbc: oviromn.ct 
to less th:an sig:cific:mt levels and i10 de!C"..:rious effects to fish.." Proposed reg'..tfarioz:s (Appcdi:c 
B) we::-c inrodd to r:sal~ m the: z:oaintc::u!Dc: of hdthy I2.C. strc::::!l:!l.. and riv~· s:·s-..z:::ns "'iilie 
allowing for suction dredge mining in the Stare.. Proposed regt.!!2!ions we:-: c:Jnsis-u!""'t ~;Q n:a.e 
wildlife c:onsc:rvation-and aquarlc rc:sourc:: policies.. To ·furtbc: e:osur: the mainremmc: o{h.e:!Ith 
in the aqu:u:ic sys-..c:::LS in the sz:au; the: C:ili.fo:mi.a Fish md <f.>..mc Deparo:oCJt would pcicdicaUy 
~ic:w aDd amc:nd regulations based on additional e ... idee: and d2:r:!. L.l.stfy, the Depa:n:I:lc:n 
!loted ti:!:u: "s-.rc:icn d:-:d~.,g is cons:id~:d a !c:g:i~ ac:hirJ o:q Cilifor::i2"s rh-::s a,..,.; s-.:ction 
dredge operators have as mucb. i:igftt as any other rivc: usc: to cjoy aD:d uriii':"• riw·e::s as long as 
ti:teir ac::hiiics ax: "'ithiD the laws md regulm:ioiiS of the Sew: of Califomia..". 

5.0 DISCUSSION 
. ·n 

. .. 
5.1 IMPACTS OF UNREGULATED RECREATIONAL SUCTION DREDGE-MINING ON 

FISH, HABITAT, AND AQUATIC MACROINV~ttTc:dRATES 

b goe::ll. almost all pub~etl .:!.Dd l!!::?ubiisbd smdi::s of W".r.::zu!ated suc::ion dre~c: 
mi.nizig for gold in str::.:un.s th:Jr we:-: rc:\ic:wed for this report idc:::ti:Oed some: ei!e:::t on ilsh. 
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lmbirzr., ami/or ma.croinv~..ebr.tt=S {i~ .fish food) in the snu:iy S':l"'::!l!!S.. 1.-~mdc of in'rp:!c: 
P"gd frOm non-d:::.=::::lble or c-to possibly positive (L~ as.: of ~ pcols for CUVC' :u:d 
c:!c::med taiiings for. spawning) to =-: Ody nc:prlve (i~ 1 00 pc::c..-:n: mor:iliry of UIX7ed 

CUI!hroat trom: eggs). Ac:t~ss all ~ of impaas and c::tcluding positive iiapac:s .and those 
impac:s which would not oi:C'lJI' llilCi!= the pn::sc::tt IGPA (1996) P""-:.=rion (Le.., no mining ciur:ing 
mt:"..Ibat:ion pc::iods of residc:lt or a:nad:romons salm~n:ids), cost ··neg:arive impa.c::s were non
d.c::-:::-...ab1e to mie::med.We in s:i:z::. A-fest of the large= neg:cive impac"'.S reviewed in this stlldy 

'\1/C":: the reSult of violations of ccisting rqularlons that controlled the activity in a Califon::Iia 
sm.dy (M'cCle:Iegh.an and Johnson 1983) or we:::e intentiol121 .ac ihc I.abor:3!0ry Ieve! of Stl1d}r 

.(C-r...ffitb and .A..JJ.dre-t;vs 1981). Ret::o,..;ve to the California sru.....1y, ?v!cOC?=zhcn and Johnson (19g3) 

found thai most ('I.e., 88 pC"C:::tt) of the obs:rved r=-e:ltioml and ,Professional suctio.tl dredge 

ope::l!OI3 (i.e.., l-in to 10-in cfiam~) we-:: mining.witflln sme Iq1..1lztions and thai only a few 
Ope;:a!OI3 we:e c:msing adYe:-se impacs. Such impacts possibly to probably also oc::ur in orhe:
SL:l!!:S wirb.in which no n:gulaiions ar: in p.lac: for the a.cthity. Most pb.ysic::tl impacts (i.e.., 

tllrbidity cb.angc:s, recon:figurarion of S'il"::33Il bonom) also oc:::.II:Ld Il2!1li<1lly (Le.., shon to long
rem storm events) and/or on a recur.ring basis but especially during annual spr.JJg nm-off .sezon. 

'&iiiiitR.egarciless of the mjnjrn:al Il2.!lli'e of most impac--s, howevc::-, the u:!dicio:o.al use of the stl""""-I:l 

n:sourc: by a suction dredge opC':liOr will. prodnc:: ·some I eve! of rd or. pc-c.:ived ch.:!nge or · 
~-impact as a rcs-.llt of the use of the: Sil":::un for the activity .. 11~or:!e chat:g~ m:!Y not .have a 1'1 

~ve or de!eterious e:ffec on fio::h or 1ish habitat tb.t is de~Ie otb.:= rh.an at a hl.liilZ!l 
tic or visual level ea. ll.lrOidi:Iy, ogine ooise). Stscr 

5.2 IMPACTS OF OTHER USER-GROUPS ON FISH, HABITAT, AND AQUATIC 
MACROfNVERTEERA TES 

S-1.1 L~gal Fishing 

T.ae IeYel of doeumented and tmciocumc:::r:m:d oc:g:a..tive ef:-:::s on fio::b and iis.h ha.bitat from 
otb::- leg:al and r::gpi .. T--::f us~ b. th:: s--=lon of the Boise Riv:- p:::tio.oed for. us: by the IG?A 

(1996). is large:- to much la.'?c:r th2.o the potcrial effe::t assoc:iat:::i ~irh tbe!r p-oposed ac:i,.-ity. 
T.oe Boise River is o~::l to fishing by tbe gc:1e::ral public tbroug:hotrt tile petitioned "27. 7-mile long 
I"::'c:: of the Boise R.i;re: and the ~ficiClc: Fork of the Boise Rive::- cii.cin2 a mior!rv of the Ve:li. - - - ~ 
By de.:::;.,.,i!ion and allowed by Scat~ of Id.:!.ho. r:g'J.lation.s (Id:!bo De~aJ:.....,.e:rt of risb. and G->..c:: 

1996), a S..:!2'1e lic:::l.Sed fishe.~c in the. rod:! c:m legally kill up to 15 't.om: pe: ciav' (e.g .• si."< 
r-hb?w ::out and t-c::::1 bro_?k crout) ov~ a 190 day se2SOD pe:- yezr and 50 whirc:.:!sh pe: dav ovc::
a 31"2...:-by se~n (i.::., a single ~::d!c::!!ed fi.s.be:mao could 1~.11;: kill up to 3,040 trout and 
15,500 ..,i::it::nsb. P~ y~). If one :l.SS'"I.!I!led that one·ha.!f of ±: killed crout. in the above 
e:c.:unple:~ :m: fe::;:ulc. t!:ut e:leh fe:!:a!e 1--.., 300 eggs, and r;.. .. r 5 ~e::-C:::t of the e212:s marur: to at . .. --

I~ 
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lc::lSt a crrchabie size (i.t:..y 6 .inches), tho ~ Ii<:::::.s.:d fishc:nan· could possibly ac:::Junt fer tl::: 
cio:!i.se of additioi:tal 22,800 porotial trout in one ye:a. S"m:u1ariy, the ~ fishe:::x:m · cou.J.d 
' . 
p<ls.31"b1y ac::ount for tb.~ dc::nis;: of additional 1,1707000 po~ ~iriu:iisb. i:n tbe ~ yez (i.~.., 

, same panmC"'..::s as for t:rciut ac:pt for 3,000 eggs pc- fl:!:l2Ic). Konopacky En ... ironmor:ll c::>uld. 
not find any docllil:loted c::LSe of a sui:tion dre::fge killing an adult trot.II in any rc_"ric:we:d srudy or 
th.c unpublished liL::'3Illre.. 

. 
. Ia addition to acmal killing offish tb.rocgb harvest, anotb.c- portion oftflc iiCut popu!arion 

in a s .... ::.3In c:m .be tmimentionally killed by fisbe.::mc::I.. E:vo though a pt:re:::ltage offish th.ar: ar: 
c::mght by fishe::::nC!l are eve:mually rd.~ed or esc::!pC duri.ng the rime aftc::- initial hooking,. a rc:U 
moruility (i.e:., range of 3 to 87 pen::::u:) is assoC::~ 'With c:m:h-and-n:!e:!.Se fishing (Boucl: and 
Bail 1966; Schill and Griffith 1986) that also c:ce--ds any doc-..ll!lc:med level of any mor::ilirJ 
asso~....a:ted v.im suc:::ion drerlge ope:;arion.. Be:::mse tb.c:::e is no daily ha~ limit for the nmber of 
.fish th.:!I ~ be cau~bt and rei~ .in a ~ ~ the po~tial morulity c:J.l!S.:::i by m;g: 

:fis.he::::l3ll could be bi~ and in addition to the mor..a.lirv associ;:T•d with the le!lal bag lim.it. - . . -
T.o.e !CPA-petitioned re:u:h in the Boise Rivc:r and Middle Fork of the Boise River is ope 

to some for::! of fishing from Janti:l.""Y I tb.roug.il ~fz.....Q 3 I -:::-d f:-om )..~y 2S thor•;2! De=.:::nb::' 
31 dur...JJg 1996 (Idaho Depa:mnc:nt of·F!Sh and Game 1996). Various othc:: non-<:omtDc .. :al 

~-dcpe:tde:tt .activities, S7.11:h as boating, kayaking, nu'i:ing. c::moc!ng. and s-.;~,."i:l:m:::!ing ar: 

~~d and~ the e.:::trire ye:J.r (TJSFS, pc::s.. cnTrn'i', July 9, 1996) .• A.s a result, 
fishi:!Ilc::l aJJd other pc::iodic use::slwadeis c:m pote:Jrialiy kill mC"'..lbati:ng e:nbryos of all or some 
of the trcU! sped~ present i:n the re:icll.. Give:::t that bull trout and brook· tro'!II are fail spav•ilc:s 
a.:cd rambow-redband trout and cunhro~t trout ar: spring spawn~ the . sii!lpic. ac: of 
~-alking.A.Ncr;z:g in the rivc:r c:m ac:n vi::zy large mortalities on inc..!b,rin~ c:::nbryos ovc- the :::ti..-: 
IGPA-perlrioned roa-ach of the Boise Ri~ and the Middle Fori: of tile Boise Rive:-. Robe:::s md 
w"'hite (1992) reported that twic:-daily wa.c:ili:Ig on trout ~sand pre~c.got fry in r::dds 
.k:illed up to 96 p~:::n of the e::nbryos and fry. A sin~le ~cd;nz killed up tO 43 pe:-::m of !he 
fish. ~ ltb. the cxc:prion of the: intentional c:.-cpc=.::ocz: of <r....ffith and .4.llc!r:·h-s (198 I), 
Konopaclq· Environmotal could find no published or tmpubl!shed documotation of '31I'f 

mor12..!ity of. trout 01br:yos or pre-e:::ncrgot fry in nzrural ~ sys-~:ns fro·m the :-tgr.J.latd us.: 
of a suC::~I:! cired~e. The total combined imoact of 1e~'fisi:r bzrvest. le:zal c::!IC.=-md-r:!=se - . - -
fishi,..~, a!:!d leg~ wading use in a Stte:u:n or rive:- S:-soe"'T'S c:::!.Il poter:tiall~ c:ll!Se a S"&.I_i::s-.z:::=u 
a!:Jot!:lt of mor..al!ty in L:rour populations in the sySLe=s. -
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5..2..2 F"JSh Man;;gement Activities 

· The Ictmc Depatanc:nt ofFISh and Game; in tfle· past, has nsed de:::rofishing mclods in 
tflc past to c:mdur::: invc::nories of fish popu.laricns wirllln the IG?A-petirioned I"C:!.cil of the Boise 
Rive:: (Jdaho Departmc:::It of F.I.Sh ~ Game, pc:s. comm., .hmc 20, 1996). Sue activities, 

. although 1~ ami not comple""..ely nc:::s:sa;y (i.e, ad:::: less imrusive methods sucl1 as dive:-- · 
obse:::mon are aYailable), wc::c us...-d by tbe agcxy ro obtain data and icfoi::llal'icn on the fisb. 
populations in the l'C3Cb.. Elcc:tofisbing does c:mse srrcss in ~ through the e!=ic shock and 
subsequox lrmdling of the fish.. Eectrofishlng ·em injure and ld1l trcm: ~brycs (Dwyc:: and 

E.-dahl 1995) as wdi as juvenile and adult fish (S~ 1976;" Shar&:r and ~tilers 1988). 
Othc: less intrusive but 1:gai managc::oc:It acivirics (e.g.., StDdcing; of trciii) en also have 

negative ei!c::::s Oil wild tiout populations thrcug:h c:t)mperition for food and .spac: in. tbc ·stre:lm.. 

IConcpa.c:rJ E:rvircnmc::::tt:al eould find no published or u:opublisbed d~c:ntm:icn of c:mse-e~e::t 

mor:al.ity of tro~ in D2Il!ra.{ s::rc::u:n systc:ns., from the reguLar.ed use of'a sudan ~e. · · 

5..2..3 Road Maintenanca, Agriculture., and Livestock Grazing 

. At le:!S! thre: othc-legal and regu.lard activities ill the IGP A-petitioned I"C!cil of the Boise 
River have ncgar:.ivdy impacted .fish md fish habmtt, in dirc:a aad incfire::t Dl3II!!e::s, for ye:u:s. 
r.ae large numbc:: of miles of maintained cmd non-maima.incd but un.paved roads conaibut.e.II12Ily 
tons of fine sedimcns too the stt=m::t via rOad us:, 'Win.d. and ocriociic .ll12inte:::w1~ (i~ "'"'i:rr..:::-.. . 
plo~"ing and s'limmc:: grading). Although the roads ·~ n~ for various uses, inc!udirig 
fishing and hunting in the area," sediment comribm:ionS to the sys-..c:::n c:m adve::sdy a:tlc:::t fish 
e:::Ibryos in reddS (Tappd and Ejo:rnn 198:;), mac::oinvc:-tebrat: commucities (.Mc:Cle!Iand 1972)7 
and fish hzbim (Bjomn et aL 1977). Although tbe.aaioD of a suction drc;igc ttl-""Y rc:dism"bute 
the tine se:ii;nc:::ts wiihiil rhc subsi:ratc of a stre:m sys-..c:o.,' a suction ~c: or tflc opc::2rion of 
a sUQOil dr=ige doc:s IlOt produc: sedimc::tt or comribut: sdiinc:n: to a stre:ml .c:::amcL 

III addition to unpaved rca~ regulated inig:cion ";1.-ithd:r:lv.-a!s a!ld rerum flo..--."'S as well as· 
r::gu£21--d ag::C'.J.Irural and lives-..ock uses in the IGPA-pc::iticnd r::::!.Cb. of the Eo~ R..~ c::m. have 
cc:ga~·e i.::Jpa.c-.s on fish ~d fish habit3I.. ~on divdo.cs in. tbc I GPA -pdticc::d rc:u:h of 

ce Boise Riv.::- reduc: the amotmt. of watc::' available for trout ~eciz.l.lv duril:uz the Iow-.tlow 
. .. . -

• -/.1 • 

.l..::.t=-Stl';-,...::- f:docis. Dep«:!lding on the ciatl .base used, a tccl of 60 to 80 ~~t=:- rights or 
dive.~oz:.s of be~·e::t 0.04 ::md 19.0 fillst!!:. e:cist in the .30 miles of rive: ups ...... rn of...1..170"WTOc:i: 
r:Se:-.-oir (1r.,;.,o Dc:p:m:me:1r of Wate:- Resourc:s, pe::::s. comm.? June ::!0. 1996). R:::u:r:u. of used 
ir:igcioo 'o;t.-a.!.::' u:m""'rurally warms the "W"ater and adds. sedi.I::=:1t and possibly ot..'!ric:::ts (e.g., 
fe:-:iii-:--:-) to t!:le w<l!e:. Livesmck g:mzing occt.trs on Boise ~ru:ion:ll For:st l.a:::.ds -::Jja.:ot to r.h:: 

IGP.-i.-pc::itioa:::i r=::!.ch of the Boise Rivi:I" (Boise Narior:al F.or:s-._ ·pc:s. co~ Ju::.: :o, 1990). 
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Catt!c trai1ing and c:mlc!shc:p in grazfug allormors em negatively ant=: fish and fish. h3bim 

through tr.mlpling .of fish e::nbrJOS in rdds in r:iffic: c=oss:ing are3S and the destroc::ion of ripamn 
veget:ttio.o through trailing and dispc:::Sed g:t4Zing. Altboug.h unrezulared or ill~ su.c::ion dredge .. 
~ OJu!d a.CLi .sedimor to .m-::::!mS ( c:.~ mjnfng of banks) arid alsa · iD:pac: e:nbryos in r:d,.;s:, 

~Xonopac:ky Eznrironmc:mU could .!lOt~ DC .published or tmpubli.s:hc:d a.c::otmt of the use of a 
.su.c:::ion dredge tb.al: he:tted stt=m1 'Vr'Z.I::'~ addd nm.ric::lts to sa •m ~GIC:", added sdime::r to 

Sii'C:l.Dl wa!C'~ or dc:sLI:Oyc:d riparian vegoz:icn.<!IRW 

At !e.:lSt one ~ and one fede:::II r=sour...: agccy have~ that orfu::' n:gulaied md 
legal uses in a stre3Jll dx3inage have: a g:rt:::liC' negative: impaa on· :fish and fish habim than the 
opc:arion of sucricn dredges by re--::::!tlonal min~.ae California .Depamnot of FISh aod 

Game (1994), a.ft.:r ~ognirion of the long hisioty o~ impa.cts to California rivc:::s a:nd Stt::liil.S 

a.ssocia.red with othc:r recn:::u:ional ami COIIIIIU::cia.l ac::ivities, aJnduded tbar the '"cumu!arivc: 
detr.imctal effects of these: ac:ivir.ies are more sig:oi:fic::mt to the ovc::all hc::llth of llsli and .fish 
habirar than the impacts C?USd by .slldon drdg:i.ng.. ':tl6imi1ar1y. H2xvey e: 31.. (199'5), in the 

dc:velopmo! of a rc:..,-ic:w 2.Ild IJ:l.alJ2ge:::::lc:::It .m"'...tegy for suction dred~.ng on u.s_ Forest s~.....,.-ic= 

12nd.s, conclude th.a.I "the scale of effe:::s of inaividual dredges appears small, in c::mcr:!Si: to oth:::
impacts affc:c::ing stre:lDl biota sw;h as··fishing. watc:r aivc::-sioD:S, road co~c:::ion. md leggin~.· 

~onopacky E:tvi:romor.al ag:r::s '01.-ir.h tfu: m-o above: agencies and suggests thai n:gul.an:rl s-U.C::::on 
· dredging c:m oc:::u:r in a river sy.stt:m, such as the Boise Rivc::-,·';l.itb less impact on E.sh and fish 

habitat than othe:- ongoing. rc:gu1au:d and-~ activities. 

5.3 POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF REGULATED RECREATIONAL SUCTION DREDGE
MINING ON FISH7 HABITAT, ANO AQUATIC MACROINVE.~~RATES 

The IGPA (1996) ·petition to use sm:tion drc:dges to r:nove gold free a 27.7-m:ii.c: r:::u:h 
of the Boise: ~ver sySLei:J will have: noo-det=::::ablc: to vc::y minioa r .ac:garive · eife:::"".s. on .fish 2nd 
fish habitat in the: Boise: River sysrc:m. The IGPA petition cili:re:3 from most r:vic:wed .sru.aic:s and 
"'-auld have such minima! c:ffec:s be--.....::rusz:: I) the petition alr-...:ldy has '"built-in .. ~~rions (~g-., .. 

dredge se:!.SOn· re!2.!ive r.o inc-Jbation of .fish e:nbryos, ~-inch int:J.k::s); .:!) the I~?A lt:s infor::lc:d 
the Board that the: groups \\ishes to ope:are within a regula!..-d fornwt; 3) the IGPA w a ·. 
docw:nC!lted his.:ory of se!i-i.mpo.sed positive rules and aspec-.s (e.g.~ line- patrols); a:od ~) the 
IG?A lms good r.1pport \1/ith land rpanagc:n::tt ~e!lcieS '(c:.;! ~ U.S. Forest Se!'ice). Sucil a 
Iiz:::Uted effort in a limited rc::1cb. of~ rive= sys;:e:::I em only have limited d!e:::s.. Soc~ of the 
licit...ad c.ff"~ orobablv occur l'lAl!1.1r".llv or arc much sma!.Ic:: in .t::::L:l.O.ir-::!de t!:L;m s:U:;illar ef:::-.s . . ., . -
pr:se:::tlv i.ncur::d b...,- the fish and fi.sb. b.abir:u: bv other Ie~al and S'"..::l.te·r:itJ.b.ted ac:i-..itic:s \'lr1;Hn . ., . - - -
the Boise: Rive:- sySt::::n. Ln contrJ.st. dlc: Cili.fornia Fish and Gm:ne (1994) EnvironJ:jJocl II::;;act 
Repor: s-..:1!!:d that some positive: etfe:::s of r:-~?rional gold ~g ~ith cir:::ig:s included me: 

... 

Ii 



rc:novaf ·of Icui, mc::t:my, and athc:r hc:1vy mc:clS with a ccm:o~ inc:t::lSe in dis:soived 
oxygo through the inecb;mic:d ac:ion of the drcrlge in the strcm:L. 

.. 
5.4 ·. CONCLUSJONS 

A.ft.er o~ n=vicw oftiu: pabli.sbet:l and unpublished~ on tbc eifc:s ofrec::ujcmai 

suction dn:dge use on fi.siJ. and fish h.abim in the west=:n Unio:d Stztcs, Konopacrf 
Enviromc:nral ·mab:s the following conclusions: I) impacts to fish md :fish h2hitat from the 

regulated u.s.: of rca ca:rional suction dredges, .in the IGP A-petirlond re3dl of Bois.: Rivc::
up:scr e::rm of . .6,.rrowrock R=sc-voir, will be non-den::::I4b1e ro mmimal; 2) a non-dc:teaable to large 
range of impacts to fish a:nckfish ba.biiat can occur "With the !Jlll"egU:lated usc of rec e::ttional 
.suction dredge in sttcm1s .like the Boise River:; md 3) otbt:r ongoing, legal. regulaied md 
1lili'eg1l1.a!e activities in the Boise River, in. tbc l'C3dl.tlpS11E3W of AI:roWrock ~ir. will have 
larger d.e~otal or negative impacts to fish and fish babim than the ~on::! use of su.c:::tion 
dredges. 
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To whom it may concern; 

July 29, 2002 
Josiah H. Cornell, III 
P.O. Box 881 
Grants Pass, OR . 

97528 

ph: 541-476-5026 

This letter is a statement of my qualifications to comment about environmental 
controversies of the Pacific Northwest. 

Education: 

B.S. Geology, U. ofKentucky, 1967 

M.S. Geology, U. ofOregon, 1971 

Employment and Experience: 

Engineering Technician, 1969-1973, seasonal, 

USDA Forest Service in western Oregon. 

Geologist, 1973 to 1994, (Retired, 1994) 

USDA Forest Service in western Oregon. 

Worked with foresters, engineers, hydrologists, soil scientists, biologists, and others on 
timber sales, mountain roads, bridge foundation studies, erosion control projects, burned 
area rehabilitation, and investigations, repair, and rehabilitation of landslides. 

Served as geologist on interdisciplinary teams, wrote and helped write parts of 
environmental (NEP A) documents relating to geology, soils, water, and other 
environmental subjects. Investigated environmentalist complaints; reported findings of 
field investigations of environmentalist group complaints. 

In retirement: Has continued studies of environmentalist science; has written numerous 
documents about environmental controversies and environmentalist group science to 
newspapers, elected officials, and others. 

Sincerely, 

Josiah Cornell 
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Effects of Suction Dredging 

A Summary of Dredging Publications 

Written by Joe Cornell 

Draft of April 16, 2001 

This article is a summary of facts and conclusions found in about two dozen published 
articles about the effects of suction dredging. The purpose of this study is to present the 
known facts to the general public. It is expected that only facts and truths can lead to a 
rational end to the controversies over multiple use of the public lands. 

The number of articles directly about effects of dredging are limited. Publications about 
fish habitat are legion. Most of the articles were garnered from the internet. A few had 
been around for a long time. 

The total of 27 publications contained reports on some 13 separate studies of dredging 
effects and 7 reviews of accumulated findings and existing regulations. Three older 
articles discuss effects of sediment from historic mining or sediment in general. One of 
these, Dr. Wards ODOGAMI Bulletin #10, is also remarkable because the Oregon Dept. 
of Fish and Wildlife tried to recover and suppress this article some years back. Dr. 
Ward's conclusions apparently go against some current prevailing doctrines. 

No publications were directly ignored, but there are too many related articles in published 
bibliographies to review them all.· The initial deadline for this article was April 23 
[200 1 ], the end of the comment period on the local mineral withdrawals. That and the 
remarkable consistency of the reports permits a public disclosure of findings at this time. 

A request to Siskiyou Regional Education Project {SREP) returned no real reference, 
either for or against. They were specifically asked for photocopies or bibliography of 
articles about the effects of suction dredging. Their packet contained only local 
newspaper clippings, some immoderate environmental magazines from Australia 
promoting "uncivil" acts, and a couple of slick products pushing the Siskiyou National 
Monument. This is even though they have been known to reference Harvey et al (1995) 
in public and in court (SREP vs. Rose, 1999). 

Reference numbers are keyed to the related bibliography. All studies were by 
government agencies, universities, and professional organizations. All studies are 
certainly main-stream and reasonably scientific. 

- 1 -
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SUMMARY OF DREDGING PUBUCATIONS 

Harvey et al (1995) 

Harvey et al (1995) is a review of publications and potential problems, as well as 
recommendations for future management at the watershed level. This seems to be about 
the only article quoted by·· immoderate environmentalists. It does record every possible 
thing that could be used to suggest there might be significant harm. It doesn't come to 
any conclusion ab~mt whether or not dredging should be allowed. 

After the over-environmentalistic excesses at the end of the Clinton administration, 
Harvey et al (1995) can also be viewed in a different light. The study was requested and 
funded by the Clinton Forest Service. Immoderate environmentalists, those who are 
trying to end multiple ·use, seem to think that this article gives them something that the 
earlier publications didn't. Therefore, this article appears to be a gift to the extremists 
whose interests were improperly pushed at the end of the Clinton era. 

-2-



SUMMARY OF DREDGING PUBLICATIONS 

Summary of ·conclusions 

All statements from the articles are referenced. Your present reporter's comments are 
not. 

Miner's Efforts 

A majority of dredWe operations studied did. not work long periods or disturb large areas 
of the stream bed.<) Of the 200 miners studied, only 57 spent more than 500 hours per 
season. <16

) Thus, it appears that dredgers mostly worked afternoons in the summer, even 
before the setting of the dredging season between hatching and spawning. That's partly 
because it takes half a day to drive out there and mornings in the mountains can be cool, 
even in summer. 

Water Quality: Turbidity, Sediment, Temperature 

Water quality was impacted only during the actual operation of a suction dredge, which 
generally was only 2 to 4 hours of actual operation.<9

> The primary effect of suction 
dredging was increased turbidity and total filterable solids downstream from the dredge 
from 30 to 150 meters.<14

' I6) Naturally occurring minerals, such as copper and zinc 
sulfides, may be stirred up from stream bed sediments. <16

) Dredge plumes, althou~ 
visible, were probably of little direct consequence to fish and invertebrates.< 9> 
Movement rate of suction dredging equals 0.7% ofnatural rates.(3) 

Deposited sediment decreased exponentially downstream with distances from 
dredging.<20

) Suspended sediment returned to ambient levels 30 to 60 meters 
· downstream. cs, 20

) In a few cases, sediment went further downstream than found in other 
studies because of steep stream gradient and fine sediment. (I&) Maximum sediment 
concentrations were only a minute fraction of the great loads needed to impact fish 
feeding and respiration. (19

) 

Dredge mining had little, if any, impact on water temperture.<9
) 

Fish: Eggs, Young, and Adults 

Mortality of fish eggs by dredging ranged by species from 29% to 1 00% and were 
generally greater than that of hatchery stock of the same age. CS) Presence of silt durin~ 
nonerosion periods results in bottom deposition which is damaging to fry production. <1 

) 

This is why the dredging season was set between hatching and the next spawning. 



SUMMARY OF DREDGING PUBUCATIONS 

There's no doubt that too much sediment is bad for fish eggs. However, dredging can 
improve permeability and velocity of water in gravel. (ll) Intergravel permeability at one 
site increased, although not significantly; no changes in downstream permeability were 
noted. <20

) A five-inch dredge could improve the intergravel environment for both fish 
eggs and benthos.<ll) Weighing all factors, dredging can improve the gravel environment 
for both fish eggs and aquatic insects, especially if the operator mined uniformly in one 
direction, as opposed to a pocket and pile method. 01) 

The amount of colloidal fines in the Rogue River below ~historic) placer mines was too 
small to adversely effect young fish eggs or fish food. <2 

) It was found that the thin 
inter:mittent layer of gritty sediment (less than 1/8 inch) from (historic) placer mining did 
not interfere with oxygen supply to fish eggs. <25

) . 

Placer mining debris is typically chemically inert and does not take oxygen from the 
stream or add toxic agents to the water. <25

) Hydraulic placer mining debris was typically 
just stream sand and gravel that had been left behind as the streams meandered. <25

) 

The tank tests at Reed College showed that young fish live well up to thirty days in good 
water mixed with natural soil materials. <25

) The tests used sediment loads from two to 
three times as large as the extreme load contributed to the Rogue River by maximum 
conditions of hydraulic placer mining. <25

) 

Of course, dredging ·should not be conducted while young salmonids reside in the 
gravel. (2) Because of the short mining season, fry emergence and rearing did not appear 
to be impacted to a high degree by dredging. <9) Juveniles used dredge holes, and their 
feeding, growth, and production did not seem to be impacted. (9) In contrast to Sigler et al 
(1984), young steelhead in Canyon Creek sought out dredge plums to feed on exposed 
invertebrates. \9, 10' 19) 

Dr. Ward reviewed another study, which found young Alaskan salmon suffered no ill 
effects from heavy sediment loads ten times that found at Agness (from historic 
mining). <25) 

Adult fish are not acutely affected or likely to be sucked into dredges. (7) Dace, suckers, 
steelhead, juvenile steelhead and salmon fed on exposed invertebrates, rested, and held in 
dredge holes?) Adult salmon have been observed to spend considerable time within 
yards of active dredgers and to hold in the dredged holes.<19

) Feeding, ~owth, and 
production did not seem to be impacted at the current level of dredge activity. ) 

Salmonids spawned in the vicinity of the previous season's dredging, but, in one study, 
salmonids redds were not located in tailing piles. (9) The gravels dispersed by the high 
stream flows, which included dredge tailings, certainly composed a portion of the suitable 
spawning gravels each year. <9) Dredge tailings have been observed to provide good 
salmonid spawning ground due to the loose condition of the sand and gravel. (9) In some 
places, mining debris may provide the best or only habitat. <9• 

10
) 
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At the present level of activity, anadromous salmonids and habitat were only moderate}~ 
affected. <25> Impacts on fish and habitat were moderate, seasonal, and site specific. <2 > 
With restrictions, even large dredges have minimal impact on moderate to large-sized 
watetways.<2> The essence ofDr. Ward's findings is that the placing of muddy water from 
(historicJ~Iacer mining operations in the Rogue River drainage is not inimical to fish and 
fish life. 2 Sediment from dredging is much less than that of historic mining. 

Invertebrates 

The abundances of several species of aquatic insects and riffie sculpin were adversely 
affected, but only at and immediately downstream from the dredge site. <8> Due to 
differences betwe.en species ... the lack of significant differences between control and 
dredged stations observed for some taxa is not surprising. (6) The dredging did not 
significantly reduce the number of invertebrates.(9) Only 7.4% of benthic insects died 
fi-om going through a dredge.<11

) The effects of dredging ... were not severe enough to 
cause differences in mean numbers of invertebrates or in diversity indices. <18> 

Effects on the benthic community are highly localized.<6
• 

8> All settled back to the bottom 
within 40 feet ofthe dredge.<Il) Impacts on aquatic insect abundance were limited to the 
area dredred.<20

> Most of the recolonization of benthic invertebrates was completed after 
38 daysY 

Impacts of dredging to invertebrates were minimal. <25
) Effects of dredging on insects and 

habitat were minor compared to bed-load movement due to large stream flows during 
storms and from snowmelt.<18> · 

Several studies all reported that invertebrates recolonized dredge sites within 30 to 45 
days. <5' 

14
) -Substantial recovery of invertebrates occurred rather rapidly, and disturbance 

occurred only close downstream from the dredge. <16
) The 45 day recolonization 

experiment indicates not only a rapid recovery but also a rapid recovery in the total 
numberof insects over time. <6> Almost all taxa found on cobble substrates take part in the 
recolonization of sand and gravel areas. <6> Dredging can improve the gravel environment 
for aquatic insects, as well as fish eggs. (ll) · 

Stream Channel and Banks 

Dredging or highbanking of bank materials should be prohibited as this may create 
turbidity and stream bank instability, unless there is a holding pond.<2> Stream-side 
vegetation should not be removed. <2> Only a few dredgers undercut banks, thus 
channelizing the stream, removing vegetation and accelerating bank erosion.C25

) Camping 
in the riparian zone caused some damage.02) Survey suggested that mining of the stream 

- 5-
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banks caused more damage than dredging. (I
2

) Moving of large boulders alters the stream 
bed.<12

) Boulders and logs should be replaced, if removed, for fish habitat.<2
) Few miners 

caused adverse impacts.<12
) 

Chan~es to stream bed were major but localized, such as excavation to bedrock in a 
hole. C 

8
) Disturbed stream reaches were only a few tens of meters. cs, 14

) Stream bed 
alterations are probably more long-lived on streams with controlled flows than on those 
with flushing flows. c8, 

19
) Where flushin~ flows occur, substrate changes are gone in from 

one month to one to three years. <8' 
16

' 
1 

) Holes and piles in the center of the stream are 
usually gone after one winter. <19

) Piles along the banks may linger. <19
) This is similar to 

piles left by historic miners. (l
9

) Pool habitat created at the dredge site may compensate 
for pool loss immediately downstream. c2o) 

Natural Variation 

Fish and invertebrates displayed considerable adaptability to dredging, probably because 
the stream naturally has substantial seasonal and annual fluctuations. (6) 11 All 
measurements of dredge effects turned out to be within the natural variation of the local 
environment. <2~ Stream environments are typically dynamic and variable due to floods, 
natural inputs of sediment from landslides, and other sources, especially dams. <25

) 

jii='Salmon and steelhead runs were established in past climates much rougher at times than 
·· · today's, even with mining. <25

) That is, in the Ice Age precipitation, landslides, and 
sediment loads were often much greater than today. <25)~ 

The fish runs did not decline during the first and greater episode of mining. <25
) Thus, it's 

likely that the lesser mining of the 1930's is not the reason for the decline in fish runs at 
that time. <25

) The main difference between the two times are the dams, industrial wastes, 
and agricultural withdrawals of the later period. <25

) 

In the mid-seventies, Willard Street, local historian and author, told your present reporter 
that the end of the great fish runs of the Rogue River had coincided with the beginning of 
the agricultural withdrawals, not with mining. In the early 1990's, agricultural 
withdrawals are oversubscribed and that inforcement is poor, at best. 

Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative effects of suction dredging have probably not been fully determined, but 
there is considerable evidence of only localized and temporary effects from multiple 
dredges. <6' 

7
' 

9
' 

12
) Studied were the effects of six dred~es in a 2 km stretch, (6) 40 dredges 

on an 11 km stretch, (7) up to 24 dredges on 15 km, < ) and 270 dredges in a part of the 
Sierra Nevada.<12

) Three years of monitoring on the Chugach National Forest found no 
noticeable impact to water quality from dredges of 6 inches or less. <10

) 

- 6-
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"If there were a cumulative effect of dredging, an increasing number of taxa should have 
declined in abundance after June at downstream stations. u(S) No such decline appeared in 
the data.<8> There is a need for additional study of cumulative effects and other items.<9

• 
16

' 
26

) However, no authors declar~d that effects were serious enough to warrant a change of 
law and end of dredging rights. 

Conclusions about the Conclusions 

Studies to date have not shown any actual effect on the environment by suction dredging, 
except for those that are short-term and localized in nature. <14

' 
21

) Effects were significant, 
but localized.<8> The size of the impact zone varies.<8> A six-inch dredge is appropriate 
where substrate gravel size is large, but a large aperture may be disruptive in a small 
channel.(ll) Suction dredging effects could be short-lived on streams where high seasonal 
flows occur.<6

• 
7
•
9

) The greatest potential for damage is at low flow.<15
) 

Even though cumulative effects and some other questions have not been thoroughly 
studied, there has been nothing to date to substantiate closure of the small-scale mining 
operations. <23

) Even with the absence of data, environmental groups were active to close 
down mining citing unsubstantiated possible discharge violations. <23

) The effects of 
suction dredging would appear to be less than significant and not deleterious to fish. <26

) 

Regulations and Future Management 

Current regulations of size and season appear adequate to protect habitat, with some 
future adjustments. (Is, 

25
• 

27
) Suction dredges of larger than 4 inches generally have more 

than de minimis effects on the aquatic environment and therefore require 
authorization. <21

) The DEI by the State of California stated that, "based on best available 
data, it is anticipated that the regulations, as amended by the proposed project, will 
protect fish and other related aquatic dependent resources and will not cause significant 
effects to the environment or deleterious effects to fish. "<26

) 

Harvey et al (1995), at the request of the Forest Service, reviewed existing studies and 
recommended analyzing dredging effects by watershed. (27) California, Idaho, 
Washington, and Oregon manage dredging with the conclusion that, with mitigations, 
effects are insignificant. <27) 

Present Researcher's Conclusions 

A.s in most aspects of life, risk of negative effects cannot be reduced to nothing. 
However, consistency of the findings indicate that doesn't seem.to be necessary. It would 
seem that existing regulations, monitoring and periodic upgrade of regulations would be 

-7-
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enough to prevent significant negative effects. Just in case the price of gold should triple, 
procedures should be put in place for limiting the number of operations in heavily 
dredged . reaches, This should be based on some scientific study or determination. Of 
course, numerous operations only occur in the very few areas where there's still some 
gold to be found. 

The Corps ofEngineers eloquently summarizes the current situation: 

"Four-inch and smaller dredges have inconsequential effects on aquatic resources_C2I) 
This is an official recognition of what suction dredgers have long claimed; that below a 
certain size, the effects of suction dredging are so small and so short-term as to not 
warrant the regulations being imposed in many cases. "C2

I) 

"The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has ignored this concept, although 
numerous studies, including the EPA's own 1999 study of suction dredging, repeatedly 
and consistently support the Corps finding de minimis effects. C2 I) The reports 
consistently find no actual impact of consequence on the environment, and so almost 
always fall back to the position that potential for impact exists. n(

2
l) 

"The regulatory agencies should be consistently and continually challenged by the 
dredging community to produce sound, scientific evidence that support their proposed 
regulations.<21

) To regulate against a potential for harm, where none has been shown to 
exist, is unjustifiable and must be challenged. n(

2I) 

- 8-
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
OF THE 

EFFECTS OF SUCTION DREDGING 

Draft of April 15, 2001 

By: Josiah Cornell 

Actual studies of the effects of suction dredging are few. Articles about the general effects of 
sediment and other disturbances to streams are numerous, and they may be found in the 
bibliographies of articles included here. 

(1.) Author(s): Ames, Frank, compiler, 1995 
Title: Excerpts From Suction Dredge Studies 
Source: Published by the Washington Alliance of Miners and Prospectors 
Purpose: To compile information about dredging effects on entrainment, feed and fish, flushing flows, 

sediment, effects of silt on fish, effects on spawning, changes in the stream bed, temperature, 
turbidity, and water quality. 

Method(s): Excerpts from published articles 
Conclusion(s): Conclusions are recorded under the names of the excerpted authors. 
Notes: This is a compilation of excerpts from published articles about effects of dredging. 

(2.) Author(s): Badali, P.J., 1988 
Title: Effects of Suction Dredging on Fish and Benthic Invertebrates 
Source: Western Mining Council and State of Idaho Dept. of Water Resources, Recreational Dredging 

Seminar 
Purpose: To gather together available facts from scientific publications 
Method(s): Summary of articles and conclusions 
Conclusion(s): Dredging should not be conducted while young salmonids reside in the gravel. 

Dredging or "highbanking" of bank materials should be prohibited as this may create 
turbidity and stream bank instability, unless there is a holding pond. Stream side 
vegetation should not be removed. Boulders and logs should be replaced, if removed, 

.... for fish habitat. With these restrictions, even large dredges have minimal impact 
. on moderate to large-sized waterways. (emphisis added)iJ 

Notes: Summarized articles are included under the authors' names 

(3.) Author(s): Michael F. Cooley, Oct. 16, 1995 
Title: A comparison of stream materials moved by mining suction dredge operations to the natural 

sediment rates 
Source: USDA Siskiyou National Forest 
Purpose: To compare amount of material moved by dredging versus natural rates 
Method(s): Compared rates from several studies 
Conclusion(s): Sediment rates from suction dredging are only a minor fraction of natural rates in 

mountainous terrain. ( ernphisis added) 
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(4.) Author(s): Gough, L., et al, 1997 
Title: Placer Gold Mining in Alaska-Cooperative Studies on the Effect of Suction Dredge Operations on 

the Forty-mile. River. 
Source: USGS Fact Sheet 155-97, October 1997 
Purpose: To evaluate po~sible negative effects of dredging, such as increasing the load of toxic metals 

and turbidity and decreasing the number and diversity of aquatic biota. 
Method(s): Sampling of metals in rocks and stream bedloads of the watershed; sampling of turbidity 

and stream chemistry below dredge operations. 
Conclusioil(s): Published in Wanty et al, 1997 
Notes: A description ofthe metals study; results were reported in Wanty et al, 1997. 

(5.) Author(s): Griffith, J.S., and Andrews, D.A., 1981 
Title: Effects of a small suction dredge on the fishes and aquatic invertebrates in Idaho streams. 
Source: North American Journal of Fisheries Management 1:21-28 
Purpose: To evaluate some of the effects on aquatic organisms from use of small suction dredges. 
Method(s): A small dredge was operated on four small Idaho streams and mortality and recolonization 

was assessed. Dredging was deliberately done during emergence of fry. 
Conclusion(s): Mortality of fish eggs ranged by species from 29% to 100% and were generally greater 

than that of hatchery stock of the same age. Most of the recolonization of benthic 
vertebrates was completed after 38 days. Survival of entrained vertebrates that settled 
on the surface was not assessed. 

(6.) Author(s): Harvey, B.C., 1980 
Title: Effects of Suction Dredge ~ on Fish and Invertebrates in California Foothill Streams 
Source: M.S. University of California at Davis 
Purpose: to determine the impact of small (8-inch and less) suction dredges on fish and invertebrates in 

foothill streams 
Method(s): field study with in-stream sampling of control areas and dredge sites. The effect of a 

number of dredges in a limited area of stream was investigated, six dredges in a 2km 
section of stream. 

Conclusion(s): The overall effect of dredging on the benthic community appears highly localized. Due 
to differences between species ... the lack of significant differences between control and 
dredged stations observed for some taxa is not surprising. Fish and invertebrates 
displayed considerable adaptability to dredging, probably because the stream naturally 
has substantial seasonal and annual fluctuations. The 45 day recolonization experiment 

· indicates not "'only a rapid recovery· in the total number of insects over time, but also 
that almost all taxa found on cobble substrates take part in the recolonization of sand 
and ·gravel areas. Flushing winter flows can greatly reduce the long term impact of 
dredging. 

(7.) A11thm~(s): Harvey, B.C., McCleneghan, K., Linn, J.D., Langley, C.L., 
Title: Some Physical and Biological Effects of Suction Dredge Mining 
Source: California Dept. ofFish an? Game Lab Report No. 82-3 
Purpose: to examine the effects of dredging on turbidity, settleable solids, 

aquatic insects, and fish 
Method(s)~1 Field surveys 
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Conclusion(s): Effects were significant, but localized. The abundance of several species of aquatic 
· insects and rifle sculpin were adversely affected, and the size of the impact zone varies. 

J!!INo additive effects were detected on the Yuba River from 40 active dredges on an 11 
- km stretch.,.·The area most impacted was from the dredge to about 30 meters 

downstream, for most turbidity and settleable solids. Sedimentation rates fell back to 
ambient after 60 meters. Stream bed alterations are probably more long-lived on 
streams with controlled flows than on those with flushing flows. Effects on the benthic 
community are highly localized. Where flushing flows occur, substrate changes are 
gone m one year. 

(8.) Author(s): Harvey, Bret C., 1986 
Title: Effects of suction gold dredging on fish and invertebrates in two California streams 
Source: North American Journal of Fisheries Management, 6:401-409, 1986 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): Adult fish are not acutely affected or likely to be sucked into dredges. Benthic 

communities were significantly altered, but alterations were localized and associated 
with changes in degree of embeddedness of cobbles and boulders. Suction dredging 
effects could be short-lived on streams where high seasonal flows occur. Six small 
dredges (<6in.) on a 2 km stretch had no additive effects .. ,Ifthere were a cumulative 
effect of dredging, an increasing number of taxa should have declined in abundance 
after June at downstream stations." No such decline appeared in the data . .t:'Fish 
and invertebrates apparently were not highly sensitive to dredging in general, probably 
because the streams studied naturally have substantial seasonal and annual 
fluctuations in flow, turbidity, and substrate. Wubstrate changes were gone after one 
year. (empbisis added) 

Notes: From the compilations 

(9.) Author(s): Hassler, T.J., Somer, W.L., Stern, G.R., 1986 
Title: Impacts of Suction Dredge Mining on Anadramous Fish, Invertebrates and Habitat in Canyon 

Creek, California 
Source: California Cooperative Fishery Research Unit, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Humboldt State 

Univ:ersity, Cooperative Agreement No. 14-16-0009-1547, Work Order No.2, Final Report 
Purpose: To evaluate impacts of suction dredge mining on fish, invertebrates, and habitat. 
Method(s): Similar to McCleneghan and Johnson (1983), interviews and subjective site observations. 
Conclusion(s): Studied 24 3" to 6" dredges along 15 km stretch. it'Dredges on Canyon Creek seemed 

to be spaced far enough apart, and operated at low enough levels during the study not 
to result in cumulative effects.fMost visible effects were gone after one year. At the 
present level of activity, anadromous salmonids and habitat were only moderately 
affected. Fish congregate and feed where dredging displaces and exposes benthic 
invertebrates. The dredging did not significantly reduce the number of invertebrates. 

~Steelhead fed opportunistically.Impacts of dredging on invertebrates were minimal. 
fSaimonids spawned in the vicinity of the previous season's dredging, but salmonid 

redds were not located in the tailing piles.~e gravels dispersed by the high stream 
flows, which included dredge tailings, certainly composed a portion of the suitable 
spawning gravels each year. Because of the short mining season, f!y emergence and 
rearing did not appear to be impacted to a high degree by dredging.\ Juveniles used 
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.. dredge holes, and their feeding growth, and production did not seem to be impacted.liii'A 
majority of dredge operations studied did not work long periods or disturb large areas 
of the streambed. Dace, suckers, and juvenile steelhead and salmon fed, rested, and 
held in dredge holes. Dredge mining had little, if any, impact on water temperature. 
Water quality was impacted only during the actual operation of a suction dredge, which 
was generally only 2 to 4 hours of actual operation. Those few dredgers who undercut 
banks channelized the stream, removed vegetation and accelerated bank erosion. 
hnpacts on fish and habitat were moderate, seasonal, and site specific. ~urrent 
regulations of size and season appear adequate to protect habitat .. .fThree 
referenced studies had found that salmonids spawned in tailings. (emphisis added) 

(10.) Author(s): Huber, C., and Blanchet, D., 1992 
Title: Water quality cummulative effects of placer mining on the Chugach National Forest, Kenai 

Peninsula, 1988-1990 . 
Source: U.S. Forest Service, Chugach National Forest, Alaska Region 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s)~ee years of monitoring on the Chugach National Forest found no noticeable impact 

to water quality from dredges of 6 inches or less. 

(11.) Author(s): Lewis, R~962. 
Title: Results of Gold Suction Dredge Investigation, Memorandum of September 17 
Source: California Dept. ofFish and Game, Sacramento, Ca. 
Purpose: Part of a study of suction dredge effects. 
Merthod(s): A rented 5-inch dredge was operated 
Conclusion(s): Only 7.4% of benthic insects died from going through a dredge, although it varied by 

order ~1 settled back to the bottom within 40 feet of the dredg'1f~Fish appeared and 
began to feed as soon as dredging started. The turbidity plume was 200 feet Ion~ 
five-inch dredge could improve the intergravel environment for both fish eggs and 
benthos~ six inch dredge is appropriate where substrate gravel size is large, but a 
large aperture may be disruptive in a small channeUJ'Dredging improved permeability 
and velocity of water in grave .. Weighing all factors, dredging can improve the 
gravel environment for both fish eggs and aquatic insects, especially if the 
operator mined uniformly in one direction as opposed to a pocket and pile 
method. ( emphisis added) 

(12.) Author(s): McCleneghan, K., and .Johnson, R:E., 1983 
Title: Suction Dr~g~ Go~d Mining in ~e fn<>jQer Lode Region of California, Environmental Services 

Branch, Administrative Report 83- · . 
Source: State of California Dept. 'of Fish and Game 
Purpose: To evaluate some effects of suction dredge mining 
Method(s): Field surveys included 200 interviews with miners, over 200 sites were assessed, 

observations at dredge sites, and subjective determinations of damage estimates 
Conclusion(s): Study of the impacts of 270 dredges with up to 10 inch intake. Of the 200 miners, only 

57 spent more than 500 hours per season, the average was 235 hours per season. Few 
miners caused adverse impacts. Damage that does occur is of concern because of a 
high number of dredgers in the state. Some damage was from the few miners camping 
in the riparian zone. ~prvey suggested that mining of the stream banks caused more 
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damage than dredging. Moving of large boulders alters the stieam bed. Types of 
damage were not described or quantified. Because of the ·number of miners m 
California at the time, there was a need to fully examine the effects of dredging. 

(13.) Author(s): Nelson, R.L., McHenry, M.L., and Platts, W.S., 1991 
Title: Influences of Forest and Rangeland Management on Salmonid Fishes and Their Habitats 
Source: American.Fisheries Society Special Publication 19:425, 1991 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusiori(s): General, not related to suction dredging. Sediment accrues in streams naturally and is 

not a normal component of salmonid habitat. Major disruption of the system occurs 
when placer sediment delivery substantially exceeds the natural level and the amounts 
of sediment deposited and the turbidity becomes excessive, as from hydraulic mining. 

-·~ . 
(14.) Author(s): North, Phillip A., 1993 
Title: A Review of the Regulations and Literature Regarding the Environmental hnpacts of Suction 

Gold Dredges 
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 

·.·;, 

Adult fish are not acutely effected or likely to be sucked into suction dredges. 
Several studies all reported that invertebrates recolonized dredge sites within 30 to 45 
days. Disturbed stream reaches were only a few tens of meters. For four studies 
reviewed, impacts are local and of short duration when certain limitations are placed 
on dredge activity. Water quality is impacted for a distance downstream range of a few 
meters to 30 meters. (emphisis added) · 

Notes: From Ames excerpts iin. 

(15.) Author(s): Oregon Dept. ofFish and Wildlife, 1980 
Title: Recreational Mining Gan Be Compatible with Other Resources 
Source: Oregon Dept. ofFish and Wildlife, 1976·and revised 1980 
Purpose: To educate dredgers to reduce negative effects 
Method(s): A three page summary document, not a study in itself. 
Conclusion(s): Very little turbidity results from normal use of smaller suction dredges (4-inch or less) 

in stream gravels. The majority of heavy suspended solids settles out within a few 
yards of the sluice box. ''Severe ~!dity and resulting siltation occur when bank 
materials are washed into the streamt ~arassment of adult fish and disturbance of eggs 
and fry occur when dredging takes place during the critical times of spawning and 
hatching. The greatest potential for damage is at low flow. 

(16.) Author(s): Prussian, A.M., Royer, T.V., and Minshall, G.W., 1999 
Title: Impact of suction dredging on water quality, benthic habitat, and biota in the Fortymile River, 

Ressurrection Creek, and Chatanika River, Alaska 
Source: Dept. of Biological Sciences, Idaho State Univ., EPA Pocatello, Idaho 
Purpose: To study impacts of dredging on water quality, benthic habitat, and biota 
Method(s ): Background sampling and sampling at dredge sites 
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Conclusion(s): The primary effect of suction dredging was increased turbidity, total filterable solids, 
and copper and zinc concentrations (from stream bed sediments) downstream from the 
dredge for about 150 meters. These were larger dredges, 8 and 10 inches. High 
flows redistribute dredge tailings after 1 to 3 years. Substantial recovery of 
invertebrates rather rapidly, and disturbance occurred only close downstream from the 
dredge. teit appears that impacts of small-scale dredging are primarily contained 
within the · dredged area and immediately downstream and persist about one 
month after the mining season .•. More study is needed to fully quantify dredging 
effects. (emphisis added) · 

(17.) Author(s): Shaw, P.A., andMftga, J.A., 1942 
Title: The Effect of Mining Silt on Yield of Fry from Salmon Spawning Beds 
Source: California Dept. of Fish and Game 
Purpose: To show the extent of damage from mine tailings 
Method(s): Compared yield of fry from salmon eggs from similar nests in areas with and without 

mining silt, using hatchery troughs. Silt and mud from mining holding ponds were mixed 
with water and introduced to some nests 

Conclusion(s): Presence of silt during nonerosion periods results in bottom deposition which is 
damaging to fry production. 

Notes: !\lfnf W%%ic mininf: if dredfinjfil 

Author(s): Sigler, J. W., Bjomn, T.C., Everest, F.H., 1984 
Title: Effects of chronic turbidity on density and growth of steelhead and coho salmon. 
Source: Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 113:142-150 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 

t 

(18.) Author(s): Somer, W.L., and Hassler, T.J., 1992 
Title: Effects of Suction-Dredge Gold Mining on Benthic Invertebrates in a Northern California Stream. 
Source: Pub. In North American Journal of Fisheries Management 12:244-252~ authors are U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service 
Purpose: To investigate the effects on benthic invertebrates and habitat of two suction dredges 
Method(s): use of artificial substrate samplers and drift samplers above and below dredges 
Conclusion(s): Adult fish are not acutely affected or likely to be sucked into dredges. Young 

salmon and steelhead fed on insects dislodged by dredging. Changes to stream bed 
were major but localized, such as excavation to bedrock in a hole. Effects of dredging 
on insects varied with taxa and were site-specific. Effects were not severe enough to 
cause differences in mean numbers of invertebrates or in diversity indices .• Habitat .-

- changes were minor compared to bed-load movement due to large stream flows ~ 
during storms and from snowmelt that removed holes and flushed sediment from study 
site.f'' California regulations for dredge aperture size and season appeared 
adequate to protect fish and habitat at the level of dredging observed. Cumulative 
effects of dredging, especially during low flow years, need to be assessed. Sediment 
went further downstream than other studies because of the steep stream gradient and 
fine sediment. ( emphisis added) 
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{19.) Author{s): Stem, Gary R., 1988 
Title: Effects of suction dredge mining on anadramous salmonid habitat in Canyon Creek, Trinity 

County, California 
Source: M.S. thesis, Humboldt State University 
Purpose: 
Method{s): 
Conclusion{s): Most streams with mobile beds and good annual flushing flows should be able to 

remove the instream pocket and pile creations of small suction dredges, although some 
regulated streams with controlled flows may not. Holes and piles in the center of the 
stream are usually gone after one winter. Piles along the bank may linger. This is 
similar to piles left by historic miners. f In several studies, adult salmon have been 
observed to sp~1.1d considerable time within yards of active dredges and to hold in 

Notes: 

-eM ·dredged holesl~redge plumes, although visible, were probably of little direct 
consequence to fish and invertebrates. Maximum sediment concentrations were 
only a minute fraction of the .great loads needed to impact fish feeding and 
respiration.iin contrast to Sigler et al, young steelhead in Canyon Creek sought out 
dredge plumes to feed on exposed invertebrates. (emphisis added) 

From Ames excerpts 

(20.) Author(s): Thomas, V.G., 1985 
Title: Experimentally Determined hnpacts of a Small Suction Gold Dredge on a Montana Stream 
Source: North American Journal of Fisheries Management 
Purpose: To determine dredging effects on aquatic insects and bottom habitat. 
Method(s): A small suction dredge was operated with before and after observations, not for gold 

recovery. 
Conclusion(s): Suspended sediment returned to ambient levels 30.5 meters downstream. Deposited 

sediment decreased exponentially downstream with distance from dredging. hnpacts on 
aquatic insect abundance were limited to the area dredged,Pool habitat created at the 1 p 
dredge site may compensate for pool loss immediately downstream.( Intergravel 
permeability at the site increased, although not significantly; no do~ chan~~es in 
atmwehi\itv mew noff! This study has found no violations to 4IfiSu6Sf nate 
closure of the sma\tcale mining operations. Even with the absence of data, 
environmental groups were active to close down mining on the river citing 
unsubstantiated possible discharge violations. (emphisis added). 

(21.) Author(s): US Army Corps of Engineers 
Title: Special Public Notice 94-10 
Source: US ArmyCorps ofEngineers, SPN 9410, Sept. 13, 1994 
Pu~pose: To show th~ finding of decf'ffJHs {inconseguentia'} effects on aquatic resources for 4-inch 

· and less suction dredges an mmmg. 
Method{s): results of field studies and court decisions 
Conclusion(s): Four-inch and smaller dredges have inconsequential effects on aquatic resources. 

"This is an official recognition of what suction dredgers have long claimed; that 
below a certain size, the effects of suction dredging are so small and so short-term as 
to not warrant the regulations being imposed in many cases. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has ignored this concept, although 
numerous studies, including the EPA's own 1999 study of suction dredging, 
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repeatedly and consistently support the Corps finding de minimis effects. The 
reports consistently find no actual impad of consequence on the environment, and so 
almost always fall back to the position that potential for impact exists. Studies to date 
have not shown any adual effect on the environment by suction dredging, except for 
(hose that are short-term and localized in nature." Suction dredges of larger than 4 
inches generally have more than de minimis effects on the aquatic environment and 
therefore requires authorization. ( emphisis added) 

:I/Jif_'The regulatory agencies should be consistently and continually challenged bv the 
dredging community to produce sound, scientific evidence that support their 
, proposed regulations. To regulate against a potential (or harm, where none has been 
shown to exist, is unjustifiable and must be challenged." (emphisis addedf;'· Sf 

(22.) Author(s): US Dept. of A&Jiculture, 1997 
Title: Suction Dredging in the National Forests 
Source: US Dept. of Agriculture, 1997 
Purpose: To make sure that dredging is done in a manner consistent with current law and good natural 

resource management 
Method(s): an educational handout to the public 
Conclusion(s): When done properly, legal dredging must be allowed by law and effects are 

acceptable ( emphisis added) 

(23.) Author(s): USGS, 1998 
Title: Certain mining operations have not hurt pristine Alaskan River 
Source: News Release, U.S. Dept. ofthe futerior, U.S. Geological Survey, USGS Fact Sheet-0155-97, 

Oct. 27, 1998 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 
Notes: See Wanty et al, 1997 

(24.) Author(s): Wanty, R.B., Wang, B., and Vohden, J., 1997 
Title: Studies of suction dredge gold-placer mining operations along the Fortymile River, eastern Alaska 
Source: USGS Fact Sheet 154-97 
Purpose: To evaluate possible negative effects of dredging, such as increasing the load of toxic metals 

and turbidity and decreasing the number and diversity of aquatic biota 
Method(s): Sampling of metals in rocks and stream bedloads of the watershed; sampling of turbidity 

and stream chemistry below dredge operations 
Conclusion(str All measurements of dredge effects on turbidity and geochemistry turned out to be 

· within the natural variation of the local environment. See Prussian et al (1999) for 
other results. (emphisis added) .. 

(25.) Author(s): Ward, H.B., 1938 
Title: Placer Mining on the Rogue River, Oregon, in its Relation to the Fish and Fishing in that Stream. 
Source: Oregon Dept. of Geology and Mineral fudustries Bull. 10 
Purpose: To determine the true facts as to ... the effect of muddy (hydraulic) mine water on fish and fish 

life. 
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Method(s): Field observations, measurements ofturbidity, etc., and tank studies offish in turbid water. 
Conclusion(s): The essence of Dr. Ward's findings is that the placing of muddy water from placer 

operations in the Rogue River drainage is not inimical to fish and fish life. The 
amount of colloidal fines in the Rogue River below placer mines is too small to 
adversely effect young fish eggs or fish food. Hydraulic placer mining debris is just 
more stream sand and gravel. It is typically chemically inert and does not take oxygen 
from the stream or add toxic agents to the water. 

._ Alaska, an exam of salmon in silty water due to mining found no damage to gills. Young salmon 
suffered no ill effects from heavy sediment loads ten times that found at Agness from hydraulic 
mining~ 

4ll!f 5J: he tank tests at Reed College showed that young fish live well up to thirtv days in good water mixed 
with natural soil materials. The tests used sediment loads from ·two to three times as large as the 
extreme load contributed to the Rogue River by maximum conditions of hydraulic placer mining. 
The thin intermittent layer of placer mining gritty sediment (less than 118 inch) seen along Rogue 
River would not interfere with oxygen supply to fish eggs. ·~ 

Stream environments are typically dynamic and variable due to floods, natural inputs . of sediment from 
landslides, and other sources, especially dams. tPSalmon and steelhead runs were established in past 
climates. much rougher at times than today's, even with mining. That is, in the Ice Age precipitation, 
landslides and sediment loads were often much greater than today .... 

.iillillllll!llllilll!lllli,_.1111;r"':"rhe fish runs did not decline during the first and greater episode of mining. This, it's likely that the lesser 
mining of the 1930's is not the reason for the decline in fish runs at that time. The main difference 
between the two times are the dams, industrial wastes, and agricultural withdrawals of the later period. 
( emphisis added) 

(26.) Author(s): State of California Department ofFish and Game 
Title: Draft Environmental Impact Report Adoption of Amended Regulations for Suction Dredge 

Mining, 1997 
Source: 
Purpose: To determine whether or not to 

dredging in California. 
amend the current state regulations govemmg suction 

Method(s): EIS 
Conclusion(s): "Based on best available date, it is anticipated that the regulations, as amended by the 

proposed project, will protect fish and other related aquatic dependent resources and 
will not cause significant effects to the environment or deleterious effects to fish." The 
effects of suction dredging would appear to be less than significant and not 
deleterious to fish. There is a need for additional study of CE and other items. (emphisis 
added) 

(27.) Author(s): Harvey, B.C., Lisle, T.E., Vallier, T., and Fredley, D.C., September 29, 1995 
Title: Effects of Suction Dredging on Streams: A Review and Evaluation Strategy 
Source: Pursuant to a Charter by USFS, Aprill8, 1995 
Purpose: to review conclusions of existing publications about effects and provide recommendations for 

future management processes. 
Method(s): Review of existing publications 
Conclusion(s): More study needs to be done, and management of dredging needs to be approached 

from a watershed (cumulative effects) level. 
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ADDffiONAL REFERENCES NOT YET ADDED 

Author(s): Anonymous (1996) 
Title: Effects of recreational Suction Dredge Operations on Fish and Fish Habitat: A literature Review 

in Association With a Petition of the Idaho Gold Prospectors Association to the Idaho Land 
Board. ' 

Source: KonopackyEnvironmental, Meridian, Idaho, Proj. No. 064-0 
Purpose: · · 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s ): 

Author(s): Gurtz, M.E., and Wallace, J.B., 1984 
Title: Substrate-mediated response of stream invertebrates to disturbance 

. Source: Ecology 65:1556-1569 
Purpose: · 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 

Author(s): Meehan, W.R., 1971 
Title: Effects ofgravel cleaning on bottom organisms in three southeast Alaska Streams. 
Source: Progressive Fish-Culturist 33:107-111 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 

Author(s): Orcutt et asl (1968) 
Title: 
Source: 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 

Author(s): Prokopovich, N.P., and Nitzberg, K.A., 1982 
Title: Placer mining and Salmon Spawning in American River Basin, California 
Source: Bulletin ofthe Association of Engineering Geologists 19:67-76 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 

Author(s): Sigler, K.V., et 1, 1984 
Title: Effects of chronic turbidity on density and growth of steelhead and coho salmon. 
Source: Trans. M. Fish Soc. 113:142-150 
Purpose: 
Method(s): 
Conclusion(s): 
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Dr Robert N. Crittenden 

Regarding Dredging, sluicing, and panning 

--;> Dredging, panning, and sluicing not only improve salmonid habitat but can also create new 
habitat. 

Salmonid eggs and alevins (alevins are tiny newly hatched salmonids which still reside in 
the interstitial spaces among the gravel of the streambed) need clean gravels through; 
which interstitial water can flow, providing them with oxygen. Silts and fine sands reduce 
the porosity of the streambed, thereby, reducing the interstitial flow and the oxygen supply. It 
can also reduce the amount of interstitial space for alevins. Reduced porosity has been shown 
to be directly related to reduced survival of salmonid eggs and alevins. 

If properly conducted (for example, according to the present guidelines in Washington 
State- WDW 1987) dredging, panning, and sluicing reduce the amount of :fine sand and silt 
in the streambed and, thereby, improve its porosity. These activities will, therefore, result in 
better interstitial flow, a better interstitial oxygen supply for eggs and alevins,. and more 
interstitia1 space for alevins. The net result is improved survival for salmonid eggs and alevins. 
Th~ ~dging, panning, and sluicing improve existing salmonid habitat and can also 

create new habitat. These activities should be encouraged. 

Habit3t' for salmonid eggs and alevins - the importance 
of streambed porosity: 

Pink Salmon: As William R. Heard pointed out in his (1991) review "Pink salmon choose a 
fairly uniform spawning bed in both Asia and North America. Generally these spawning beds 
are situated on riffles with clean gravel or along the borders between pools and riffles in 
shallow water with moderate to fast currents .... pink salmon avoid spawning in quiet deep 
water, in pools, in areas with a slow current, or over heavily silted or mud-covered 
streambeds." 

Pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) spawning sites may be characterized as being 
clean gravels. However these sites may also have a few cobbles, a mixture of sand, but 
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relatively little silt (Semk:o 1954; Kobayashi 1968; Dvinin 1952; Smirnov 1975; and Hunter 
1959). 

The faster the current, the larger the particle which will be suspended and carried off by it. 
Hence, a strong current provides some guarantee that silts and fine sands will not plug up 
the interstitial spaces. The more rapid flow is also turbulent. The eggs and alevins are 
provided with a good oxygen supply by the turbulent mixing of water into the interstices of the 
streambed. 

The porosity of a streambed and the survival of eggs and alevins has been demonstrated to 
be directly related to the composition of the streambed, being lower where there are more fine 
sands and silt (McNeil and Ahnelll964; Rukhlov 1969; Brannon 1965; Barns 1969). 

Chum Salmon: In contrast, to pink salmon which preferentially select riffles, chum 
salmon (Oncorhynchus ketd) tend to select sites of upwelling spring water (Kobayashi 1968). 
These sites often have a lower flow rate than is found at pink salmon sites (Barns 1982; So in 
1954; Sano and Nagasawa 1958). Chum salmon spawning sites may be found directly below a 
pool which is partially obstructed at its lower end by a gravel bar. The water infiltrates the 
gravel bar, travels through the bar as ground water, and reemerges into the water column 
below the bar. 

Interstitial flow is as important for the survival of their eggs and alevins, as it is for the 
pink salmon. However, in this case the oxygen is carried into the groundwater by convection 
(that is by the net movement of water into and then out of the streambed) rather than by 
turbulent mixing. However, in some cases turbulent mixing may also be an important factor at 
chum spawning sites. 

Sockeye Salmon: Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) spawn either in streams or in 
areas along lake shores which have underwater springs. There is also a case of beach 
spawning where turbulence provides the oxygen supply (Olsen 1968). Spring-fed and Beach 
spawning sites often have lower oxygen levels than stream sites and sockeye eggs have some 
ecological and physiological adaptations which improve their survival under those slightly 
reduced oxygen levels. (Smirnov 1950; Soin 1956, 1964). However, their oxygen supply (and, 
hence, substrate porosity) remain an important factor affecting their survival. 

Coho Salmon: Coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) mostly spawn in small steams in 
areas of gravel of 15 em or less in diameter (Burner 1951). In some cases Burner found that 
the spawning sites contained mud, silt, or fine sand, but that this was removed in the nest
building activity. Chamberlain (1907) concluded that coho are the least selective ofthe salmon 
species about their spawning site- he found them spawning in almost every stream or river in a 
very broad range of sites from smoothly flowing to white water and from cobble to muddy His 
conclusion was also supported by Foerster (1935) and Pritchard (1940). 

However coho appear to prefer small streams (Gribanov 1948) and select a site at the 
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head of a riffle where there is a good interstitial flow (Shapovalov and Taft 1954). The 
porosity of the streambed and the flowrate of the stream are also important factors affecting site 
selection (Briggs 1953; Gribanov 1948). Survival has been shown to be related to the porosity 
of the streambed (Tagart 1984). 

King Salmon: King Salmon (Oncorhynchus Tshawytscha) show strong selectivity for 
spawning areas wjth high interstitial flow rates (Vronskiy 1972; Russell et al. 1983). Mike 
Healey (1991) suggests that of all the salmon species, king salmon may be the most sensitive to 
reduced oxygen levels during the egg and alevin stages. Their sensitivity to the oxygen level 
was experimentally demonstrated by Silver et al. (1963). The strong relationship between 
survival and the percolation: rate of oxygenated interstitial water was experimentally 
demonstrated by Shelton (1955) and demonstrated under field conditions by Gangmark and 
Broad (1955) and Gangmark and Bakkala (1960). 

As Mike Healey (1991) points out, "There is no doubt that percolation is affected by 
siltation and that siltation in spawning beds causes high mortality (Shaw and Maga 1943; 
Wickett 1954; Shelton and Pollock 1966). 

Caveats: Bear in mind that spawning habitat limitation may not be the mechanism limiting 
the abundance of any specific stock of salmon. There is an absence of support for the habitat 
limitation hypothesis, except in a few isolated cases. Nevertheless, the enhancement of habitat 
and the improvement of survival for eggs and alevins axe generally desirable goals. 

Also bear in mind that in areas which have no fish, restrictions on dredging, sluicing, or 
panning aren't needed. An example of such as area is the region of a watershed above an 
impassible barrier, whether it is a dam, waterfall, or rapid. 

In areas which have fish, recreational mining activities should be restricted to times of the 
year such that eggs and alevins aren't buried under silt and fme sediment while they are still in 
the gravel. Such regulations are already in place in Washington State. 

Effects of dredging, sluicing, and panning on the porosity 
of the streambed: 

Generally these activities involve the removal of sediment material from the streambed or, more 
often, from a gravel bar. The fine components of the sediment become suspended in the wash 
water and are carried downstream. The finer the sediment the further it will be carried. 
However, it will eventually settle, often in a quiet pool area. 

What is involved here is the movement of the smaller particles out of a riffle area and into a 
pool area. Generally this will improve the streambed porosity in the riffle area. Recall that 
riffles are generally the preferred spawning habitat. 
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Medium sized particles may deposit in the riffle area. During the next major peak-flow 
event both the fme sediments and the medium sized particles will often be carried far 
qownstream. 

Thus, the effect of mining is to increase the downstream transport rate for fme and medium 
sediments. The C()nsequence must be that the stream-system as a whole will have fewer of 
these sediments. This will result in greater streambed porosity. As the literature I have 
reviewed above shows, for all salmonid species greater porosity results in better survival and 
more available habitat for eggs and alevins. 

In the case where the sediment is removed from a bar, rather than from the streambed, it is 
necessary to consider a longer time period - Stream courses aren't stationary but move within 
the confmes of the stream banks. Fine sediments in gravel bars will be resuspended in the stream 
during these natural movements of the stream over the course of several years. 

However, if the bars have been mined on a regular basis, their fme and medium particles 
will already have been removed before the river naturally resuspends them. Gravel bars which 
are free of silts and fme sand provide habitat. Although these bars may appear dry, there is 
often water and interstitial spaces below the surface, which can support alevins and redds (that 
is, nests of eggs) which were laid during high-water. 

Recommendation: 

The conclusion is that the recreational mining activities of panning, sluicing, and dredging 
enhance salmonid habitat. These activities should be encouraged. They provide one of the 
most cost~effective enhancement techniques as they are a beneficial side-effect of private 
recreation. 
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United States 
Department of 
AgrlcuHure 

Dear Suction Dredger: 

Forest 
Service 

Nez Perce 
National 
Forest 

Rt. 2, Box 475 
Grangeville, 10 83530-9699 
(208)983-1950 .. 
TTY: (208)983-2280 ... 

File Code: . 28Hl. •:: :. __ -,,~ .·.::): · · 

Date: · Ja~uary 13; 1 ~97 

. . . Enclosed is a copy of the 1996 monitoring report for recreational suction dredging on the Nez Perce 
-~a~onal Forest. If you have any questions please call me at (208) 983-1950. I look forward to seeing you 

. , · 'in 19!l7· · .. 
- ~' 

. . -
. · -~ rslricereiY;,. · .. \ "· 

'f,'i'·'' ·.;~~::~-~&; 
' :~,h ...... _, . 

';'Nancy J. Rusho 
·Forest Geologist 

enclosure 
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1996 RECREATIONAL DREDGING ON THE NEZ PERCE NATIONAL FOREST 

Background . 

In the past;.. the Forest Service accepted the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources· (DWR) Recreational Dredging Permit : (RDP) as a Notice of Intent (NOI) 
to operate on National Forest System lands. Due to increased concerns on 
effects of dredging to aquatic.resources, the Forest Service felt it was 
necessary to monitor the recreational dredging operations. The DWR permit did 
not provide information on location of the dredging operation allowing ~s to 
adequately ~onitor dredging. Therefore, in 1995 the Nez Perce National Forest 

, began to require that each recreational dredger file a NOI with the appropriate 
•Distr'ic't'Ranger so we could track the true number of dredgers operating on the 

_ ..• o._,~\~·.L . .>,)~ore·s~~: J.\.J,so,: a. seasonal employee was hired to inspect and monitor the 
• • · <.. ~);"ecreai:'ionai-' dredgers on the Forest. . 

:. ~- /J. 
ThP. Nez Perce National Forest has several dredge operations that are permitted 
1mder .. the non-recreational dredging permit system with DWR .. This system 

··requires that the operator file a Joint Application for a Stream Alteration 
Pern\it with the DWR and the Corp of Engineers. Many of the operators that had 
a ... .m-_:.;ecreational· dredging permits could have operated under the RDP. Those 
operations that could have fallen under the RDP system, were only required to 
file a NOL- Most non-recreational dredging operations that are outside the 
realm of·. the. RDP are. required to. file a Plan of Operations. This report 
focuses on.the Recreational Dredging operations, but the non-recreational 
operations:are.discussed briefly. 

19 9 6 Progra.ln · 

This year two individuals assisted with completing suction dredge inspections .. 
In June, thei1Red River and Elk City Ranger Districts' Minerals Administrator · 
moved out of:: the:. Region. ·· Because we were short·-handed, I assigned the suction 
dredge· inspectors to help with other administration. Inspections in June· ·· 
showed·. that no. dredges·· were being operated. A majqrity of the. streams on· the 
Forest open: to·. dredging on July 1 and close on August 15. This corresponds 
well with when:theomajor amount of dredging is occurring on the Forest. 

;. . ' ~ 

Throughout ·the summer we had an estimated total of 40 dredges operating on the 
Forest. The following is a breakdown of the dredges, by nozzle size, _that were. 
operated:.· , .. 

: ·:.''·: -.. ;~ .. 1" "·. 
1 
17 
10 

. 4. 

1 
6 

. a.-inch 
6-inch 
5-inch 
4-inch 
3-inch . , 
1 1/2-inch. 
unknown, but not larger than 5-inch 

,. 
·"'·-
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··' 
The dredge count is based largely on inspections, and to a lesser degree on 
submitted .NOis·. · A majority of the dredges were only' operated from a. couple of 
days to·two.weeks··.:· -Although-most· dredgers indicate-they work:-:_8 hour days,. our 
inspections .• show·. that most· work when the weather. is: warm,.· and ·late. morning tO 
early afternoon. There· were significantly more dredges operated·on the-Forest 
in 1996, but inspections se~med to indicate that actual dredging time in the 
water was very similar to that in 1995. Early in the season the water was 
higher and' cOoler than last year, ·which may have hampered some· dredgers' from .• ·". 
starting earlier. ' ... ''• ...... 

The following· is a breakdown of the dredging operations by drainage: 

Mule· Creek .... , :· .. ,.~ · 

Mule Creek was the location of claims- that are available for the· use/o'f 
Gold Prospectors Association of America {GPAA) members. ··There were "s'Aii-1:!!1; .. 
dn~rtges.~that. may have operated in Mule Creek, 1 _3-inch and the _res_t ~!'if~ 

-unknown, but probably in the 2-inch to 4-inch size class. In generat}'tne 
GPAA members tend to is easy t;B·'·m.~ss· ;-" ,, 

· ~!'i!~!?~~~~:~tl~~:~~~~? 

. Newsome Creek: 
There were potentially 7 dredges scheduled to operate in Newsome· Creek/ orie 
never dredged. Of the six that did dredge, three dredges were 4" or 
sma-ller, and three were 5 n dredges. ··.The dredges were·· operated off and on 
during· the season. · Inspections did not· show: any problems.· There were 
reports ·of' dredging occurring in a closed area and of some sort: of ·a '· 
highbanking operation on one of the tributaries. Evidence of both were 
seen via inspections, but the operator was not on hand at the time. These 
two problems will be fpllowed up on in 1997. · ··· 

crooked· River' ;_ ... _, ·· .~.. . .. .. ... ,_._. J.;);L ·-: .... ,: ... 

Seven:dredges operated in Crooked River off and on throughout the July l_
August·; is. season. Four dredges were·. 5- inch· and· three were·· 4·- inch. One 

; dredger closed a Forest Service campground by blocking; off the: entrance.':··· 
.This··was~:resolved with no problems.:· In'-another instance:'a·,four,wheeler·was .. 
driven<aC"ross ·the river'leaving ruts in a marshy-area· alongside:' the river.· 
The dredgers in Crooked'River were the most dedicated as·a whole .. 
Turbidity: samples taken were well below the allowable le'vels •· 

Leggett creek-· .... 
No dredgers were observed operating· in Leggett'Creek . 

. ~··.:· . -~ .... · ~ . . ' . ·· ... i .: .. 

Little· Moo'se creek···:·.".::._: --.I· 
. ~ -

· One 4.;,irich 5 HP· dredge was operated for about a • week. 
noted.· /":·. 

. ' 

/19 

. :~ .' ·. 

No J;>roblems: were 
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One 8.- inch: dredge, ·. five 5- inch dredges, . one 4- inch dredges. and one 3- inch . 
dredge• were operated· during the dredging season.·,; One 5-inch. was .operated::.~ 
off and on throughout the dredging season. · The rest of the dredges were 

·a few days to two weeks. :tij{~~~i,~}l:,;}i~):f)~,-~ .. 

One 
dredge· and one . 1/2.-inch dredge operated during the 

"dredges were only operated a few days to a couple of weeks. Inspec~ions 

were not as regular after August 15 because both inspectors returned to 
school. Casual inspections were made. ~-~~{ifjji~~o~j, ·~;:n;c;>~id;j 
Several people were concerned with the intensive dredglng sand bar. 

, The sand:- bar was located between the high water marks. In another area, 
;,dredgers~~ camped in a wide area near a pack bridge. This created a safety 
;prob'i~·m· f.or people with stock crossing the road and approaching the 
bridge. The animals would be forced to walk much closer to the busy 
h.i!ghway prior to .. crossing the bridge. This problem will be corrected in 
1~97, if it occurs again. · 
' ~' 

Florence Basin 
Florence. Basin is the site of several· GPAA_claims. There were many panners 
that were: in th~: area. It is believed_, that. only _two 3::· inch dredges were 
operated in- the. Florence area during. the. summer season. _.:These . dredges were 
not obseryed_ operating. .. .. .. __ 

. . . ·~ ~ ... '· .. o.:.: .. • '>; ••• •• 

.. Summary ~ .. · ,·· ... 

:·.• .. ::- .. 

In general the inspection reports did not indicate any severe problems at any 
of the suction dredging sites. Most· sites showed- some trampling of stream side 
vegetation where the operators accessed their dredges. Some. s_ediment plumes 
wer.e as extensive. as. being visible a. mile downs-tream., Turbidity: increased. when·· 
dredge was being operated in a clay- layer. ·Dredging activity_ seemed to_.be low 
due to the weather and high waters early on. 

Because of shortages. of_ minerals inspectors, the suction dredges .. weren' t 
inspected.a_~- much as in 1995. It; did not. appear that: this resulted. in any· 
problems, just less accurate data on the number of dredgers and the· amount of 
time they· spent_ dredging. . This should_ be corrected by 1997. . . . - -

'J ·.I 

Monitoring 

We felt that we also needed to try to get a handle on quantifiable impacts of 
suction dredging. With that in mind, Nick Gerhardt, Forest Hydrologist, with 
input from ·fisheries biologi.sts. developed_.~ monitoring. plan., ... ,Suction, dr~dging. 
can have a variety.of impacts to-streams, affectingboththe water column and 
stream substrate.:, For monitoring we decided to try to quantify the e:ffect~:·Pf;~ 
dredging on,t,hese. two components .. Turbidity was the recommended parameter. to 
measure water. colu~ effects and-particle s.i~e distributiOJ:l was reconimended_ for 
stream substrate . 

... 
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To measure turbidity, a special sampler is used to collect water samples above 
and below dredging operations. The Wolman Pebble Count method was used to 
measure particle·· size distribution. · ·····- ··· · · . 

. ·-.il 

Monitoring Results. 

The pebble count data that was collected in both 1995 and 1996 is still waiting 
to be processed (the Fisheries Biologist· originally assigned to this task ., 
tranferred to Reg.ion. 2) . This data should be processed in the next couple of 
months. The turbidity measures were taken on the operations that were causing 
a lot of visible clouding of the water. The following lists the-results of the 
turbidity measures that were taken: -

1.5 NTUs\ 
0.81 NTUs 
2.2- NTUs 
1'.2 NTUs 
3.4 NTUs 
0.66 NTUs 
7.1 NTUs 
0.88NTUs· 
1.00 NTUs 
0.47 NTUs 
1.6· NTUs 
2.3 NTUs 

.. :•, 

8/8/96 Crooked River below dredge 
8/9/96 Crooked River above dredge 

· 8/9/96:· Crooked River below dredge 
8/10/96 Red River above dredge 
8/10/96 Red River below dredge 
8/5/96 Relief Creek above dredge 
8/5/96 Relief· Creek below dredge 
7 I 3 0 I 9 6: · Red River above dredge · 
7130196 " Red River below dredge 
713 0 I 9 6:·: ·: .: Red River above- dredge 
7130196 Red River below dredge 
7130196 Red River below dredge 
7130196 Red River above dredge 
7130196 Red River below dredge 

·· · :_:·~~: .. )_:· ::.io·.-:(j ...-.;· 1·· •. :. 

0.74 NTUs 
1.3 NTUs 

ta t::o~~41ce:~;~~Q1ua! i ty 
Water Qual were amended . ·. 

nrnrnn.rate;turbidity criteria for streams designated or· existing: cold 
water biota beneficial· uses.·. The criteria read as follows:;: . ;:·. 

Turbidity, below any applicable mixing zone set by the Department, shall 
not exce.ed background turbidity by more than so· NTU instantaneously or more 
than 25.''NTU: for more the ten (10)· consecutive days.:.· , .. 

' ... ,! ~;--: :~: :: ;; . • 

Turbidity measures are 'taken below and above' the dredging activity ... :Those 
samples taken below the operation are taken below the mixing zone, not directly 
in the most turbid area. 

. .·· ~ . 

Conclusions'';- ... -, . 

.. ', ... ~- ,. .. 

In general Fa: rna 
and helpful"." 

ority~ of th~ ~uction· dt:e~a~;};?Re:t;ators: w~r:~~L:~~;x: _gC?QPer.s.~!ye_·· · 
· .::'_': ~~~~~~;~_. , --~~i~~~~t.~~F~§liffe;~!;,;~~; __ . ' 

re ge may ave been operat rig''in a closed area without 
an of Operations. This area will be checked more closely in 

For ·1997 we will continue the inspections, but try to concentrate on 
accurate counts and on processing the pebble count data. 
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MORE PERTINENT INFORMATION 
FOR SUCTION DREDGE MINING 

Badali, Paul J. 1988, Prepared Statement to State ofldaho,Dept of Water 
Resources, Recreational Dredging seminar, February 3, 1988; 13 pp. A synopsis of 
the statement by Badali follows: 

Turbidity from dredge, even large dredges, operating on medium and larger sized streams 
returns to background levels within a short distance downstream, and is present only 
when the dredge is actually operated, a few hours per day. It appears to have little effect 
on adult fish feeding . 

Inter cobble habitat is reduced downstream as sediments are deposited. But this change 
is sh.ort lived on streams with high flushing spring flows, which most gold streams have, 
appears to be a beneficial change to some species, and is partially offset by the creation 
of new inter cobble habitat in the cobble pile. The hole created by the dredging activity 
replaces the lost habitat. 

Spawning bed destruction by the dredging activity has not been shown to be a problem. 
Salmonids have been observed spawning in gravel beds which are made up mostly from 
sorted material washed downstream from previous dredge tailing piles. If anything, 
dredging appears to add to the spawning gravel budget of a stream. With little stream bed 
movement, spawning gravel becomes scarce and of very low quality. Without flushing 
flows, something else must be done to loosen up the substrate, and flush out th~ fine 
sediments to create good spawning conditions if natural stocks are to survive. This is 
exactly what suction dredging will do. SUCTION DREDGING SHULD BE 
ENCOURAGED BY WILDLIFE AGENCIES ON WATERS WITH CONTROLLED 
FLOWS AS A CONSERVATIION AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENT MEASURE. 

The presence of the dredger and dredge does not appear to be an annoyance to fish. 

On Canyon Creek, the effects of multiple years of dredging, and multiple dredges on the 
creek do not appear to be cumulative. The Trinity River and the Klamath River in 
Northern· California have received intensive suction dredge pressure in the lat 15 years, 
and their fish populations ARE PRESENTLY AT THEIR HIGHEST RECORDED 
NUMBERS. IF THERE IS A CUMULATIVE EFFECT, IT WOULD APPEAR TO BE 
BENEFICIAL. 



A Balanced Perspective on Dredging. 

Regulations are strictly enforced, and enforcement personnel closely monitor mining 
activity. Today's miners are environmentally conscious, and to some degree, they even 
police each other. Also, mining clubs and other organizations have been formed that 
teach responsible mining methods to new entrants, .and admonish those who would act 
irresponsibly. 

DREDGE MECHANICS 

A dredge is a small mechanical platform that is mounted on floats. It consists of a small 
engine, a water pump, an inclined sluice ramp, and sometimes an air compressor to 
enable the dredger to breathe underwater. A suction hose is attached to the front of the 
dredge; Water is propelled through this hose by an injection of water from a water 
pump. This pumped water is injected into the dredge hose at a very shallow angle, and 
thereby causes greater volumes of water to be propelled up the dredge hose by what is 
known as the ''venturi principle". None of the dredged water or material passes through 
any pump or mechanical device. The dredged material enters the front of the dredge, 
where it spreads out and slows down, and flows down over a series of small barriers 
known as "riffles, and then out the back of the dredge. It is now important to understand 
that gold is the heaviest element found in a stream. Gold has a "relative weight" of 19. 
(Water has a "relative weight" of 1.) Therefore, gold is 19 times as heavy as water of 
equal volume. 

Water and streambed materials will readily travel down this sluice mechanism and out 
the back of the dredge. Because gold is so heavy, it will drop out of the material flow 
and become lodged in these "riffles". This is how miners capture the gold and not 
everything else. Other things that are relatively heavy, though not as heavy as gold, will 
also become lodged in the sluice. This includes "black sand" which contains quantities 
of iron, fishing lures, tools, metal trash, lead sinkers, nails, bottle caps, beer can tabs, and 
just about any other form of human junk that is unearthed by the dredge. Also, poisonous 
mercury from ancient mining methods is often captured in a dredge, and can now be 
safely disposed of. A dredge is somewhat of a ''vacuum cleaner'', and in addition to 
capturing gold, can help significantly to remove trash from a streambed. This 
"concentrated" material is removed from the dredge sluice at the end of the day, and 
usually taken back to a campsite or other location where it is "panned down" with a gold 
pan. The gold is captured, and the trash is properly disposed of. 

SIZE AND SCALE: 

Compared to the natural lay of a stream, dredging activity is quite insignificant. Even in 
the most heavily dredged regions, the area affected by dredging is almost always less 
than even one percent of the area of a stream. A dredger who moves a single cubic yard 
of material has done a very hard day's work. This is because a dredger very seldom 
works a full day in the stream. Dredging is exhausting work. The streambed materials 
are often impacted, and require difficult digging with tools to penetrate. Also, anything 
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too large to go through the dredge hose must be dug up and moved manually to a location 
nearby, and a dredger must stop a great many times per day to clear a dredge hose that 
has become plugged. In addition, a dredger must get fuel to the dredging location, along 
with food and supplies. A dredger must also perform maintenance on his/her dredge, and 
get into a wetsuit and secure all tools that they will need. Also, the water in the stream 
will often be colder in the early part of the day, so a dredger often will not start before 
mid-day. A dredger must also stop occasionally to rest and consume food or drink, and 
refuel their engine. A typical dredger will usually be accomplishing "productive work" 
between two and four hours a day in the stream. And, due to the exhaustive nature of the 
activity, along with things such as weather considerations, a dredger will seldom work 
every day. 

The typical dredging operation will involve working a hole down through the streambed 
material until they reach solid bedrock, where gold, being the heaviest thing in the 
stream, has settled. Gold, as well as all other streambed material is moved downstream 
by raging winter floods. This gold will readily become lodged in cracks and crevices in 
the bedrock. It is primarily these imperfections in the bedrock that the dredger is looking 
for. The dredger suctions the easily moved materials with the dredge hose. Anything 
that is too large for the dredge hose must be manually moved to one side. Once the 
bedrock is reached and cleaned, if reasonable gold has been found, the dredger will 
usually expand their hole off in another direction, dropping material back into the area 
they originally dug out. There are particular areas of a stream or river where gold is most 
likely to be found, but it is still mostly a matter of chance. 

DREDGING DAMAGES EQUATIC PLANTS. 

First of all, there is nothing that will plug up a dredge and rob the sluice section of gold 
any faster than running vegetation and the silty, clay-laden soils that they grow in, 
through a dredge. Every dredger knows this. They simply don't do it. 

Secondly, the calm areas of a stream or river where plants can find the needed soils to 
become established is not an area where gold will usually be found. The gold, and 
heavier streambed aggregates that contain gold, will have settled out considerably 
upstream in much faster water. Every dredger knows this. 

DREDGES FRIGHTEN FISH, AND CAUSE THEM STRESS. 

Actually, the opposite is true. In a dredge hole five feet wide by six feet deep, it is not 
uncommon to see over a dozen juvenile fish in the hole, in close proximity to the 
operator. They are usually looking for edible tidbits that are unearthed by the dredger or 
they have ducked into the hole to rest from the currents. There are hundreds of hours of 
media videotapes showing this. 

The motor on a dredge is shock mounted to the frame, and is almost not audible 
underwater. Many times, the only way that a dredger knows that his/her engine has run 
out of gas is by the fact that their air supply quits, and the dredge hose stops suctioning. 
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This requires a mad scramble to the surface. The most prominent sound when operating 
a dredge is a ''whooshing" sound made by aggregates going up the dredge hose. This is 
much like the normal rushing sound that you will hear underwater in any stream. Fish 
routinely swim all around a dredge looking for food. They are not a bit frightened of it. 

DREDGES RAISE THE TEMPERATURE OF THE WATER, WinCH KILLS 
FISH. 

This claim is completely false. First of all, the only thing that is warm or hot on a dredge 
is the engine. Absolutely no water comes in contact with the air-cooled motor, or it's hot 
exhaust. Dredges are not like outboard motors where the hot (and oily) exhaust is vented 
underwater, and the engine is cooled by water. If a dredge has any effect on the 
temperature of water at all, it probably cools it slightly, due to the aeration and 
evaporation of the water as it flows over the riffles of the sluice. 

Scientists have measured water temperatures of numerous streams and rivers above and 
below a dredge, and were unable to measure any discemable difference whatsoever with 
the instruments that were available to them. Given the design of a dredge, this is not 
surprising. 

THE DREDGE HOLE: 

Dredging is very hard work, so a miner generally tries to find a location where he/she 
will not have to dig down more than a few feet to reach bedrock. The ideal bedrock is 
just a few inches beneath the streambed. However, a dredge hole can sometimes be as 
deep as four to six feet. More than this is quite rare. If not continuously worked, a 
dredge hole will usually fill back in after a short period of time due to the natural flow of 
aggregates in a stream. Winter floods will erase all traces of it. 

As mentioned before, dredging involves working a hole down to bedrock, and piling 
cobbles too large to feed into the dredge to one side. This leaves a hole in the streambed 
with a pile of cobbles beside it. Much of the time, there is not even a cobble pile, because 
as the dredger moves his/her activity along the streambed, it is easier to drop the cobbles 
behind them, back into the hole where they were working previously. There is also a 
''tailing pile" immediately downstream of the dredge. This tailing pile is composed of the 
smaller aggregates that came out the back end of the dredge. And, a larger rock or 
boulder may have been tumbled to one side by the dredger, although it is most common 
for a dredger to work around a boulder or tumble it into the dredge hole. 

The annual spawning migration is a very strenuous trip for fish, and there is a significant 
mortality offish during this migration. The fish become weakened by their constant 
struggle against the water currents. Most importantly though, is the fact that fish migrate 
during the time of year when the water is at it's warmest. Warmer water contains less 
oxygen, heightens the chance of disease, and saps the strength of fish. Fish will often 
pause in an area of river where a cooler side-stream enters the river to regain their 
strength. These areas are known as thermal refuges. Migrating fish will frequently duck 



into vacant dredge holes where the water is calm and the temperature is stratified with the 
cooler water being near the bottom. Frequently, a dozen or more adult fish can be 
observed using dredge holes. In many instances, fish seem to prefer dredge holes to 
natural refuges, possibly due to the depth and calm water. 

COBBLE PILES: 

These are rocks that will not pass through the dredge hose and consequently are piled to 
one side by the dredger. They usually range in size from roughly 12 inches in diameter 
down to abol.lt 2 inches, depending upon the size of the dredge. Larger than this, the 
rocks are generally too heavy to pile. These piles represent a certain percentage of the 
aggregate removed from a dredge hole. 

At this point in time it would seem proper to mention that dredging into riverbanks, 
undercutting riverbanks, and doing anything that would cause erosion of riverbanks is 
strictly forbidden by dredging regulations. There are heavy penalties for violating these 
regulations and every dredger knows it. And, enforcement personnel frequently monitor 
dredging operations. Dredging is a tightly regulated and monitored activity. 

Secondly, dredging is usually not done adjacent to riverbanks, but closer to the deepest 
part of the stream or river, as this is where the gold has settled. In those places where the 
deepest channel is along the side of a river or stream, the bank is usually not composed of 
soil but rather by ledge, or gravels. The soil was eroded away eons ago by the natural 
river currents. It should also be mentioned that these cobble piles are very porous so the 
water flows through them as well as around them. When water encounters a cobble pile 
or even a boulder resting in a stream for that matter, the water splits, flows around both 
sides~ and then closes back in on itself behind the obstruction, leaving a "pigtail" of 
turbulence that trails several feet downstream. There is no changing of the course of a 
river or stream. This is a cobble pile~ not a diversion dam. 

Fish generally spawn in the late fall in favorable gravel beds that they select as best they 
can. After a period ofincubatio~ the small fish (fry) emerge from these gravels during 
the spring months. Many biologists regard this period immediately following emergence, 
(known as the ''juvenile rearing" stage) as one of the most important stages in the life of a 
fish. It is important that as many of these (fry) as possible survive to the next stage, 
(smolt stage), which prepares them for their migration to the ocean. 

Immediately after emerging, these fish are very small, they are relatively poor swimmers, 
and it is during this time that they are in great danger of predation. Fish lay eggs by the 
billions, but only a very small fraction of them ever survive to adulthood. The juvenile 
stage is a period of very heavy losses. It is extremely important that these juveniles find 
food to grow as much as possible, and it is infinitely important that they are able to find 
shelter from predation during this stage of their growth. This is where cobble piles come 
into the picture. Cobble piles provide an excellent refuge for these small fish. The 
passageways between rocks go deep within the pile, there is sufficient water flow to 
provide adequate oxygen, and they are virtually free from silt that is very important. Due 
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to the varying sizes of the rocks and the resultant caverns, fish of various sizes can find a 
place within the pile that is most suitable for them. As they grow, they can move to a 
different area. 

Shelter from predation is not the only benefit of a cobble pile. Biologists note that these 
juvenile fish attempt to remain within a very localized area if they are able to do so. 
During periods of high flow such as dam releases, thunderstorms, etc that cause elevated 
flow, these fish are often swept away from their preferred location, as they cannot always 
find refuge from these currents. Cobble piles provide that needed shelter from these swift 
waters. 

TAILING PILES 

These are the piles of small to medium dredged aggregates that come out the back of a 
dredge. 

A streambed is an environment that is constantly being changed by water flow. Each 
year, the riverbed erodes a little bit more and some of the streambed material is moved. 
This streambed material can range from fine silt to huge boulders and there can be other 
things that fall into the stream or river from it's banks such as parts of trees and brush. 
Streambed composition varies from place to place and from year to year. 

When fish spawn in the late fall, they try to select a streambed area that is shallow, 
relatively flat, free of fast currents, and comprised ofloose gravel in which they can lay 
and bury their eggs. Successful reproduction by fish is highly dependent upon the 
available quantity and quality of these spaWning sites. Once fish lay their eggs, these 
sites are known as (redds). 

Since the composition of tailing piles is often similar to the loose, gravely material that 
spawning fish prefer, they occasionally select a tailing pile as their spaWning site. Fish 
greatly prefer natural spaWning beds to tailing piles, and the extent to which fish select 
tailing piles is dependant upon the availability of natural beds. A recent biological study 
in Northern California found that out of a total of 372 "redds", 12 of them, or roughly 3 
percent, were on tailing piles. Elsewhere, it has been observed that when natural beds are 
scarce, the selection of tailing piles increases. In rare instances where spaWning fish have 
entered streams in which the streambed has become compacted or silted-over, and there 
are no natural beds available, tailing piles offer virtually the only suitable opportunity to 
spawn. 

There are two primary concerns with regard to the survival rates of the eggs within these 
redds. Scouring and siltation can cause mortality within these redds. Scouring occurs 
when the unstable material of a streambed is moved downstream. This movement is 
usually greatest during the winter floods. Siltation, or the covering of redds by silt, is of 
far more concern than scouring. Although the extent of mortality by scouring is not of a 
known quantity, mortality by siltation is often complete as the eggs and pre-emergent fish 
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become smothered by silt. Biologists have even suggested that a certain amount of 
scouring is actually necessary to limit silting in some of these spawning beds. 

Due to the fact that newly created tailing piles have not had the opportunity to go through 
a winter flood, and become flattened and stabilized, there is more movement and 
scouring in these piles than there would be in a normal streambed spawning site. This 
can possibly result in greater mortality for eggs that were laid in tailing piles. It has been 
noted, however, that once these tailing piles have become flattened and stabilized by 
winter floods, they can remain viable as a suitable spawning site for a period of several 
years. This is extremely important in streams where there are few or no natural sites 
created. Even during the first season when scouring would likely be at it's greatest, these 
tailing piles afford at least some opportunity to successfully spawn in a stream that might 
otherwise provide none. And this opportunity can continue for several years. Also, these 
stabilized tailing piles should be less susceptible to silting due to the fact that even though 
they are flattened and stabilized they can often remain slightly elevated above the 
surrounding streambed. And, these tailing piles start out as washed streambed material; 
therefore they are free of silt in the first place. It is not known how many of the "natural 
beds" that are counted by biologists are actually former tailing piles that have become 
flattened. 

DREDGING CREATES TURBIDITY IN THE STREAM 

First of all, dredging is only permitted within the wetted area of a stream. Dredging into 
a "loamy" area along stream banks is forbidden. The streambed materials that are 
suctioned by a dredge are materials that are constantly washed by stream currents. 
Therefore, these materials are virtually free from the finer particulate material that can 
"cloud-up" the water and remain suspended for a prolonged period of time. Most of the 
material that comes out of the back of a dredge sinks immediately, usually within two or 
three feet. Some of the finer particles can travel further downstream in a narrow plume 
that is sometimes visible from above the water. Depending upon the speed of the 
flowing water, this visible plume largely dissipates within 25 to 50 feet downstream of 
the dredge, and it is rare for it to extend beyond 1 00 feet. 

To get some idea of the level of turbidity that is usually created by a dredge, we must 
understand some facts about dredging. A dredger cannot operate in water where there is 
an appreciable level of turbidity at all. When visibility is impaired, dredgers cannot see 
what they are doing. They cannot see the gold that is trapped in crevices, and rocks that 
are too large will get suctioned by the dredge nozzle and plug the dredge hose. These 
plug-ups are very difficult to remove. In addition, dredgers cannot see the looming 
danger of boulders that could tumble in on them, and injure or kill them. 

It is common (in some states) for dredgers to set up within 50 or 100 feet downstream of 
each other with no visibility problems. Yet, events such as dam releases or 
thunderstorms will cause the level of turbidity in the stream to rise to the level that 
dredgers often have to abandon their activity for several days. Even within a normal 
dredge plume, the level of turbidity is only a mere fraction of what is created by naturally 



occurring and long-enduring events such as storms, and winter floods, which fish 
routinely endure. 

As with many other aspects of the relationship between dredgers and fish, this particular 
aspect also has a benefit. Biologists have noted that juvenile fish who are suddenly 
threatened by a predator will readily duck into a dredge plume or any other turbidity for 
cover. 

Excessive clouding of a stream or river with a dredge is strictly forbidden by dredging 
regulations. There are severe penalties for doing so. As mentioned before, dredging is 
heavily regulated and monitored by enforcement personnel. 

DREDGING KILLS INVERTEBRATES IN THE STREAMBED 

This is to be expected, but it is very minimal. Anytime soil is disturbed, organisms that 
live in that soil are killed or exposed to predators. When we dig for fishing worms in our 
back yard, multitudes of soil-dwellers are affected. Can you imagine the devastation 
when we rototill a garden? Fortunately, they will re-colonize very rapidly. A biological 
study done in 1981 found that less than 1 percent ofthe invertebrates in four different 
rivers that were entrained in a suction dredge perished. Re-colonization of the affected 
areas was complete within 4 to 6 weeks. It should be noted that during the time of this 
experiment, dredge design was significantly different than it is today. Years ago, dredges 
were equipped with a header box, or "crash box" as it is sometimes known. Dredged 
material would enter the front of the dredge and crash into the back wall of this box. The 
material would then drop down, slow down, spread out, and then flow down over the 
riffles of the sluice, and out the back of the dredge. 

Dredges are no longer designed with this header box. Modem dredges now employ a 
device known as a "diffuser'' pipe. The dredge hose connects to the bottom of this 
diffuser pipe, which increases in size and flattens out as it enters the front of the dredge. 
This causes the dredged material to slow down and spread out. It then flows down over 
the riffles in the sluice. Incidentally, this change in design was not made because of any 
concern for biological organisms because there was not a perceived problem with this, 
but rather to reduce the incidence of plugging, which was a problem with the header box 
design. 

This would be an appropriate place to also mention that this unearthing of invertebrates 
is very beneficial to fish. It is important that juvenile fish find sufficient food to enable 
them to grow as much as possible in preparation for their future migration. Juvenile fish 
can routinely be observed swimming through a dredge plume, searching for these 
invertebrates, which are plentiful. Ironically, one does not have to be a scholar to 
question the fact that when fish are being fed with grain in a fish hatchery, it is 
considered an ultimate act of conservation, but when fish are feasting on their natural diet 
in a dredge plume, it is somehow biologically unimportant. A dredger who spends a 
month or two in a given section of river has fed a lot of fish. 
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FISH ARE SUCKED INTO A DREDGE AND KILLED 

This is very unlikely. Even the smallest of fish are nimble enough to avoid entrainment 
by a dredge nozzle. Fish routinely hover around a dredge nozzle, often closer than 12 
inches. When the dredge nozzle is moved toward them, they quickly dart out of the way. 

An experiment was done in 1981 whereby biologists intentionally fed 36 fish into a 
dredge to determine what harm would occur as a result of this entrainment. There was no 
mortality. All36 of the fish survived. The fish ranged in size from juveniles to adults. 
(It should also be noted that during that period of time, dredges were manufactured using 
the old "crash box" design.) This experiment is so profound and potentially unbelievable 
that I will cite it. (Griffith and Andrews: 1981). 

Recent biological opinion is that entrainment offish by a dredge is unlikely, and even if 
they should become entrained they will likely survive it. 

Dredging is a very visible form of mining. Dredgers do not crawl into a hole in the side 
of a mountain. They do not dig in a pit that is surrounded by a privacy fence. Their 
activity is out there for all to see. One can usually look down into a river and see their 
dredges floating on the water. There is often a visible plume trailing downstream from 
them. One can hear the distant drone of a lawnmower-sized engine, and if the stream is 
exceptionally clear one can often see the dredge hole and cobble pile that are underwater. 
Dredgers frequently park vehicles beside a roadway, near to where they are working. To 
some, this intrusion into nature is disturbing. However, at the same time, dredging is 
perhaps the most reversible form of gold mining that there is. The winter floods that 
occur after each dredging season obliterate virtually all traces of dredging activity. The 
dredge hole is completely filled in, the cobble pile is leveled, and the tailing pile is 
flattened and spread out, offering itself as a potential stable spawning site for years 
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CRITICAL INFORMATION PERTAINING 
TO 

SMALL SCALE MINERAL PROSPECTING AND 
MINING. 

The following information may be informative to the stakeholders for the 
process of developing the Gold and Fish Pamphlet, Washington State. 

EPA; ROYER, PRUSSIAN AND MINSHALL: 

"No difference between sediment composition within mined areas and 
those in reference areas particularly in the amount of deposited fines" 
'No downstream influence on bed morphology by dredge sediments' 
"This study was "Worst Case Scenario. 
Impacts by suction dredging are contained within mined areas persist 
for about 1 month after mining season. 

MOTHER LODE RESEARCH from California Final Environmental 
Impact Report. Suction Dredging, ffighbanking, and Sluicing. 

'Suction dredging did not do long term damage or cause significant 
overall loss of specie habitat or population compared to other uses. 
Suction dredging ranks far down on the list of environmental 
degradation causes.' 

High banking; 'not considered significantly adverse'. Takes place on 
gravel bars, gravel pits, etc. "Cannot return muddy water directly into 
the stream, to either a small settling pond or into the ground.' 

'Small sluices are not prohibited and neither are metal detectors. 

"However, in the face of changes of environmental degradation by a 
few, wiser heads in agencies have demanded FACTS. And when they've 
received facts have discovered there is NO single incidence of a 
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significant loss of species or their habitat due to prospecting thus 
discovering no reason to remove a RIGHT from a sector of the public." 

NEZ PERCE NATIONAL FORREST, 1997. 

1996 monitoring report on suction dredging: 
' Up to 8" dredges (1) 
'Mule Creek--dozen panners-Inspections did not show any 
problems." 
Conclusion; Per suction dredging--"very few problems were 
encountered directly related the dredging activity." 

RCW 77.55.231. 

'(1) Conditions imposed upon a permit must be REASONABLY related 
to the project. They must provide proper protection for fish life .. But 
the department may not impose conditions that attempt to optimize 
conditions for fish life that are out of proportion to the impact of the 
pr()posed project.' 

SOUTH DAKOTA MINING ASSOCIATION V LAWRENCE 
COUNTY. 

"The Federal Mining Act of 1872,30 U.S.C. subsection 21-22, prevented 
the County from enforcement of an ordinance to grant new or amended 
permits for surface metal mining on any claim in the Spearfish Canyon 
area." 
Also, .• Perez v Campbell, 1971, "Any state legislature which frustrates 
the full effectiveness of federal law is rendered invalid by the 
SUPREMACY CLAUSE regardless of the underlying purpose of its 
enactors. When it is impossible to comply with both the state and 
federal law, or where the state law stands as an obstacle to the 
accomplishment of the full purpose and objectives of Congress. 

Peters v Union Pacific R.R.Co, 1996. Congress codified its declaration 
of the federal government's policy towards mining: "Congress 
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declares •••••• policy of the Federal government in the national interest to 
FOSTER AND ENCOURAGE private enterprise in (1) the development 
of economically sound and stable domestic mining, minerals, metal and 
mineral reclamation industries, (2) the orderly and economic 
development of domestic resources, reserves, and reclamation of metals 
and minerals to help assure satisfaction of industrial, security, and 
environmental needs, (3, (4) .•.•• " 

The Mining Act provides for free and open exploration of public lands 
for valuable mineral deposits. 30 U.S.C. subsection 21a. 

The Supreme Court has stated that the Congressional intent underlying 
this section is to reward and encourage the discovery of economically 
valuable minerals located on public lands. 30 U.S.C. subsection 22. 

U.S. v Coleman, 1969. Congress ••••• "Locators of mineral deposits on 
federal lands under Subsection 22 shall have the EXCLUSIVE RIGHT 
to extract those minerals if they comply with Federal law and state laws 
that do not conflict with the Federal law." 

Congress-Purposes and objectives in the Mining Act: Include 
encouragement of exploration for and mining of valuable minerals 
located on Federal land, providing federal regulation of mining to 
protect the physical environment while allowing the efficient and 
economical extraction and use of minerals, and allowing state and local 
regulation of mining SO LONG AS SUCH REGULATION IS 
CONSISTENT WITH FEDERAL MINING LAW. 

Final Decision: SDMA v Lawrence County: "A local government 
cannot prohibit a lawful use of the sovereign's land that the superior 
sovereign itself permits and encourages. To do so OFFENDS both the 
PROPERTY CLAUSE AND THE SUPREMACY CLAUSE OF THE 
FEDERAL CONSTITUTION." 

"HARM"-EPA DEFINITION (FINAL). November 8, 1999. 

Section 9 of ESA-Makes it illegal to take an endangered species of fish 
of wildlife, "take" is to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, 
trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct. 
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NMF8-Interprets Harm ••• As an act which "ACTUALLY" KILLS OR 
INJURES fish or wildlife. Such an act may include significant habitat 
modification and degradation where it "ACTUALLY" KILLS OR 
INJURES fish or wildlife by significantly impairing behavioral patterns, 
including breeding, spawning, rearing, migrating, feeding, or sheltering. 

"NMFS is not seeking to impose a regulation that denies landowners 
economically viable use of their property." 

"NMF8-An act must be REASONABLY CERTAIN to impair 
essential behavioral patterns of listed species in order to constitute 
"HARM" within this definition. In all instances a causal link must be 
established between the habitat modification and the injury or death of 
listed species." 

"NFMS may permit non-federal parties to "TAKE" a listed species if 
such a taking is incidental to, and not the purpose of, an otherwise legal 
activity." 

FINAL DEFINITION-"Harm in the definition of"TAKE" in the 
ACT means an act which ACTUALLY KILLS OR INJURES fish and 
wildlife. Such an act may include significant habitat modification or 
degradation which ACTUALLY KILLS OR INJURES fish or wildlife 
by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns including, 
breeding, spawning, rearing, migrating, feeding, or sheltering." 

WDFW-:2003 MINER'S REQUEST FOR STUDIES ON PANNING, 
SLUICING, AND IDGHBANKING: 

WD FW, Carol Turcott (Information Office) "I am told that most likely 
there are not any studies on gold panning, sluicing or highbanking 
included in the department's Gold and Fish Pamphlet illes." 

TRACEY LLOYD, WDFW BIOLOGIST, REGION 2; SUMMARY
COMMENTS SUGGESTIONS FROM WASHINGTON 
PROSPECTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR REVISION OF GOLD 
AND FISH PAMPHLET. Post Rally, 2003. Dr. Peter Birch attended 
Rally of 2003. 
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Item #15. Eliminate DNR's lease requirements for DNR owned and 
managed lands for small-scale mining and prospecting if done 
consistent with the G and F Pamphlet. 

Item #19. Let's get rid of the 200' between excavation sites. What does 
this rule have to do for fish protection? 

Item #29. Reducing the embedded spawning habitat in some areas has 
been identified as needed in many "LIMITING FACTORS ANALYSIS 
REPORTS". 

Item #32. Compare how nozzle sizes were regulated in the Blue Book 
(1987) and the 1999 Gold and Fish Pamphlet. 

Item #44. De-regulate areas where fish aren't present, (type 4 and 5 
waters) exposed gravel bars, beaches, above fiSh barriers, etc from the 
Hydraulic Code. Tracey's Comment: "Sounds like a good idea to me 
and consistent with the purpose of the Hydraulic Code." 

Item #78. Make it CLEAR the Gold and Fish Pamphlet is not required 
for metal detectors. Place this statement on the front cover at the 
bottom, in different color lettering that stand out. 

NINTH COURT OF APPEALS (2005): 

The Court says; "Environmental activists must prove harm to species, 
not just allege it, to invoke the Endangered Species Act •••••• must present 
actual evidence that a species is likely to be harmed before an injunction 
can be issued against a property owner and that a lack of evidence of a 
past harm is indicative of the likelihood of future harm. Plaintiffs 
presented no evidence that bull trout were being harmed to support 
their claim." 

"The Ninth Circuit said that if the evidence shows a bull trout has not 
been harmed in 40 years, it isn't likely to be harmed in the next 40 
years." 

Bruce Beatty, Washington Miner's Council, G and F Stakeholder. 
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HIGHBANKING IS A RARE AND 
INFREQUENT, BUT TEMPORARY 
OCCURANCE! 

California v US, In 1989, The water user who puts the 
project water to beneficial use obtains a 'vested 
property interest' in the water right. 

Ickes v Fox, The principle of the proprietary interest in 
the project water right is in the project water users who 
put the water to beneficial use has bee reaffirmed by the 
Supreme court on 2 occasions (Nebraska v Wyoming 
and Nevada v U.S. 

Arizona v California-U.S. Supreme Court extended 
the "Reserved Rights Doctrine "to include other federal 
reservations-for the first time ever the U.S. Supreme 
collrt recognized federal proprietary water rights. 1980 
Indian and Federal Reserved Rights. 

30 u.s.c. 612. 
The federal Government has the right to manage the 
surface and "surface" resources on mining claims and 
sites located under the mining law after July 23 1955, 
and many claims located before that date. 

A state cannot override federal law. 



QUESTION: "IS THERE A MEMORANDUM OF 
UNDERSTANDING (MOU) BETWEEN THE U.S. 
AND WASHINGTON STATE FOR WATER 

·APPROPRIATION ON FEDERAL RESERVED 
LANDS?" 

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 2006. "Business 
Law .Today". 
A water right in the west is the right to take a quantity 
ofwater either from a surface water body ... and to use 
that water for a beneficial purpose. Once used for a 
beneficial purpose, a water right becomes ''vested" to 
the property on which the water is used. Once vested 
the property in perpetuity, regardless of ownership, 
provided the use remains unchanged and continues 
without abatement. This is known as the "Prior 
Appropriations doctrine". 

Special words 

Implied, Impliedity. 
Non-consumptive v Consumptive. 
Hydraulically connected to stream, provides upwelling 
for eggs and sac-fry. 
9 Miners inches. 
Current Gold and Fish Pamphlet authorizes 'minor 
hydraulic. projects. 
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Carol Piening, Environmental Planner 
Aquatic Resources 
1111 Washington St. SE 
Olympia, Wa. 98504-7027 

Subject: Wa. DNR HCP Proposal. 

Dear Carol 

November 14, 2006. 

To begin with, I am a small-scale miner/prospector that may be impacted by this HCP. 
This HCP, ifl understand things correctly, refers to only historical navigable rivers and 
their 'historical' channels. It is extremely rare that a small-scale miner will mine for 
precious minerals in these waters but may mine for gold and precious minerals in the 
tributaries of such navigable waterways. I have attended a DNR Olympia workshop, a 
DNR meeting at the Pierce County Library and then most recently a scoping meeting in 
Seattle, Washington hosted by NOAA. Having done so, I see NO application of small 
scale mining as a category to be included in the HCP formulating process, when all is 
said and done, this issue is thoroughly covered by current WDFW HCP formulation and 
resultant Gold and Fish Pamphlet. Also, having engaged many WDFW Commissioners, 
Legislators, Agency persomiel (DNR and DOE) concerning this subject, it has yet to be 
related to me that there is any "takings" be it killing of fish and aquatic species or even 
causing "harm" as NOAA described harm last Wednesday night. 

CONFUSION: The Dictionary definition of prospecting is (Funk and Wagnel's College 
Dictionary): "Prospector is one who searches or examines a "region" for mineral deposits 
or precious stones." In the State of Washington, DNR "Mineral Leasing on 
Department-Managed Uplands", Jan. 16, 2004, the definition is by leasing a parcel with a 
lot of requirements that are out ofthe realm ofthe small-scale prospector/miner. DNR 
NEEDS TO ACCOMMODATE THE SMALL SCALE PROSPECTOR WITH 
OUT FFES OR CONTRACTS IN ORDER TO ALLOW HIM/HER TO LOCATE 
MINERAL DEPOSITS 'PRIOR' TO MORE INTENSIVE EVALUATION 
TECHNIQUES THAT REQl)lRE A CONTRACT OR NEED FOR A MINIMUM 
OF $2,000,000.00 LIABILITY INSURANCE PLAN. In other words he/she needs to 
'locate' the parcel first, using small scale mining and prospecting techniques. Otherwise, 
DNR is not allowing the search of minerals thus stifling the economic mission of DNR 
and the State of Washington. 

Take note: The Fraser Institute Survey Results Rank Best and Worst Mining Locales. 
[See Enclosure] "Current local (state) policy environment encourages or discourages 
exploration. Washington and California rank at the bottom in the world rankings. 
Washington is missing out on high-paying mining jobs, payroll and sales taxes, and 
additional service related jobs and taxes generated from mining operations. 
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These two categories will try to inform you more about small scale mining through a 
listing of a few irrefutable facts. These two categories are scientific and legal in nature, 
they are: 

SCIENCE BASED; 
FACT: Suction Dredge Mining (SDM) has been studied for over forty years with plenty 
of peer reviewed articles. One of the latest is by Peter B. Bayley, (You received a copy 
last Wednesday). All studies have shown to date, the ONLY "long term" 
environmental effects detected from SDM were beneficial in nature. 

FACT: The use of a suction dredge is the BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE for the 
removal of mercury and lead from active streams, Mercury is a "locatable mineral and we 
have a right to mine it. 

FACT: WDFW indicates that there is no science for panning, sluicing, gold wheels 
rocker boxes, etc, etc, but there is for SDM. These small scale mining and prospecting 
techniques are NOT regulated in other states. This action by WDFW in the formulation 
of the current Gold and Fish Pamphlet is a violation ofRCW 34. 05. 

FACT: Turbidity is a measurement of the cloudiness of water, not a measurement of 
pollution. Pollutants may be in the turbidity but it WAS NOT ADDED to the 
environment. See the study WDOE did on the Similkimeen River at the 2004 Miners 
Rally, Oroville, Wa. 

FACT: SDM is an extraction and removal activity, and therefore does not ADD 
Pollutants to the water body. 

FACT: As stated above in the first paragraph of this Science Based section, this includes 
enhancement of fish habitat, aquatic insect life, the overall health of the river or stream, 
and actual improvement in river and stream bed morphology. 

FACT: Salmon redds are a poor location for SDM because there are much better places 
to look for heavy minerals. SDM piles do not appear to occupy a significant portion of 
available spawning habitat. Fish eggs and yolk sac fry are protected by seasonal 
regulations that keep small scale suction dredges out of the rivers and streams. 

FACT: Entrainment is non existent onjuvenile and adult fish. However, developing 
eggs of salmonids are significantly adversely affected by entrainment through the suction 
dredge. 

FACT: Colonies of invertebrates generally re-colonize areas disturbed by SDM within a 
relatively short period of time ranging from one to two months .. Impacts to benthic 
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invertebrate communities, from SDM, appear to be less than significant. THEY ARE 
USUALLY LOCALIZED AND TEMPORARY IN DURATION. 

FACT: A SD Miner will only average 4-5 hours per day in the operation, processing 1-3 
cubic yards of stream bed material. Approximately 20% of a cubic yard will actually 
pass through the suction nozzle. The other rocks and boulders must be moved by hand. 
Actual substrate per hour is about 2% of manufactured maximum rating. 

FACT: Dr. Peter B. Bayley, Dept of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University, 
"Cumulative Effects Analysis" on the effects of suction dredging forest wide, 2003. Dr. 
Bayley concluded: 

1. "The statistical analysis did not indicate that suction dredge mining has no effect 
on the three responses measured, but rather any effect that may exist could not be 
detected at the commonly used type I error rate of 0.05." 

2. "The reader is reminded ofthe effect of scale. Localized, short-term effects of 
SDM have been documented in a qualitative sense. However, on the scales 
occupied by fish populations such local disturbances would need a strong 
cumulative intensity of many operations to have a measurable effect." 

3. Dr Bayley concluded ... "Given that this analysis could not detect an effect 
averaged over good and bad miners and that a more powerful study would be very 
expensive, it would seem that public money would be better spent on encouraging 
compliailce with current guidelines than on further study". 

FACT: I recall that I read one study conducted by the US Army Corps ofEngineers and 
the conclusion was that this subject ofSDM need not be studied further. 

FACT: Hardened eyed cutthroat,.rainbow and chinook salmon eggs survive passage 
through the dredge. 

FACT: Fish occupy dredge pools during low flows in the summer. 

FACT: Dredging displaces invertebrates rather than eliminating them. 

FACT: The activity of dredging provides rough elements for winter protection for fry., 
for foraging territories, therefore providing rearing habitat. 

FACT: Fish avoid gravels that were tightly cemented. 

FACT: Juvenile fish preferentially avoid high suspended sediment concentrations in silty 
streams, seems fish have evolved behavioral and physiological adaptations to survive 
short term elevated conditions by natural spates and floods. SDM is very short term 
compared to natural spates and floods. 

FACT: 8"-10" dredges failed to reach turbidity levels of more than 5 NTU's at 500' 
behind the dredge, therefore, complied with Alaska State Regulations. "Therefore, 
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suction dredging appears to have no measurable effect on the chemistry of the Forty Mile 
River within this study area." 

FACT: Steelhead and salmon seek out dredge turbidity plumes to feed upon dislodged 
invertebrates eve11 though clear water was available nearby. 

FACT: High winter flows fill in dredge holes, disperse tailing piles, moved silts and 
sediments for channel maintenance and also forming and reforming bars and riffles and 
obliterating most dredge holes and tailing piles. 

FACT: Dredged areas have increased inter-gravel permeability and Thomas found no 
significant change below dredge areas. 

FACT: If natural spawning substrate is in short supply a large proportion of redds may 
be located on dredge tailings. 

FACT: Increased water depth can provide fish refuge from predatory birds. 

LEGAL BASED: The following facts and items are to be kept mindful by not only the 
miner but also by the regulating agencies. I feel that by the time you have exhausted your 
research of the following a conclusion by the DNR agency would be that there is ample 
protection for endangered and listed as threatened species and their habitat. DNR simply 
needs not to add another layer. 

Constitution ofthe State of Washington; Article XXI, Water and Water Rights, section 1. 
Public Use of Water. The use of waters of this state for irrigation, mining and 
manufacturing purposes shall be deemed a public use. 

1872 MINING ACT, (Title 30 U.S.C. Chap 2 sec 22) as amended, ... "Nothing contained 
in this act shall be construed to impair, in any way, rights or interests in mining property 
acquired under existing laws. This act allows mining and prospecting to be allowed on 
public lands by STATUTE. Refer also to 36 C.F.R. 261.1 (4); 36 C.F.R. 251.50; 36 
C.F.R. 228 (A); 43 C.F.R. 1800; 43 C.F.R. 3000; U.S.F.S. manual2811.5 (6) paragraph 
4.2813.14. 

SHB 1565, 1997, Small Scale Prospecting and Mining-Revisions. "The Legislature 
finds that small scale prospecting and mining: (1) Is an important part of the heritage of 
the state; (2) provides economic benefits to the state; and (3) CAN BE CONDUCTED 
IN A MANNER THAT IS BENEFICIAL TO FISH HABITAT AND FISH 
PROPAGATION. Now, therefore, the legislature declares that small scale prospecting 
and mining shall be REGULATED IN THE LEAST BURDENSOME MANNER 
THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH THE STATE'S FISH MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
AND THE FEDERAL ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT." This law was directed to the 
WDFW, not Department ofNatural Resources. From this act came the current Gold and 
Fish Pamphlet. 



40 C.F.R. 131.12 (1993); Ensures existing in-stream uses and the level ofwater quality 
necessary to protect the existing uses shall be maintained and protected, that the state 
standards be sufficient to maintain existing uses of navigable waters ... "33 U.S. C. 
1313©(2)(a) "A state water quality standard shall consist ofthe designated uses ofthe 
'navigable waters involved and the water quality criteria for such waters based upon such 
uses." 

Idaho Watersheds Project vs Veri Jones, Rancher, NINTH CIRCUIT COURT, 4/25/05. 
The Ninth Circuit Court overturned the District courts decision and rules that courts 
cannot defer to environmentalists' mere assertion of harm to a species. The court 
reversed and remanded the case to the lower court for trial to consider the evidence and 
lack of evidence presented. The Court has clarified the type of evidence that must be 
demonstrated in order for an environmental plaintiff to obtain an injunction under the 
ESA. "The Ninth Circuit said that if the evidence shows bull trout has not been harmed 
in 40 years, it isn't likely to be harmed in the next 40 years certainly not likely enough to 
support an injunction shutting off the Joneses' water." 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act, (CWA). Under the act Congress quite literally said 
MINING ACTVITIES, MINtNG OPERATIONS, HYDRAULIC MINING AND 
DREDGES as ALL BEING NONPOINT SOURCES though they all have channels 
through which values flow and are captured. Senator Musk:ie in debate on CW A, S 2770 
(the bill for CW A) Section 304( e) calls upon the Administrator (EPA) to issue 
information to the States and other Federal agencies on PROCESSES, PROCEEDURES, 
AND METHODS FOR CONTROLLING POLLUTION RESULTING, in general, 
FROM NONPOINT SOURCES, INCLUDING AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES, 
MINING OPERATIONS, CONSTRUCTION WORK, AND OTHER SOURCES. 

Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 564 (1963). This case reserved to each state the 
exclusive use ofthe waters ofher own tributaries. There are enough U.S. Supreme Court 
cases out there as well as prior statutes to show that he states have definite jurisdictional 
rights within its borders. The states have definite jurisdiction over the lakes and 
tributaries to the navigable waters. 33 C>F>R> 328.3(a)(3) (1993). "The Government 
must prove that these waters have some potential connection with interstate commerce." 
"The Army Corps of Engineers exceeded it congressional authorization under the CW A, 
and that, for this reason 33 C.F.R. 328.3(a)(3) (1993) is invalid. Therefore the Corps 
cannot include intrastate waters that need have nothing to do with navigable or interstate 
waters, expands the statutory phrase ''waters of the U.S." beyond it definitional limit. 
Congress originally did put tributaries in the CW A. Congress has since removed that out 
ofthe CWA. 

U.S. v. State of Oregon, 295 U.S. 1 (1995), "The waters between the meander line 
boundary were not navigable in the fact on the date of admission to Oregon to the Union, 
or afterward, on his finding of fact: 'Neither trade nor travel did then or at any time since 
has or could or can move over said Divisions, or any of them, in their natural or ordinary 
condition according to the customary modes of trade or travel over water; nor was any of 
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them on February 14, 1859, nor has any of them since been used or susceptible ofbeing 
used in the natural or ordinary condition of them as permanent or other highways of 
channels for useful or other commerce."' 

Title 30 Mineral Lands and Mining, Chapter 15 Surface Resources, Subchapter II Mining 
Claims 612 (b) Reservations in the United States to use the surface and surface resources 
show that, Congress supports the states right and jurisdiction over state waters in the 
public lands for unpatented mining claims:30 U.S.C. 612 (b) "Provide further, that 
nothing in this subchapter and sections 601 and 603 of this title shall be construed as 
affecting or intended to affect or in any way interfere with or modify THE LAWS OF 
THE STATES which lie wholly or in part westward of the ninety-eighth meridian [West 
of th.e Mississippi] relating to the ownership, control appropriations, use and distribution 
of ground or surface waters within any unpatented mining claim," 

In SW ANCC, the Supreme Court held that the Army Corps of Engineers had exceeded 
its authority in asserting CW A jurisdiction pursuant to section 404 (a) over isolated, 
·intrastate, non navigable waters under 33 CFR 328 (a) (3) based upon their preamble to 
the "Migratory Bird Rule', 51 FR 41217 (1986). 

Supreme Court Case No. 02-626, March 20,2004. "South Florida Water Management 
District v. Miccosukee Tribe of Indians." The Court stated the fundamental premise that 
water diversions within the same water system would not require an NPDES permit. 
Water from the same body of water doesn't add a pollutant since it is like a pot of soup. 
Stirring doesn't change anything. CWA requires an NPDES only when a pollutant is 
added to navigable waters. 

NOTE: If EPA is defmite that we are point sources and must be regulated under 
NPDES ... what processes, procedures and operating methods have EPA found for 
our activity to eliminate or reduce discharging pollutants (which is every thing 
coming off the end of your sluice box? They have none! 

Within the CW A the Congress specifically identified under section 306 National 
Standards of Performance which were intended for new sources of pollution in 28 
industries that reflected the greatest degree of 'effiuent reduction' that could be achieved 
by use of the 'latest available control technology'. The scope of what Congress actually 
authorized to be regulated under the Act which consisted of "plants" and "facilities" that 
are fixed locations with outfall channels or pipes. 

CW A. "Present water pollution control programs concentrate on the control of pollutants 
PLACED IN surface waters; on the assumption that to control these INPUTS will assure 
desireable qualities in the ground waters." 

James O'Dell of EPA in Cincinatti , Ohio reinforces the position that no NPDES 
permitting is required for small scale suction dredging, only required for any thing over 
50,000 cubic yards. 



For suction. dredges operations to require a NPDES permit, five elements must be 
present: (1) a pollutant (other than dredged offill material must be (2) added (3) to 
navigable waters (4) from (50 a point source. 

Appalachian Power Case. "Those constituents occurring naturally in the waterways or 
occurring as a result of other industrial discharges, do not constitute an addition of 
pollutants by a plant through which they pass." 

"Moving pollutants within the same general area within a water segment does not involve 
an "introduction" of pollutants just as the EPA itself has argued successfully before the 
Court that concerning Section 402 NPDES permits that addition from a point source 
occurs "only if the point source itself physically introduces a pollutant into water from 
the OUTSIDE WORLD". (Gorsuch Case). Congress stated, "It is the national goal 
that the discharge of pollutants into the navigable waters be eliminated by 1985" 
and "it is the national policy that the discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts 
be prohibited". 

Within EPA NPDES regulations (TITLE 40, PART 122, SUBPART C Sec 122.45 (g) 
whereby pollutants in "influent" would not require technological elimination from 
"emuent": "if the discharger demonstrates that the intake water is drawn from the 
same body ofwater into which the discharge is made." Congressional intent did not 
state: no person shall discharge "pollution" but rather "pollutants." 

EPA: "Beneficiation is the initial attempt at liberating and concentrating the valuable 
mineral from the extracted ore. This is typically performed by employing various 
crushing, grinding, and froth floatation techniques. 
NOTE: BY IN LARGE, SMALL SCALE MINING TECHNIQUES INVOLVING THE 
USE OF WATER IS A GRAVITATION EXTRACTION METIIOD, NOT 
BENEFICIATION. 

With in the Act is SECTION 302 which is a section dealing with Water Quality Effluent 
Limitations because other limitations, technological or performance based, are NOT 
applicable because EPA had determined in 1985 that operations that processed 1,500 
cubic yards annually or dredges that processed less than 50,000 cubic yards annually 
were exempt from the technological limit of .2ml/1 they applied to larger operations and 
there is no technology available either. The Bayley study shows that our activity is 
statistically not even detectable. 

In a nutshell, calling fallback discharge a "pollutanf' in 402 where the courts have stated 
it's not under 404 (based upon Congressional intent of the CW A) is inconsistent with the 
CWA as a whole. If Congress under the CW A specifically defines "dredged materials" 
as non-pollutants, then the state is barred from claiming that it does pollute ground water 
or surface waters (because that would redefine this type of waste discharge). The state 
cannot legally call suction dredging clay or any other naturally occurring or preexisting 
dirt or gravel a pollutant in order to force regulatory control and jurisdiction because (1) 
It was not introduced by the act of dredging and (2) it is not listed as a pollutant under 33 
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U.S.C. 1362 (6), and to do so otherwise would conflict with the definitions laid out in the 
federal statute. 

"Industrial waste" means any liquid, gaseous, radioactive or solid waste substance or 
combination thereof resulting from any process of industry, manufacturing, trade or 
business, or from the development or recovery of any natural resources. Waste is further 
refined to mean, "Sewage, industrial wastes, and all other liquid, gaseous, solid, 
radioactive or other substances which will or may cause pollution or tend to cause 
pollution of any waters of the state." Further, "Pollution or water pollution 
means ... turbidity, silt ... into any waters of the state, which will or tend to ... create a 
public nuisance or .... injurious to public health, safety or welfare, or to recreational or 
other benefid.al uses or to .... fish or other aquatic life or habitat thereof." 

Turbidity is not pollution since pollution is defined as the addition of something from the 
outside world. DE-MINIMUS amounts of turbidity as a result of incidental fallback is 
not pollution that is subject to a permitting process. U.S. v. Lambert, 18 Env't Rep. Cas. 
(BNA) 1294, 1981 WL 14886 (M.D.Fla. 1981), affd, 695 F. 536 (11th Cir. 1083), the 
court stated that back-spill from excavation "does not constitute the discharge of a 
pollutant" [under the Act], when the dredge spoil simply falls back into the area from 
which it has just been taken. Such an event cannot reasonably be considered to be the 
addition of a pollutant." 

Is the question of"point source" or "non-point source" really relevant since this seems to 
say we are not "adding" any pollutants? (on the plus side we are removing toxic heavy 
metals, like mercury and lead.) Small scale mining, therefore, to me, that the activity is 
exempt from the CW A, certainly section 404 and likely 402 since the law specifies 
"ADDITION" and what the small scale miner/dredger is doing is 
"SUBTRACTION". 

Joseph Green, Research Biologist, retired EPA Employee has concluded that "the 
issue of localized conflict with suction dredgers and other outdoor recreational 
activities can be put to a more reasonable perspective .•. the total acreage of all 
analyzed claims related to the total acres of water shed is about 0.2 percent [2/lOths 
percent]/ the percentage of land area within riparian zones on the Siskiyou National 
Forest occupied by mining claims is estimated to be only 0.1 percent •.• THE ISSUE 
AGAINST SUCTION DREDGING IN THE STREAMS OF THE U.S. APPEARS 
TO BE LESS AN ISSUE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND MORE OF 
AN ISSUE OF CERTAIN ORGANIZED INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS BEING 
UNWILLING TO SHARE THE OUTDOORS WITHOUT LIKE INTEREST." 

On the federal level the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, RCRA describes that 
tailings from gravity separation are non-hazardous. 

The only condition of water that is identified specifically by congress is HEAT. 



In Gorsuch~ The District of Columbia Circuit addressed the issue of whether water 
quality changes caused by dams must be regulated under the NPDES system. The EPA 
argued as in Gorsuch, as it does here, that for NPDES requirements to apply, dam-caused 
water quality changes must result from the 'addition' of pollutants. EPA also argued, as 
it does here, that there can be no addition unless a source ''physically introduces a 
pollutant into water from the outside world." The Gorsuch court reviewed whether 
EPA's construction of the term "added" was reasonable. It found that CW A logically 
permitted EPA's construction of"added", that Congress had in all likelihood given 
the EPA discretion to deime the term "added", and that the EPA construction was 
not "manifestly unreasonable." 

EPA's Section 402 treatment of the Ludington (dam) facility's wastewater, far from 
evincing irrational or arbitrary agency behavior, represents a reasonable distinction 
between those pollutants already in the water moved and transformed by the essential 
operation of a hydroelectric power dam and those waste products "added" to the water by 
tangential process in generating electricity. 

Because of the Equal-footing and the Submerged land Act the states have sovereign 
authority over lands beneath navigable waters. This includes the minerals and aquatic 
life, but this does not include the beds of streams in the public lands. If a miner has a 
valid claim then he would OWN those minerals. The controls of the non-navigable 
waters are the states concern. This includes water quality, but the state does not own the 
beds of these streams, and any permit requirements for public benefit must be consulted 
with those affected, ORS 517.125. Also, the beds of streams in the public lands are 
managed by the Federal land management agencies. 

40 CFR 440 Subpart M is the rule that implements the CW A for placer gold mining 
operations that process more than 1,500 yards per year and dredges that process more the 
50,000 yards per year. In the preamble to the revision of 40 CFR Subpart M, (FR Vol. 53 
No. 100 Tuesday May 24 1988 rules and regulation), The Regulatory Flexibility Act was 
the authority quoted to continue to EXEMPT small scale gold placer mining from the 
requirements ofthe CWA (and NPDES). ''the provisions ofthis subpart Mare not 
applicable to any mines of beneficiations process which process less than 1 ,500 cubic 
yards of ore per year or to dredges which process less than 50,000 cubic yards of ore per 
year." The EPA explains this very clearly in the document: Technical Resources 
Document, Volume 6 Gold Placer 1994, "The size of a placer mining operation 
determines whether or not it is subject to compliance with the CW A administered by the 
EPA under 40 CFR 440 Subpart M. Mines handling less than 1,500 cubic yards per year 
and dredges handling less than 50,000 cubic yards annually are exempted from effluent 
guidelines," The EPA also states, "Small scale extraction methods include panning, 
and suction dredging ..• [these] extraction methods employ the basic principle of 
gravity separation," ••• Technology- based limitations specifically applicable to the 
gold placer mine subcategory of the Ore Mining and Dressing Point Source 
Category are codified in 40 CFR 440 Subpart M. These standards are only 
applicable to LARGE PLACER MINING OPERATIONS (deimed as mines which 



beneficiate more than 1,500 cubic yards of ore per year). There are no regulations 
under the CW A specific to small scale placer mine operations." 

On the Public Lands managed by Federal authority, the MULTIPLE USE LAND ACT 
gives to mining precedence over other uses, but will allow other non-conflicting 
beneficial use of the waters as well. In addition, dredgers remove mercury and lead and 
collect lures, fish hooks, fishing line left behind by previous era miners and fishermen. 
Dredgers leave deep, cold holes in the stream bottom for fish to hold in when stream 
temperatures rise or in winter freeze over. 

In 2001 a seminar took place to test the accuracy of turbidimeters. Joseph Green, a 
retired EPA biologist testified that approximately six ( 6) manufacturers attended the 
seminar, and in blind studies with the factory representatives operating the turbidimeters, 
the turbidimeters were found to have an error rate of at least 30%. 

Lastly: Congressional intent concerning moving small volumes of materials (Pollutants 
already within Waters of the U.S.). Senator Domenici stated that ''we never intended 
under subsection 404 that the Corps of Engineers be involved in the daily lives of our 
farmers, realtors, people involved in forestry ,anyone that is moving a little bit of earth 
anywhere in this country that might have an impact on navigable streams." Senate 
Debate, id.at 924. Both the Senator and the Courts recognized that the waters could have 
an altered form and effect from certain point sources but that they were not intended to be 
regulable under the CWA. To briefly state the issue before us, suction dredges IN 
THE PROCESS OF EXCAVATION divert water including pre-existing pollutants 
that have previously been introduced into waters of the U.S. from non-point sources 
or point sources (as the case may be) and divert the "influent" through a discreet 
conveyance (a channel) that is partially or wholly submerged within the same water 
segment whereby heavy particles (some ofwhich are desirable elements) are 
trapped by gravity as the flow through. 

It is hoped that the above basic SCIENTIFIC FACTS and the basic LEGAL FACTS 
presented above will be helpful in determining the "need" for concern by DNR in the 
allowance of Small-Scale mining and Prospecting on State owned lands. Again, in the 
light that WDFW is conduction new rule making processes for the next Gold and Fish 
Pamphlet and another HCP, I feel that it is prudent of the Agency to NOT concern 
themselves with the activity known as small-scale mining and prospecting as it is wholly 
de-minimus in stature. Duplication of effort by state agencies is not likely to benefit the 
State of Washington and serve the public good. 

Bruce M. Beatty, Small Scale Miner/Prospector, Available for questions and testimony. 
4602 Alameda Ave. West 
University Place, Wa. 98466 
(2530564-0954 
Fax (253)564-1674, bruce@inlinks.net, 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

OAKLAND DNISION 

KARUK TRIBE OF CALIFORNIA, 

Plaintift; 

v. 

UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE, eta/., 

Defendants. 

21 I, Joseph C. Greene, declare as follows: 

Case No. 04-4275 (SBA) 

DECLARATION OF JOSEPH C. GREENE 
IN OPPOSmON TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Date: 
Trrne: 
Ctnn: 

June 21, 2005 
1:00p.m. 
3, 3d Floor 

Judge: Hon. Saundra B. Armstrong 

22 1. I am a research biologist. I live in Philomath, Oregon. I worked for about 32 years as a 

23 research biologist for the United States Environmental Protection Agency, starting when that 

24 agency was known as the Federal Water Quality Agency, and I retired from the E.P A. in 2002. 

25 Among other assignments, I measured and evaluated water soluble toxicants from Superfund sites. 

26 I spent about four years during my career with the E.P A. serving as a faculty member at Oregon 

27 State University in Corvallis, Oregon on an intergovernmental exchange program and developed a 

28 program and a laboratory for the practice of ecotoxicology, the science of detennining the toxicity 
I 
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1 of samples of effluents and other materia1s by measuring the reaction of living organism 

2 assemblages to such samples. I have served as a chairman of testing committees for the American 

3 Society for Testing and Materials. I have chaired a number of international symposia, workshops, 

4 and congresses in my field as well as been an invited speaker to numerous national and international 

5 professional scientific meetings in my field My full resume, which also lists my publicafuns, is 

6 fourteen pages long. 

7 2. I have reviewed the declaration ofToz Soto filed in support of the plaintiff's summary 

8 judgment in the above-captioned lawsuit as well as the ''Summru.y ofFishery Issues Concerning 

9 Suction Dredge Mining'' prepared by Jon Grunbaun and dated April 20, 2005. 

10 3. The papers authored by Mr. Grunbaum and Mr. Soto are rife with qualif)ring statements. 

11 Examples are, "could", "could be", "appear to be", "are quite possible", "assume", ''may not be", 

12 and "should be." These are not scientific statements and in general represent subjective opinions. I 

13 will try to provide answers to many of the comments that they expressed using scientific data :from 

14 the literature and information :from State and Federal Agencies involved with regulating mining 

15 practices and protecting elements in the freshwater environment. 

16 4. Geographical Scale of Small-Scale Suction Dredging I would like to begin my discussion 

17 of the effects of small-scale mining, using suction dredging techniques, by emphasizing the scale of 

18 the activities. It has been observed that environmentalists opposing suction dredging use data 

19 gleaned :from reports that studied effects of environmental perturbations that are occurring on a 

20 system-wide basis. For example, they would characterize the affects of turbidity from a suction 

21 dredge as if it would impact downstream organisms in a manner that system-wide high water flow 

22 events might This approach is entirely inconsistent with the way in which suction dredges operate 

23 or generally impact their downstream environment 

24 5. The California Department ofFish and Game (1997) descnbed typical dredging activities as 

25 follows' "An individual suction dredge operation affects a relatively small portion of a stream or 

26 river. A recreational suction dredger (represerting 90-percent of all dredgers) may spend a total of 

27 four to eight hours per day in the water dredging an area of 1 to 10 square meters. The average 

28 number ofhours is 5.6 hours per day. The remaining time is spent working on equipment and 
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1 processing dredged material. The area or length of river or streambed worked by a single suction 

2 dredger, as compared to total river length, is relatively small compared to the total available area." 

3 Exhibit 1 to this declaration is the bibliography or list of the sttdies and other documents cited in 

4 my declaration. 

5 6. Mr. Grunbaum cited a report by a USFS Technical team. I am not certain if it is the same 

6 study, but I have one that is an Oregon Siskiyou National Forest Dredge Study. In chapter 4, 

7 Environmental COnsequences, some perspective is given to small-scale mining. "The average claim 

8 size is 20 acres. Th~ total acreage of all analyzed claims related to the total acres of watershed is 

9 about 0.2 percent. The average stream width reflected in the analysis is abott 20 feet or less and the 

10 average mining claim is 1320 feet in length. The percentage ofland area within riparian zones on 

11 the Siskiyou National Forest occupied by mining claims is estimated to be only 0.1 percent." The 

12 report goes on to say, "Over the past 10 years, approximately 200 suction dredge operators per 

13 season operate on the Siskiyou National Forest" (SNF, 2001). 

14 7. A report from the U.S. Forest Service, Siskiyou National Forest (Cooley, 1995) answered 

15 the frequently asked question, "How much material is moved by annual mining suction dredge 

16 activities and how much does this figure compare with the natural movem~t of such materials by 

17 surface erosion and mass movement?" The answer was that suction dredges moved a total of2,413 

18 cubic yards for the season. Cooley (1995) used the most conservative values and estimated that the 

19 Siskiyou National Forest would move 331,000 cubic yards of material each year from natural 

20 causes .. Compared to the 2413 (in-stream) cubic yards re-located by suction mining operations the 

21 movement rate by suction dredge mining would equal about 0. 7% of natural rates. 

22 8. Clearwater National Forest, Final Biological Opinion and Magnuson-Stevens Act 

23 Essential Fish Habitat Consultation for the 2003. Mr. Grunbaum stated that, "The Siskiyou NF 

24 over the hill in S. Oregon and the Clearwater NF in Idaho have both determined that there are 

25 significant issues associated with dredging - and have embarked on EIS processes to analyze 

26 suction dredging effects." I have previously mentioned some comments from the Siskiyou National 

27 Forest Now let us examine what was determined and published in the Final Biological Opinion 

28 and Magnuson-Stevens Act Essential Fish Habitat Consultation for the 2003 Recreational Suction 
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1 Dredging in Lolo Creek (NOAA, 2003). ''The reviewers (inCluding NOAA, Idaho Fisheries, and 

2 USFWS) observed that the dredge mining had little physical effect on the stream channel beyond 

3 the immediat~ areas where gravels were either dredged or deposit~d." The report made the 

4 following additional comments: 

5 9. Comment: .. The best areas for locating gold are generally not the best salmonid habitat. For 

6 example, miners prefer to dredge in the upstream end of pools, in seams and pockets of exposed 

7 bedrock, and sometimes on the inside of river bends where the current begins to slow and heavier 

8 materials accumulate; 

9 10. Comment: Ocean conditions are a key :fuctor in the productivity ofNorthwest salmonid 

10 populations, and appear to have been in a low phase of the cycle for some time and are likely an 

11 important contributor to the decline in many stocks; 

12 11. Comment: When considered in the context of a stream with spawning areas spread over 

13 several miles, the amount ofthe habitat temporarily altered by the activity is small; 

14 12. Comment: Griffith and Andrews (1981) observed high mortality ofrninbow trout eggs and 

15 fry that were intentionally passed through a suction dredge. Old style suction dredges that were used 

16 in earlier studies had a crash box or header box at the head of the sluice to slow and spread the 

17 suctioned material before it went through the slice box. New dredges don't have this feature 

18 (NOAA, 2003). The crash box has been removed. Water now arrives at the head of the sluice 

19 where the hose diameter flares (widens) to about 3 to 4-times the width of the suction hose. This 

20 causes the water velocity to drop and flow directly over the riffles and off the end of the sluice box; 

21 13. Comment: Juvenile steelhead could be attracted to the outfull from the suction dredges if 

22 benthic invertebrates are dislodged and passed through .the dredge. If this were to occur the 

23 likelihood of entrainment is not likely to increase, since juveniles would congregate on the 

24 downstream side of the outfull, which is too fur from suction nozzle for fish to become entrained; 

'25 14. Comment: When intentionally passed through a suction dredge juvenile and adult rninbow 

26 trout all survived (Griffith and Andrew, 1981 ); 

27 

28 
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1 15. Comment: Dredges are generally operated in environments where the stream energy is too 

2 high fur steelhead fry or fingerlings (which seek to conserve energy in slower water), and the 

3 substrate is too coarse for redds; 

4 16. Comment: There have been no reported incidents of juvenile steelhead or salmon being 

5 sucked into a dredge nozzle; and 

6 17. Comment: It does not appear that food availability would appreciably change as a result of 

7 dredging (NOAA, 2003). 

8 18. Research has found the feeding ability and health of sculpin and salmonids are not 

9 significantly impaired by the increased turbidity of suction dredging (Hassler T J., W L. Somer and 

10 G.R Stern, 1986). 

11 19. While significant increases in turbidity can stress juvenile salmonids, especially through gill 

12 irritation, it would not likely cause mortality (Bash, J., C. Berman and S. Bolton, 2001 ). 

13 20. Short-term impacts to juvenile steelhead trout could occtr (in Lolo Creek, Idaho) during the 

14 dredging season from fish being displaced away from dredging activity and from localized 

15 reductions in macroinvertebrate food availability. There could also be a temporary food abundance 

16 due to displacement of aquatic invertebrates out of the substrate. 

17 21. The Biological Opinion for suction dredging in Lolo Creek (USFWS, 2003) stated that the 

18 18 projects proposed for 2003 suction dredging would not likely jeopardize the continued existence 

19 of the Snake River steelhead. The potential even for cumulative impacts from many years of small-

20 scale suction dredge operations is minimal. 

21 22. Occasional fish may be killed (i.e., "eggs, lmvae, immature fish, salmonid alevins, juvenile 

22 salmonids''). The Forest Service in consultation with regulatozy agencies has determined that this 

23 mortality would not threaten the survival of any threatened or endangered species (CNF, 

24 2004). 

25 23. Causes of the Declines in Aquatic Animal Populations. It is implicit in statements found 

26 in Grunbaum's paper, such as: ''Considering the uncertainty surrounding dredging effects, the 

27 declines in many aquatic animal populations, and increasing public scrutiny of management 

28 decisions, the cost of assuming that human activities such as suction dredging cause no harm 
5 
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1 deserves strong consideration by decision makers", that small-scale suction dredgers are an 

2 important contribution to the decline in "aquatic animal populations". 

3 24. These inferences ignore current scientific knowledge. For example, it was stated in the 

4 NOAA Idaho Suction Dredge Study (NOAA, 2003) that, ''Ocean conditions are a key factor in the 

5 productivity ofNorthwest salmonid populations, and appear to have been in a low phase of the 

6 cycle for some time and are likely an important contributOr to the decline of many stocks". 

7 25. A study representing the first paleolimnological analysis of past sockeye salmon population 

8 dynamics (approximately 500 years) was performed in a stained nursery lake (Packer Lake, 

9 Alaska). Result of the investigation "suggest that the number of sockeye salmon spawners 

10 fluctuated widely; Comparison of temporal shifts in infe"ed sockeye salmon abundancefrom 

11 Packer Lake with other Clearwater nursery lakes reveals a broadly consistent pattern, likely 

12 influenced by past climatic changes (Gregory-Eaves, Finney, Douglas and Smo~ 2004). 

13 26. A report out of the National Center for Public Policy Research (Carlisle, 1999) further 

14 addresses the issues of salmonid population declines and steps taken to restore them. 

15 27. "Until recently, fish biologists assumed that only changes in the freshwater habitat of 

16 salmon could explain the variability in the salmon population. Scientists were thus quick to 

17 conclude that human modification of this habitat was the reason for the salmon population decline. 

18 Forestry practices have changed in recent years to protect salmon from harm. Buffers mandate that 

19 no construction or other development take place within a specified distance from a stream bank to 

20 prevent harm to breeding pools or other vital habitat Other land-use hws have also been 

21 implemented to severely restrict development near rivers and wetlands. This is the reason why there 

22 have been no new dams built in Washington in the past 35 years. Citizen groups have also 

23 organized to clean many streams while agricultrralland-use practices and wastewater treatment 

24 have steadily improved over the last 25 years (Kaczynski, V., 1998). Together these efforts have 

25 helped Pacific Northwest streams become significantly cleaner than they were in the 1970s and thus 

26 more ecologically amenable to salmon. A federally funded 1991 study by the Battelle Marine 

27 Science's Laboratory, for example, Con.cluded that Puget Sound- home of the Puget Sound chinook 

28 
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1 salmon that was recently listed by the NMFS- is the cleanest it has been since before World War II 

2 (Anderson, R, 1999). Nevertheless, the salmon has not rebounded 

3 28. Despite billions of dollars in expenditures, widespread implementation of policies to aid the 

4 salmon and a cleaner environment, the salmon population continues to decline. The NMFS and 

5 environmental activists insist that more stringent regulations and more restrictions on development 

6 and additional spending are needed. This turned out to be incorrect. 

1 29. The marked decline in the salmon catch beginning in the mid-1970s corresponded to an 

8 increase in the temperature of the Pacific Ocean off the coasts ofWashington, Oregon and 

9 California. This warming has had a most detrimental impact on salmon survival rates. 

10 30. Dr. Victor Kaczynski (1998), a fish biologist and consultant on fishing issues in the Pacific 

11 Northwest, says that "per classical ecological theory, a 70% decline in zooplankton biomass results 

12 in a 700/o reduction in predators dependent on zooplankton directly and in their food chain (such as 

13 coho salmon) while an 80% reduction would result in a food supply that could only support 20% of 

14 the prior predator biomass (such as coho salmon)." With a reduction in zooplankton levels by more 

15 than 700/o in the past two decades, West Coast salmon have declined by at least 700/o as well. 

16 31. In addition, the salmon numbers are further reduced because the warmer water attracts 

17 predators such as mackerel and Pacific hake. These fish doubly threaten the salmon by consuming 

18 the reduced zooplankton food supply and by eating the salmon themselves. A report on thi~ subject 

19 is attached as Exhibit 2 to this declaration. 

20 32. Lamprey Ammocetes Mortality. Mr. Soto states that, "Lamprey ammocetes could be 

21 entrained by suction dredges and cause direct mortality or indirect mortality from exposure to 

22 predators" (emphasis added). It has been reported that "Research on entrainment mortality of 

23 lamprey ammocetes has not been published. However, based on field observations, it is not likely 

24 they would suffer direct mortalitybecause of their tough skin and flextble body" (SNF, 2001 ). 

25 33. Benthic Invertebrate Populations. Mr. Grunbaum states, ''The majority of the studies 

26 showed that suction dredging can adversely affect aquatic habitats and biota. Most of the 

27 researchers warn that adverse affects to aquatic habitats and organisms are quite possible." Mr. 

28 
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1 Soto, following the same line of reasoning stated, "Benthic invertebrate populations are impacted 

2 fiom suction dredging which are important food sources for rearing salmonids." 

3 34. There are published reports referring to the direct impact of suction dredging on aquatic 

4 invertebrates. It is important to note that the studies took place in: California (3 streams; Stern, 

5 1988; Harvey, 1986; Somer and Hassler, 1992); Montana (Thomas, 1983); Idaho ( 4 streams; 

6 Griffith and Andrews, 1981 ); and, Alaska (2 streams; Royer, Prussian and Minshall, 1999; Huber 

7 and Blanchet, 1992). All reached the same conclusion, the impacts on benthic invertebrates are 

8 highly localized and that re-colonization occurs rapidly. 

9 35. Harvey (1986) reported that' "Dredging significantly affected some insect taxa when 

10 substrate was altered. A re-colonization experiment showed that numerical recovery of insects at 

11 dredged sites was rapid. Local turbidity increases below active dredging probably did not affect 

12 invertebrates and .fish." 

13 36. In Gold Creek, Montana Thomas (1985) found, "Significant changes in aquatic insect 

14 abundance were restricted to the area dredged; downstream areas were not affected. Re-

15 colonization was substantially complete I month after dredging." 

16 37. Four Idaho streams were used to evaluate some of the effects on aquatic organisms that may 

17 result :from the use of small suction gold-dredges. The results showed that, ''fewer than 1% of the 

18 3,623invertebrates entrained showed injury or died within 24-hours. Most of the dead were 

19 Centroptilum mayflies that were undergoing emergence at the time of dredging. Most of the re-

20 colonization of dredged plots by benthic invertebrates was completed after 38 days" (Griffith and 

21 · Andrews, 1981). 

22 38. Somer and Hassler (1992) found that in a California creek, ''The effects of dredging on 

23 invertebrates varied with taxa and were site-specific at the level of dredging during the study. Total 

24 numbers of invertebrates that colonized samplers and their diversity indices did not differ 

25 significantly above and below the dredges." 

26 39. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency fimded a study in Fortymile River and · 

27 Resurrection Creek, Alaska (Royer, Prussian and Minshall, 1999), where the larger 8-inch and 10-

28 inch dredge nozzles were used. Results from the study concluded that, ''The abundance and 
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1 diversity of macroinvertebrates was greatly reduced in the first 10 meters below the dredges at Site 

2 1, relative to the upStream reference site. For example, macroinvertebrate abundance was reduced 

3 by 9?0/o a.nd the number of taxa by 88% immediately below the dredge. The abundance and 

4 diversity of macro invertebrates returned io values seen at the reference site by 80 to 100 meters 

5 downstream of the dredge. A similar decline in macro invertebrate abundance and diversity was 

6 observed in Site 2. One year after dredging at both Site 1 and Site 2, recovery of the 

7 macroinvertebrate diversity appeared to be substantial. 

8 40. The second component of this project was to examine the effects of recreational sucti 

9 dredging on a smaller stream in Alaska. The results from Resurrection Creek indicated that the 

10 was no difference in the macro invertebrate community between the mining area and the locati 

11 downstream of the mining area, in tenns of macroinvertebrate density, taxa richness, and E 

12 richness. In general, our results are in agreement with other studies that found only localized 

13 reductions in macroinvertebrate abundance in relation to recreational suction mining" (Royer, 

14 Prussian and Minshall, 1999). 

15 41. The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG, 1997) concluded, "Suction dredgin 

16 can have significant short-term and localized adverse impacts on local benthic inverte 

17 abundance and community composition. However, over the long-term, the impacts appear to be 

18 less than significant. Colonies of invertebrates generally recolonize areas disturbed by suctio 

19 dredges within a relatively short period of time ranging from one to two months." "Impacts to 

20 benthic invertebrate communities of suction dredging with 6 inch or smaller sized nozzles appear t 

21 be less than significant." ''Effects to benthic and/or invertebrate communities, turbidity and wate 

22 quality appear to be less than significant. They are usually localized and temporary in duration." 

23 42. Cumulative Effects from the Operation of Multiple Dredges. It has been suggested that 

24 a single operating suction dredge may not pose a problem but the operation of multiple dredges 

25 would produce a cumulative effect that could cause hann to aquatic organisms. However, "No 

26 additive effects were detected on the Yuba River :from 40 active dredges on a 6.8 mile (11 km) 

27 stretch. The area most impacted was froiil the dredge to about 98 feet (30 meters) downstream, for 

28 most turbidity and settleable solids (Harvey, B.C., K. McCleneghan, JD. Linn, and CL. Langley, 
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1 1982). In another study, "Six small dredges (<6 inch dredge nozzle) on a 12 mile (2 km) slretch 

2 had no additive effect (Harvey, B.C., 1986). Water quality was typically temporally and spatially 

3 restricted to the time and immediate vicinity of the dredge (North, P.A., 1993). 

4 43. A report on the water quality cwnulative effects of placer mining on the Chugach National 

5 Forest, Alaska found that, "The results from water quality sampling do not indicate any strong 

6 cumulative effects from multiple placer mining operations within the sampled drainages." ''Several 

7 suction dredges probably operated simultaneously on the same drainage, but did not affect water 

8 quality as evidenced by above and below water sample results. In the recreational mining area of 

9 Resurrection Creek, five and six dredges would be operating and not produce any water quality 

10 changes (Huber and Blanchet, 1992). 

11 44. A survey was conducted in the Siskiyou National Forest, lllinois sub-basin in 2002. Bayley 

12 (2003) assessed potential cwnulative effects of suction dredge mining using fish response data from 

13 59 stream reaches. A copy of the report of this survey is attached as Exhibit 3 to this declaration. 

14 Responses utilized were pool densities ofsalmonids over one-year-old, ofyoung-o:f.the-year 

15 salmonids, and a stream habitat measure, width-to-depth lfl!io. Intensity of suction dredge mining 

16 was estimated from a direct survey. Cumulative suction dredge mining was found to be non-

17 significant for each of the three response variables tested in a genera/linear model (Bayley, 2003). 

18 Bayley concluded that "Given that this analysis could not detect an effect averaged over good 

19 and bad miners and that a more powerful study would be very expensive, it would seem that 

20 public money would be better spent on encouraging compliance with current guidelines than 

21 on further study." 

22 45. Furthermore, individuals that have not, in fact, operated suction dredges may not realize that 

23 it is a self. limiting operation. The dredge operator must be able to see his work area to operate 

24 safely and manage the intake of the dredge nozzle. If high levels of turbidity were to flood the 

25 dredger's work area and render him "blind" he would have to move the operation to another 

26 location . 

27 46. . The California Department ofFish and Game stated in its Draft Environmental Impact 

28 Report that "Department regulations do not currently limit dredger densities but the activity itself is 
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1 somewhat self-regulating. Suction dredge operators must space themselves apart from each other to 

2 avoid working in the turbidity plume of the next operator working upstream. Suction Dredging 

3 requires relatively clear water to successfUlly harvest gold" (CDFG, 1997). 

4 47. The Effects of Elevated Turbidity and Suspended Sedimert. Suction dredging causes 

5 less than significant effects to water quality. 1he impacts include increased turbidity levels caused 

6 by re-suspended streambed sediment and pollution caused by spilling of gas and oil used to operate 

7 suction dredges (CDFG, 1997). 

8 48. The impact of turbidities on water quality caused by suction dredging can vary considerably 

9 depending on many fuctors. Factors which appear to influence the degree and impact of turbidity 

10 include 1he amount and type of fines (fine sediment) in 1he substrate, the size and number of suction 

11 dredges relative to stream flow and reach of stream, and background turbidities (CDFG, 1997). 

12 49. Because of low ambient levels of turbidity on Butte Creek and 1he Nor1h Fork American 

13 River, California, Harvey (1986) easily observed increases of 4 to 5 NTU from suction dredging. 

14 Turbidity plumes created by suction dredging in Big East Fork Creek were visible in Canyon Creek 

· 15 403 feet (123 meters) downstream from 1he dredges (Somer and Hassler, 1992). 

16 50. In contrast, Thomas (1985), using a dredge wi1h a 2.5-inch diameter nozzle on Gold Creek, 

17 Montana, found that suspended sediment levels returned to ambient levels 100 feet below 1he 

18 dredge. Gold Creek is a relatively undisturbed 1hird order stream with flows of 14 cubic feet per 

19 second. A turbidity tail from a 5-inch (12. 7 em) dredge on Clear Creek, California was observable 

20 for only 200 feet downstream. Water velocity at the site _was about 1 foot per second (Lewis, 1962). 

21 51. Turbidity below a 2.5 inch suction dredge in two Idaln streams was nearly undetectable 

22 . even 1hough fine sediment, less 1han 0.5 mm in diameter, made up 13 to 18 percent, by weight, of 

23 1he substrate in the two streams (Griffith and Andrews, 1981). 

24 52. "Effects from elevated levels of turbidity and suspended sediment normally associated with 

25 suction dredging as regulated in the past in California appear to be less than significant with 

26 regard to impacts to fish and other river resources because of1he level of turbidity created and 1he 

27 short distance downstream of a suction dredge where turbidity levels return to normal" (CDFG, 

28 1997). 
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1 53. "Suction dredges, powered by internal combustion engines of various sizeS, operate while 

2 floating on the surfuce of streams and rivers. As such, oil and gas may leak or spill onto the water's 

3 surface. There have not been any observed or reported cases of harm to plant or wildlife as a result 

4 of oil or gas spills associated with suction dredging'' (CDFG, 1997). 

5 54. Furthermore, individuals that have not, in fact, operated suction dredges may not realize that 

6 it is a self. limiting operation. The dredge operator must be able to see his work area to operate 

7 safely and manage the intake of the dredge nozzle. If high levels of turbidity were to flood the 

8 dredger's work area and render him "blind" he would have to move the operation to another 

9 location. 

10 55. The Effects of Dredging on Fish Movement. Gnmbaum stated "Synergistic effects of 

11 high water temperatures and the disturbance and/or turbidity and/or pollution and/or decrease in 

12 food base and/or loss of cover associated with suction dredging has the potential to reduce the 

13 juvenile fish canying capacity in the vicinity ofthe recently dredged area. Displaced juvenile 

14 salmon and trout are likely to be displaced to a less optimal location where overall fitness and 

15 survival odds are also less. 

16 56. Let us begin by removing the, "loss of cover associated with suction dredging." Dredgers 

17 are not loggers. Responsible suction dredge miners do not dredge stream banks (it is illegal). 

18 Dredging occurs only in the wetted perimeter of the stream. Therefore, it is unlikely suction 

19 dredging will cause a loss of cover. 

20 57. Solar radiation is the single most important energy source for the heating of streams during 

21 daytime conditions. The loss or removal of riparian vegetation can increase solar radiation input to 

22 a stream increasing stream temperature. Suction dredge operations are confined to the existing 

23 stream channel and do not affect riparian vegetation or stream shade (SNF, 2001). 

24 58. Suction dredges do not add pollution to the aquatic environment. They merely re-

25 suspend and re-locate the bottom materials (overburden) within the river or stream. 

26 59. It has been clearly shown through the scientific research stated in the section on benthic 

27 invertebrate populations that there would not be a decrease in the food base for fish and that the 

28 impacts on benthic invertebrates are highly localized and that re-colonization occurs rapidly. The 
12 
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1 NOAA Idaho Dredge Study (NOAA. 2003) ''found qualitative differences in invertebrate species 

2 above and below the dredging, but no significant differences in numbers of invertebrates or 

3 diversity indices. Given the relatively small area where dredging would occur in the proposed 

4 action, it does not appear that food availability would appreciably change as a result of dredging." 

5 60. Furthermore displacement of fish may not occur or be only temporary. It has been 

6 demonstrated that, "Tagged rainbow trout moved very little in either the dredged or control areas." 

7 No tagged fish moved further than from a pool to one of the adjacent riffles or vice versa in any 2-

8 week period. Although the total amount of movement by fish in the dredged and control areas at 

9 Butte Creek, CA. was not significantly different overall, some tagged fish clearly responded to 

10 dredging. Some of the physical change caused by small dredging operations caused movement of 

11 fish from areas where pool volume was reduced or water velocity altered. Three of six small fish in 

12 one small pool moved into the downstream riffle when dredging added sand that reduced the 

13 volume of the pool by 25%. After the sand was flushed out by a temporary high flow, two of those 

14 three fish returned to the pool. In contrast, during low flows in late summer, all eight fish in one 

15 ri:ffle occupied a hole created by dredging. Commonly, dredging occurred in pools and caused no 

16 major change in volume but increased embeddedness of cobbles and boulders. Rainbow trout 

17 generally remained in place in these pools (Harvey, 1986)." 

18 61. Stem (1988) found that, "A high level of suction dredging was evident in Canyon Creek, but 

' 19 adverse effects on anadromous fish habitat were minimal to moderate. Excavated holes, gravel 

20 tailings, and fine sediment deposition, which affected over 1000 rrr of streambed each season, were 

21 obliterated by peak flows during the course of a normal water year''. High stream turbidity and 

22 total suspended solids levels immediately below dredges were localized and never reached 

23 concentrations that would directly cause physiological harm to Salmonids (Cordone and Kelley, 

24 1961). 

25 62. Suction dredging could alter pool dimensions through excavation, deposition of tailings, or 

26 by triggering adjustments in channel morphology. Excavating pools could substantially increase 

27 their depth and increase cool groundwater inflow. This could reduce pool temperature. If pools 

28 were excavated to a depth greater than three feet. salmonid pool habitat could be improved. In 
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1 addition, if excavated pools reduce pool temperatures, they could provide important coldwater 

2 habitats for sa/monids living in streams with elevated temperatures (SNF, 2001). 

3 63. Suction dredging would increase frequency where dredging excavates pools. An increase in 

4 pool frequency could temporarily improve stream channel diversity, a condition beneficial to many 

5 fishes and aquatic organisms. Deepened pools would usually return to their original depths 

6 following the high flow events (SNF, 2001). 

7 64. The Effects of Dredging on Water Temperature and Channel Morphology. Dredge 

8 mining had little, if any, impact on water temperature (Hassler, T J., W.L. Somer and G.R Stern, 

9 1986). However, the Oregon Siskiyou Dredge Study states, '"There is no evidence that suction 

10 dredging affects stream temperature" (SNF, 2001). 

11 65. Solar radiation is the single most important energy source for the heating of streams during 

12 daytime conditions. The loss or removal of riparian vegetation can increase solar radiation input to 

13 a stream increasing stream temperature. Suction dredge operations are confined to the existing 

14 stream channel and do not affect riparian vegetation or stream shade (SNF, 200 1). 

15 66. Increases in sediment loading to a stream can result in the stream ~g causing the 

16 width of the stream to increase. This width increase can increase the surface area of the water 

17 resulting in higher solar radiation absorption and increased stream temperatures. Suction dredge 

18 operations are again confined to the existing stream channel and do not affect stream width (SNF, 

19 2001). 

20 67. Stream temperature can also increase from increasing the stream's width to depth ratio. The 

21 suction dredge operation creates piles in the stream channel as the miner digs down into the 

22 streambed. The stream flow may split and flow around the pile decreasing or increasing the wetted 

23 surface for a few feet However, within the stream reach that the miner is working in, the change is 

24 so minor that the overall wetted surface area can be assumed to be the same so the total solar 

25 radiation absorption remains unchanged (SNF, 2001). Suction Dredging results in no measurable 

26 increase in stream temperature (SNF, 2001). 

27 68. ''Small streams with low flows may be significantly affected by suction dredging, 

28 particularly when dredged by larger dredges (Larger than 6 inches) (Stern, 1988). However, the 
14 
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1 Cali:fumia Department ofFish and Game concluded, "current regulations restrict the maximum 

2 nozzle size to 6 inches on most rivers and streams which, in conjunction with riparian habitat 

3 protective measures, results in a less than significant impact to channel morphology'' (CDFG, 

4 1997). 

5 69. Other Impacts. ''Many people want outdoor settings to be left in a natural condition for 

6 quiet enjoyment Thus dredging is perceived as a conflict with these activities. The noise of the 

7 suction dredge engines and exhaust fumes and the presence of the suction dredge activities may be 

8 the very thing many people go outdoors to escape. However, recreational suction dredgers also 

9 enjoy the outdoors. 

10 70. It should be noted that suction dredging is considered a legitimate activity on California's 

11 streams and suction dredge operators have as much right as any other river user to enjoy and utilize 

12 streams as long as their activities are in compliance with the laws and regulations of the State of 

13 California". (CDFG, 1997). 

14 71. The issue of localized conflict with suction dredgers and other outdoqr recreational activities 

15 can be put into a more reasonable perspective using the data provided in Section I of this report 

16 For example, the total acreage of all analyzed claims related to the total acres of watershed is about 

17 0.2 percent. The percentage of land area within riparian zones on the Siskiyou National Forest 

18 occupied by mining claims is estimated to be only 0.1 percent." The report goes on to say, "Over 

19 the past 10 years, approximately 200 suction dredge operators per season operate on the Siskiyou 

20 National Forest (SNF, 2001). The issue against suction dredge operations in the streams of the 

21 United States appears to be less an issue of environmental protection and more of an issue of certain 

22 organized individuals and groups being unwilling to share the outdoors with others without like 

23 interests. 

24 I declare under penalty of peijury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

25 DA1ED: This 17th day ofMay, 2005. 

26 

27 IS/ Joseph C. Greene 
Joseph C. Greene 
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Regulating Turbidity in Oregon Waters Caused by the Disturbance of Bottom Materials 
Through the Use of Small Scale Suction Gold Dredges 

by 
Mr. Joseph C. Greene and Ms. Claudia J. Wise 

Prepared for presentation to the staff from the Oregon Department 
of Environmental Quality, at the Meeting for Comments, regarding the Proposed Renewal 

of the NPDES General Permit 700-J, 

Grants Pass, OR, February 1, 2005 

Any comment in this report is the authors personal opinion and is not 
affiliated in anyway to an Agency or Agency policy 

TURBIDITY EFFECTS IN RIVERS AND STREAMS 

Turbidity measurements are the most common means for obtaining water-clarity data, and for inferring suspended
sediment concentrations. 

Turbidity is a principal characteristic of water and is an expression of the optical property that causes light to be 
scattered and absorbed by particles and molecules rather than be transmitted in straight lines through a water 
sample. It is caused by suspended matter or impurities that interfere with the clarity of water. These impurities 
may include day, silt, finely divided inorganic and organic matter, soluble colored organic compounds, plankton 
and other microscopiG organisms. 

EPA defines suspended and bedded sediments as particulate organic and inorganic matter that suspend in, or are 
carried by the water, and/or accumulate in a loose unconsolidated form on the bottom of natural water bodies. The 
definition also includes organic solids such as algal material, particulate leaf detritus and other organic material. It 
is the localized disturbance of these materials, while dredging, that leads to complaints from some citizens. 

The major effect turbidity has on humans might be simply aesthetic - people don't like the look of dirty 
water. 

The premise that this review of literature tries to address is whether or not turbidity is really an environmental 
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pollutant when caused by small scale suction gold dredges or just a matter of displeasure to some that want all 
waters in the State of Oregon flowing in the summertime to be crystal clear. 

Let us first look at some impacts of suspended and bedded sediments. EPA states that (US EPA, 2003) "they are 
a unique water quality problem when compared to toxic chemicals, in that suspended solids and bedded 
sediments occur naturally in water bodies in natural or background amounts and are essential to the ecological 
function of a water body. Suspended solids and sediments transport nutrients, detritus, and other organic matter in 
natural amounts which are critical to the health of a water body. Suspended solids and sediment in natural 
quantities also replenish sediment bed loads and create valuable micro-habitats, such as pools and sandbars. 
Therefore, a basic premise for managing suspended and bedded sediments in water bodies to protect aquatic life 
uses may be the need to maintain natural or background levels of suspended or bedded sediments in water 
bodies." 

Elevated levels of suspended and bedded sediments have been shown to have wide ranging effects on both 
pelagic and benthic invertebrates (Cordone and Kelly, 1961; Maurer et al., 1986; Peddicord, 1980; waters, 1995; 
Wilber and Clark, 2001 ). Effects can be classified as having a direct impact on the organism due to abrasion, 
clogging of filtration mechanisms thereby interfering with ingestion and respiration, and in extreme cases 
smothering and burial resulting in mortality. Indirect effects stem primarily from light attenuation leading to 
changes in feeding efficiency and behavior (i.e., drift and avoidance) and alteration of habitat stemming from 
changes in substrate composition, affecting the distribution of infaunal and epibenthic species (Donahue and 
Irvine, 2003; Waters, 1995; Zweig and Raberi, 2001 ). 

The conventional wisdom (at least since the publication of Newcombe and MacDonald, 1991) is that both the 
degree of exposure, measured as total suspended solids or Turbidity, or decreased water clarity, and the duration 
of the exposure are important. It follows that the longer the duration and the greater the exposure, the more 
severe the effects. 

We have no disagreement with the above statements. But. one must put then into a proper context. Let's look at 
an example of the research that would demonstrate the harmful effects of suspended and bedded sediments. The 
following examples were taken from the US EPA report for developing water quality criteria for suspended and 
bedded sediments (US EPA, 2003): 

• In the Platte and Missouri Rivers, decreases in both sediment supply and scouring flows have resulted in 
the growth of stable riparian forests (including many exotic Eastern tree species), and the loss of sandbar 
habitat for several wildlife species eg., cranes and piping plovers (Johnson, 1994); 

• In the Colorado River decreased sediment supply, but continuing scouring flow, has resulted in the loss of 
riparian wetland habitat dependent on sandbars (stevens, 1995). 

The magnitude and timing of sedimentation may, indeed, influence structure and re-colonization of aquatic plant 
communities. The effects of reduced primary production on aquatic invertebrates and fishes are compounded 
when suspended and bedded sediments settle on remaining macrophytes. The macrophyte quality is also 
reduced as a food source. The periphyton communities are likely to be most susceptible to the scouring action of 
suspended particles or burial of sediments. 

However, the issue of turbidity in Oregon waters, relative to small scale gold dredging, is taken entirely out of 
context of most of the scientific investigations performed to demonstrate the deleterious effects of suspended and 
bedded sediments. The research and concern for the reduction of environmental quality caused by suspended 
and bedded sediments in the water column is an issue of bed-load movement due to large stream flows during 
storms and from snowmelt or the operation of large channel clearing commercial dredges and does not, in any way 
represent the negligible fallback of bottom materials off of the end on a small scale gold dredge. 

Any use of EPA criteria by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, requiring adherence to turbidity 
standards developed from data analyzing large rivers and streams during high flow seasonal events would be a 
gross misuse of the published research results if applied to manage the turbidity caused by small scale dredging 
operations. 

THE USE OF TURBIDIMETER$ TO MEASURE SUSPENDED-sEDIMENT CONCENTRATIONS 

Turbidity measurements are the most common means for obtaining water-quality data, and for inferring 
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suspended-sediment concentrations. 

The proliferation of instruments for measuring turbidity and the sedimentary properties of water has occurred 
despite a lack of nationally accepted standards for collection or use of data derived from these techniques. For 
example, there are currently many designs of •turbidity" meters that use different approaches and light sources to 
determine "turbidity" in situ or in a sample. Some methods are based on the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) Standard 7027; some are based on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Method 
180.1; and some are based on neither, yet all derivative data are reported as -rurbidity". This is but one of a 
number of indicators pointing to a need for better understanding and standardization of data produced by turbidity 
meters and other sediment-surrogate technologies (Gray and Glysson, 2003). 

THE NATURE OF TURBIDITY 

Turbidity is a crucial parameter in water-quality regulation, but it is not a well-defined quantity. Different sensors 
and standards may produce substantially different results from the same sample. This ambiguity complicates the 
development of turbidity monitoring programs, regulations based on measured turbidity, and the application of 
estimates of water darity and sediment concentration based on those data (Gray and Glysson, 2003). 

BUND SEDIMENT REFERENCE SAMPLE MEASUREMENT 

A session at the recent Federal Interagency Workshop on Turbidity and Other Sediment Surrogates involved 
calibration of instruments and measurements of blind reference samples. Fourteen Workshop attendees 
participated, using nine different types of turbidimeters. Meters were calibrated following manufacturer 
recommended practice. Participants who calibrated with standards from different manufacturers had differences of 
less than 5 percent from one standard to the next 

Three lots of blind reference samples were prepared representing three sediment size distributions and two 
concentrations. The reference samples were prepared by the U. S. Geological Survey, Branch of Quality 
Systems. Concentrations and material size distributions were not identified on the numbered sample bottles to 
ensure unbiased measurement. 

The measurements show a large variance in measured turbidity under the conditions of the Workshop sampling 
session. Variance in results could be introduced by many sources induding factors associated with the operator, 
measurement technology, sub-sampling, and other factors in the uncontrolled environment. Although this 
Workshop session does not represent controlled conditions, the environment was more controHed than that 
typically experienced in the field, and more controlled than that experienced if each person were in a different field 
location (Landers, 2003). 

There is no way that this level of poor reproducibility should be scientifically acceptable. Furthermore, if scientists 
cannot perform these measurements and get comparable results it is not reasonable to expect a non-scientist, 
such as a small scale gold dredge operator, to perform turbidity measurements and get results that are any better 
or of any particular value. 

IMPACTS ON BENTHIC ORGANISMS 

Since gold dredges are regulated out of Oregon's surface waters for about nine months of the year, to protect fish 
reproduction and early life stage growth, I limited references to fish and focus primarily on the measured effects on 
invertebrates. 

Benthic invertebrates (larvae of mayflies, caddisflies, etc.) fared much better than salmonid eggs and fry, with a 
short-term survival rate of nearly 1 00% after dredge passage. Most of the re-colonization of benthic vertebrates 
was completed after 38-days (Griffith and Andrews, 1981). Only emerging insects appeared prone to damage. 
Long-term survival could be reduced, depending on the amount of physical damage, predation, and the suitability 
of their new habitat downstream. Other studies conduded that impacts of dredging on benthic organisms •appear 
to be highly localized" (Harvey et al., 1982; Thomas, 1985). Part of the reason is that the "different 

Blind Sample Lot 1 Blind Sample Lot 2 Blind Sample Lot 3 

Sediment 
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Concentration 150mg/L 600mg/L 600mg/l 

Sediment Size Fines: <62um Fines: <62um Fines: <62um 

Characteristics Sands: 63-200um Sands: 63-200um 
Percent 

Sands 0 6-7 20 
Number of 

Measurements 12 15 14 
Median of Measured 
Turbidity (NTU) 

53 268 221 
Standard Deviation 

Of Measured Turbidity 11 (21%) 112 (42%) 85 (390A.) 
(NTU) 
Range of Measured 

Turbidity (NTU) 42-63 156-380 136-306 

habitat requirements result in a range of effects on individual species (and life history stagesr. For instance, if 
sand is dredged up to the surface, those insects which can use a sandy substrate may become more abundant if 
provided enough time to re-colonize, whereas those organisms which require un-embedded cobbles and boulders 
would decline in abundance. Smaller dredges (i.e., 2 % inches) in a low sediment stream add a minimal impact on 
the benthic community (Thomas, 1985). 

The U. S. Geological Survey (1997) investigated suction dredge gold-placer mining operations along Fortymile 
River, Eastern Alaska. They conduded that the chemical and turbidity data variations seen in water quality due to 
suction dredging activity fell within the natural variations in water quality. This condusion was further supported by 
the other water-quality data collected throughout the region. The study was performed using 8- and 10-inch 
dredges. 

A second study in Fortymile River also used 8- and 10-inch dredges (Royer, T.V., A M. Prussian, and G. W. 
Minshall, 1999). Water chemistry, heavy metal concentrations, riverbed morphology, algal (periphyton) standing 
crop, and aquatic macroinvertebrate abundance and diversity were measured in relation to the two dredges. At 
the first site the dredge operation had no discemable effect on alkalinity, hardness, or specific conductance. The 
primary effects of the suction dredging on water chemistry were increased turbidity, total filterable solids, and 
copper and zinc concentrations downstream of the dredge. These variables returned to upstream levels within 80 
- 160 m downstream of the dredge. The results of this sampling revealed a relatively intense, but localized, 
decline in water darity during the time the dredge was operating. 

Cross-sectional profiles indicate that the impact of the dredge piles relative to the width of the river was small. 
The results indicate that the dredge piles were largely obscure after one year following the scouring flows that 
accompany snow-melt in the drainage. However, at a second site the piles were dearly discemable after one 
year. 

The abundance and diversity of macroinvertebrates was greatly reduced in the first 10 m below the dredge at one 
site, relative to the upstream reference site. For example, macroinvertebrate abundance was reduced by 97% and 
the number of taxa by 88% immediately below the dredge. The abundance and diversity of macroinvertebrates 
returned to values seen at the reference site by 80 to 160 m downstream of the dredge. A similar decline in 
macroinvertebrate abundance and diversity was observed at a second site. "One year after dredging at both sites, 
recovery of macroinvertebrate diversity appear to be substantial" (Royer, Prussian and Minshall, 1999). 

The second component of this project was to examine the effects of recreational suction dredging on smaller 
streams in Alaska. The results from Ressurection Creek indicated that there was no difference in the 
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macroinvertebrate community between the mining area and the locations downstream of the mining area, in terms 
of macroinvertebrate density, taxa richness, and EPT richness. In general the results of Royer, Prussian and 
Minshall (1999) are in agreement with other studies that have found only localized reductions in macroinvertebrate 
abundance in relation to recreational suction mining. 

Lewis (1962) rented a 5-inch dredge to investigate its use on the benthic community. He conduded that only 
7.4% of benthic insects died from going through a dredge, although it varied by order. All settled back to the 
bottom within 40-feet of the dredge. Fish appeared and began to feed as soon as dredging started. The turbidity 
plume was 200 feet long. He concluded, "Weighing all factors, dredging can improve the gravel environment for 
both fish eggs and aquatic insects, especially if the operator mined uniformly in one direction as opposed to a 
pocket and pile method. 

The last statement by Lewis (1962) strikes at the heart of the requirement written into the DEQ draft permit. 
Simply stated it is better to open a hole to dredge and continue to expand that hole upstream. The new permit 
suggests, after exceeding some turbidity limits, the dredge should be moved 300 feet upstream to start opening 
another hole. Harvey et al. (1982) also made a point about this when he stated, "Since most invertebrates are 
found in the top 4-inches (10 em) of the streambed, a dredge which covers a large area has a greater effect than 
one which excavates a deep pit to bedrock". Griffith and Andrews (1981) reported that , "Dredged sites were 
repopulated in Idaho streams from adjacent areas in slightly more than a month in one area, while in another area 
repopulation took 3-months to 1.2-years, depending on the distance upstream to a source or pool of invertebrates. 
The amount of bed load movement in a stream also probably affects the benthic recovery time (Thomas, 1985). 

The Oregon Department of Fish and \Nildlife (1980) reported that very little turbidity results from normal use of 
smaller suction dredges (4-inches or less) in stream gravels. The majority of heavy suspended solids settle out 
within a few yards. 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS VIEW AND THE LAW 

I was surprised to find a statement by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (1994) which came out against the 
positions held then, by environmentalists and the regulatory community. The purpose was to show the findings of 
de minimus (inconcequential) effects on aquatic resources for 4-inch and less suction dredges and hand mining. 
The Corps summarized the situation in 1994 as follows: "Four-inch and smaller dredges have Inconsequential 
effects on aquatic resources. This is an official recognition of what suction dredgers have long daimed; that 
below a certain size, the effects of suction dredging are so small and so short-term as to not warrant the regulation 
imposed in many cases.· The reports consistently find no actual impact of consequence on the environment, and 
so almost always fall back to the position that potential for impact exists. 

"The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, has ignored this concept, although numerous studies, induding the 
EPA's own 1999 study Royer, Prussian and Minshall (1999) of suction dredging, repeatedly and consistently 
support the Corps findings of de minimis (inconcequential) effects. • 

"The regulatory agencies should be consistently and continually challenged by the dredging community to produce 
sound, scientific evidence that support their proposed regulations. To regulate against a potential for harm, where 
none has been shown to exist, is unjustifiable and must be challenged (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1994)." 

On January 17, 2001 the Department of Defense, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Environmental 
Protection Agency published, in the Federal Register, Further Revisions to the Clean Water Act Regulatory 
Definition of Discharge of Dredged Materials; Final Rule. It states, "The dean water act generally prohibits the 
discharge of pollutants into waters of the U. S. without a permit issued by EPA or a State approved by EPA under 
section 402 of the Act, or, in the case of dredged or fill material, by the Corps or an approved State under Section 
404 of the Act. • Today's definition addresses the Clean Water Act section 404 program's definition of "discharge of 
dredged material" which is important for determining whether a particular discharge is subject to regulation under 
Clean Water Act section 404. • 

It goes on to say that, "On August 25, 1993 we issued a regulation (the "Tulloch Rule") that defined the term 
"discharge of dredged material" as induding "any addition, induding any redeposit, of dredged material, induding 
excavated material, into waters of the U. S. which is incidental to any activity, induding mechanized land dearing, 
ditching, channelization, or other excavation that destroys or degrades waters of the U. S. • Obviously this 
definition was challenged in court. 
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The Federal Register goes on to state, "On May 10, 1999, we issued a final rule modifying our definition of 
"discharge of dredged material" in order to respond to the Court of Appeals' holding in NMA, and to ensure 
compliance with the District Court's injunction. That rule made those changes necessary to conform the 
regulations to the courts' decisions, primarily to modify the definition of "discharge of dredged material" to 
expressly exdude regulation of "incidental fallback". 

The preamble to that rulemaking also describes and summarized relevant case law, for example, noting that the 
NMA decision indicates incidental fallback • ... returns dredged material virtually to the spot from which it came" and 
also describes incidental fall back as occurring -when redeposit takes place in substantially the same spot as the 
initial removal.· 

Our May 10, 1999, rule making amended the substantive aspects of the definition of "discharge of dredged 
material" to provide that we no longer would regulate "any» redeposit, and that "incidental fallback" was not subject 
to regulation. That continues to be the case under today's final rule. As noted in section II B of today's preamble, 
the May 1 0 rulemaking was considered by the NMA court in its September 13, 2000, opinion and found to be in 
compliance with the AMC and NMA opinions and associated injunctions. 

The combined Defense Department rule 33 CFR Part 323 and Environmental Protection Agency rule 40 CFR Part 
232 were signed by Secretary Carol M. Browner and dated January 9, 2001. 

NATIONAL POLLUTION DISCHARGE EUMINA TION SYSTEM (NPDES) 

The NPDES permit program was established under Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, which prohibits the 
unauthorized discharge of pollutants from a point source (pipe, ditch, well, etc.) to U.S. waters, induding municipal, 
commercial, and industrial wastewater discharges and discharges from large animal feeding operations. 
Permittees must verify compliance with permit requirements by monitoring their effluent, maintaining records, and 
filing periodic reports. 

After reading the Final Rule 40 CFR Part 232 and 33 CFR Part 323 it is dear that incidentaL fallback from small ,, 
scale suction dredges is not a pollutant and it will not be regulated by either the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers or 
the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. Therefore, the small scale suction dredges in Oregon rivers and 
streams should not require NPDES permits to operate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It would appear that after all the work to find scientific studies to demonstrate that small suction dredges, ·have 
inconsequential effects on aquatic resources" the Federal law had already recognized that in court rulings and the 
resultant rule making published in the Federal Register on January 17, 2001. The U.S. EPA and Army Corps rule 
making amended the substantive aspects of the definition of "discharge of dredged material" to provide that they 
no longer would regulate "any» redeposit, and that "incidental fallback" was not subject to regulation. Furthermore, 
as early as 1994 the Corps summarized the situation as follows: "Four-inch and smaller dredges have 
inconsequential effects on aquatic resources. This is an official recognition of what suction dredgers have long 
daimed; that below a certain size, the effects of suction dredging are so small and so short-term as to not warrant 
the regulation imposed in many cases.· 
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September 1, 2006 

Paul Schlanger 
Anchor Environmental 
Seattle, Wa. 
Fax 206-287-9131 

FAX 

Subject, Small Scale Mining Research Bibliography and Related Materials for the 
HCP/Gold and Fish Pamphlet. 

From Bruce M. Beatty 
4602 Alameda Ave. West 
University Place, Wa. 98466 
Fax 253-564-1674 
253-564-0954 
bruce@inlinks.net, 

This fax is concerning what we talked about on Sept 1, 2006 concerning the above 
subject. Hope this helps in your determination of the 'white papers'. 
Content: 

1. Life magazine cover July 14th, 2006. One page. The article below the picture of 
the three girls panning is one I wrote to the 'Letter to the Editor' of the Tacoma 
News Tribune, but alas, was not ever printed. 

2. Wa Dept of Ecology on the Similkameen River during the 2004 miner's Rally, 
Oroville, Wa. Including an article from the ICMJ magazine. 5 pages. 

3. Bibliography, 3 pages that were included in the developed rules by the small-scale 
miners themselves; "Small Scale Mineral Prospecting and Placer Mining in 
Washington State. This is in the hands of the WDFW Agency and the WDFW 
Commission. 

Note: This is the first of three sets of information I will be sending to you. Total pages-9 

Bruce Beatty 
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List of documents for support of Commission Petition. 

I. E-mail, Jan 29,2006, for Graham Willmore. 
WDFW Grant Idea. "Microstructure ofNacre" 

http:/ /physicsweb.org/articles/news/1 0/1/13/1. (link to complete article.) NEED 
THIS) 
2. E-mail from Jeff Boatwright, Monday, Jan 30,2006; Subject Turbidity Standards 

Advisory Committee. Refhttp://www.kpma.cals((d-fish.htm. (Needs cut and 
pasting) Canadian science. 

3. WDFW Habitat Program Environmental Services Division. From Stephen 
Penland to Tom Davis. Subject STANDARDS FOR THE GOLD AND FISH 
PAMPHLET HP A., July 31, 2003. 

4. List of references from Chris Parsons in denial letter for Jim Creegan's HPA. July 
18,2005. (Cindi Creegan did a review of these studies and they are for large 
scale mining of gravel bars in Alaska.) On I got from WDFW was in a foreign 
language. 

5. DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, SUCTION DREDGING 
ACTIVITIES, MONITORING REPORT; Siskyous 1}ational Forest, Coos, Curry, 
and Josephine Counties, Oregon. December 2001. 

6. Testimony of THE HONORABLE THOMAS M. SULLIVAN, CHIEF 
COUNCIL FOR ADVOCACY, U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. 
Before the Missouri State Senate Financial and Governmental Organi~tion, 
veterans affairs and elections committee on SB 0069 "creates the small business 
regulatory fairness board to serve as liaison between the agencies and small 
business", Feb 10,2003. 

7. 1997 lnlandNorthwest Regional Water Resources Conference, April28,.29, 1997. 
Session: Water Law and Water Rights;: Background and Future. "First in time, 
first in right". 

8. SMALL-SCALE SUCTION DREDGING IN LOLO CREEK AND MOOSE 
CREEK, CLEARWATER AND IDAHO COUNTIES, IDAHO. Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement, March 2004. (Also have the copy from the 
Federal Register Environmental Documents: April4, 2003 (vol68, number 650 
pages 16465-16466. 

9. MONITORING REPORT: ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF SUCTION 
DREDGING ON STREAM HABITATS IN THE MIDDLE FORK BOISE 
BASIN. Tim Burton, Boise Nat Forrest, Draft 2-15-96. 

10. PLACER MINING AND SALMON SPAWNING IN AMERICAN RIVER 
BASIN, CALIFORNIA Nikola P. Prokopovich, Geologist and Katherine A. 
Nitzberg. Bulletin of the Association of Engineering Geologists Vol. XIX, No. 1. 
1982. pp67-76. 

11. E-mail form Jeff Boatwright, March 26, 2006 Subject "Another sample of the top 
down". 12 pages. Consists of testimony by. a Mrs. Cubin of EPA to a 
Committee ofUS Representatives. (this one is outstanding.) 
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12. Joe Gree's presentation to the Region 10 EPA meeting in Salem, March 2006. 
Exc~llent color pictures and content. 22 pages. 

13. E-mail from Charles Chase, secondary to Guy Michael, secondary to Jeff 
Boatwright, Sunday Jan 15 2006, ·Effects of Suction -Dredge Gold Mining on 
Benthic Invertebrates in a Northern California Stream. William L. Somer and 
Thomas J. Hassler. U>S> Fish and Wildlife Service, California cooperative 
Research unit, Humbolt State University, arcadia, California 955221., USA. 
(Abstract only. We may already have this one from Senator Carrol in that 
original packet) 

14. Waldo Mining District, Tom Kitchar Prresident, Feb 20,2006, RE: 
COMMENTS REGARDING ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF PROPOSED 
RULEMAKING REVISING WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR 
TURBIDITY, TEMPERATURE AND OTHER STANDARDS, CLEAN 
WATER ACT. Response to DEQ "Turbidity Ru1e Cost Survey Questionaire." 

15. EXERPTS FROM SUCTION DREDGE STUDIES; Published by the 
Washington Alliance of Miners and Prospectors with additions by steve 
Herschbach of Alaska Mining and Diving Supply. This contains exerps from 
many of the sources we have on hand but many we don't have on hand. This is 
well done.!!! 11 pages. 

16. HYDRAULIC SUCTION FOR STREAM RESORATION. Only have one page 
of this . Produced by Ecotone Inc. Environmental Consu1ting firm. 
http:/ /www.econtoneinc.com/hydraulicpump.html. Scott McGill ( 41 0) 692-7500 
or e-mail at smcgill@ecotoneinc.com, 

17. NOAA Restoration Center Image Catalog. "Community -based Restoration 
Program (CRP) Duck Creek Water Quality and Anadromous Fish Habitat 
Restoration." http://www.photolib.noaa.gov/habrest/duc.htm. (Use of dredges 
for stream restoration with photos.) 

18. E-mail from Tom Kitchar, March 3, 2006, Subject Suggested additions for Joe. 
(very good) 

19. Coalition for Green Gold. (if it ain't green, it ain't gold.) Ecological Mining, 
Certification and .The Mining NGO, 3 articles by Brian Hill, Director, Institute for 
Cu1tural Ecology, 400 Hill Street, San Francisco, California 94114. E-mail 
bhill@igc.org. 

20. EFFECTS OF ANGLER WADING ON SURVIVAL OF TROUT EGGS AND 
PRE-EMERGENT FRY. Bruce C. Roberts and Robert G. White. 1992. North 

·American Journal of Fisheries management. US Fish and wildlife Service, 
Montana Cooperativae Fishery Research Unit. Montana Stat University, 
Bozeman, Montana 59717, USA. 

21. SLIDE STIRS LOGGING DEBATE. Joe Rojas Burke, 12/19/03. Landslide of 
Little Fork ofthe Kilchis River in tons of mud and debris. (Tillamook State 
Forrest) ( Plawman, fish and wildlife biologist, "new gravel provides more raw 

·material for building egg nests, called redds. The slide has added elements to the 
stream that are good for salmon.) 

22. NOAA· IDAHO DREDGE STUDY. Us Department of Commerce, June 27, 
2003, (E-niail from Joe Green.) Subject: Essential Fish habitat Consultation for 
Recreational Suctiona Dredging in Lolo Creek. "Endangered Species Action 
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section 7 Consultation, Final Biological Opinion and Magnuson·Stevens Act 
Essential Fish habitat Consultation for the 2003 Recreational Suction Dredging in 
Lolo Creek (18 projects). Actual exerpts: 

23. AGENCIES JOIN FORCES TO MOVE MUSSELS. National District Digest, 
US Arrr1y Corps ofEngineers. (Note: I was out of ink and have a poor copy of 
this one. ) http:/ /www.lrn;usace.anny.mil/pao/digest/1 002/story08.htm. 

24. HOW SUSPENDED ORGANIC SEDIMENT AFFECTS TURBIDITY AND 
FISH FEEDING BEHAVIOR. By Mary Ann Madej. Sound Waves, monthly 
newsletter, Coastal Science and Research News from Across the USGS. 
November 2004. (fish feeding occurred at much higher turbidities than 
previously invisioned) 

25. Newspaper article, The Wenatchye World. MUSSEL TUSSEL: Vulnerable 
Species vs Miners, Group worries that environmental concerns will scrap 
Oroville Rally. 

All for now. 

Bruce 
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I September 6, 2006 

Paul Schlanger, 
Anchor Environmental 
1423 3rd Ave. Suite 300 
Seattle, Wa. 98101 

Subject: Materials from the Small-Scale Mining Community/ HCP/ Gold and Fish 
Pamphlet Related. 

Dear Paul, 

Per our phone conversation on September 5th, here are the materials that I received from 
Mr. Mark Erickson, President, Resources Coalition. I sincerely am confident that you 
will find the contained contents useful in your work in developing the 'white papers'. I 
believe this is far better than me trying to fax you reference lists when we can send to you 
the entire volume .contained in the reference list. 

Enclosed is: 

1. Current Gold and Fish Pamphlet, 1999. (I have copies of the 1980, 1985, and 
1987 mining guidelines should you need to see them. I cannot send them, 
however.) (only copies I have). 

2. Copy, Vol ofWashington State Department ofEcology, "Effects of Small-Scale 
Gold Dredging on Arsenic, Copper, and Zinc Concentrations in the Similkameen 
River". March 2005. 

3. Copy, Miner's proposed rules; "Small-Scale Mineral Prospecting and Placer 
Mining in Washington State." Washington Miners Council, July 2006. 

4. Compilation. "Small-Scale Mineral Prospecting and Placer Mining, Scientific 
Documentation, Federal and State Regulatory Agency Statements, and Permitting 
Requirements." June 2006. 

5. Compilation. "Small-Scale Mineral Prospecting and Placer Mining, Power Point 
Presentation to EPA, Scientific Documentation, EPA Website Removal and 
documentation." June 2006. [Power Point Presentation is in color and is VERY 
important because ofthe originator, Joseph Green, former EPA Biologist, now a 
miner] 

NPDES/CWA: 
I have extensive materials that indicates that the CW A and the NPDES permitting issue is 
not appropriate nor relative to this activity. This activity is an extraction and removal 
activity and 'not' a polluting activity. Federal law does not apply here. Army Corp of 
Engineers now state," that suction dredging with nozzles of to 6" in diameter is "de
minimus" and thus a "trifling matter" and not worthy of WASTING agency resources on 
because any trifling effects do not "degrade or destroy waters of the U.S." CWA was 
developed with Congress stating "All authority granted to a State in this section has been 
eliminated". 
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EPA has determined that in Montana, there is NO "water quality limited stream" controls 
because suction dredges do not add ANY W ASTELOAD to the streams which is 
correctly identifying that the activity removes "pollutants" and does not add one speck of 
material that was not already within the water body. 

I can make myself, and Ron Wilson and Greg Christensen, I'm sure, can make 
themselves available for discussion of the NPDES and CW A as it relates to small-scale 
mining and prospecting. Perhaps we can meet in Olympia, Tacoma or Seattle or possibly 
points North of Seattle. 

Bruce M. Beatty 
4602 Alameda Ave. West, 
University Place, Wa. 98466 
253-564-0954 
Fax 253-564-1674 
bruce@inlinks.net, 
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